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ABSTRACT

This study concerns the influence of neural activity on cochlear mechanics in alert 

humans. Cochlear mechanical activity is responsible for amplifying sound within the 

cochlea thus providing hearing sensitivity and sharp tuning. This is an energy 

requiring process involving the outer hair cells (GHOs). The OHCs are innervated by 
efferent neurons and it has been postulated that this efferent innen/ation is an integral 

part of thespecialization^f OHCs for their role in cochlear amplification. The function 
of the efferent neurons therefore is considered to provide a means of optimising CMC 

activity.
In order to contribute to elucidating the role of cochlear efferent activity in hearing, 

some attributes of the effects of efferent activity on cochlear mechanics were explored 
in this study. Non-invasive means are used to monitor cochlear mechanical activity 

and to evoke efferent neural activity. Transient evoked otoacoustic emissions 
(TEOAEs), recorded in the ear canal and evoked by clicks, were used to monitor 

cochlear mechanical activity while efferent activity was evoked acoustically by wide 

band noise presented either contralaterally or ipsilaterally to the test ear.

The results of the study show that the general effect of efferent activity is a 

suppression of cochlear mechanical activity. As shown in chapter 6 suppression 

occurred when efferent activity was stimulated via the contralateral ear and the 

ipsilateral ear. This showed that, not only is there is a functional afferent/efferent 

neural pathway between the ears, but also a functional afferent/efferent loop to an ear. 

Moreover the strength of the efferent effects on cochlear mechanics was of the same 

magnitude whether their activity was evoked ipsilaterally or contralaterally. This 

conclusion was drawn from the finding that cochlearlmechanical activity was



suppressed by similar amounts and the recovery times from the suppression were 

similar following both ipsilateral and contralateral activation of efferent activity.

The first part of the study explores the characteristics of the effects of efferent neural 

activity on cochlear mechanics. Chapter 4 shows that some ears are more 

susceptible to suppression than others. The results show that those ears that are the 

most mechanically active are also the most susceptible to suppression. In chapter 5 

the effects of efferent activity are shown to decline as the levels of stimuli evoking 

mechanical activity are raised. These results contribute to the conclusion that the role 

of efferent activity is to prevent over oscillation of the OHCs. Chapter 7 explores the 

effects of changes in the middle ear impedance on TEOAEs. The results show that 

middle ear impedance does indeed change under experimental conditions similar to 

those used to detect efferent effects. These middle ear changes however, cannot 
account for the imputed effects of efferent activity.
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Introduction

C h a p t e r  1

INTRODUCTION

General introduction
The mammalian cochlea is remarkably sensitive being able to detect sound pressure 

fluctuations as low as 0.2% of normal atmospheric pressure. This corresponds to 

vibrations of molecular dimensions within the cochlea. In-spite of this sensitivity the 

cochlea is also capable of withstanding sound pressures one million times greater in 

amplitude. The contemporary view of how sensitivity of mammalian hearing is 
achieved is that passive mechanical activity induced by sound pressure within the 

cochlea is amplified by an active process (Dallos 1996). The active process relies on 
outer hair cells (OHC) which are arranged in three orderly rows along the cochlear 

partition parallel to the sensory inner hair cells (IHC). The amplification process 

operates most effectively at low sound pressures and is gradually disabled as sound 

input increases. The cochlea therefore possesses an automatic gain control and thus 

is able to maintain a huge dynamic range of 120dB. This process is often referred to 

as the cochlear amplifier.
In addition to the capability of transducing sound information in terms of amplitude, 

the cochlea is also able to transduce the attributes of frequency and timing. Each 
frequency has its own characteristic place on the basilar membrane due to a 

systematic variation of stiffness and mass along the length of the cochlear partition. 
Maximum vibration for low frequencies occurs at the apical end while that for high 

frequencies occurs towards the base. Temporal information is analysed more centrally 
in the brain but the temporal resolution available to the central nervous system will 

depend upon the speed at which active mechanical process can react. The best 

temporal resolution will be provided by a system with a short refactory period. That is 

a system that does not fatigue and maintains full responsiveness in the presence of 

sound. In order for the active process to maintain temporal acuity and dynamic 

range, it is not surprising therefore that the cochlea requires one of the highest 
metabolic rates in the body (Johnstone and Sellick 1972).
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Introduction

Every biological system is able to adapt within a certain range of environmental 

conditions. Adaptation is essential for survival in the face of change. In the shortest 

term adaptation consists of compensatory mechanisms which maintain a consistency 

of the internal environment. Beyond this, a system has the ability tolacclimatizebut 

only to a certain extent after which there may be some resistance to environmental 

extremes. Resistance to intense sounds is afforded to the cochlear amplifier by a 

reflex arc which causes an increase in the impedance of the middle ear mechanism 

and hence, attenuation of the sound reaching the cochlea. Within the cochlea 

tolerance range there is some adaptation of the cochlear amplifier over minutes (as 

explained below). In the sorter term of tens of milliseconds to seconds there is a 

mechanism which alters the responsiveness of OHCs which could be thought of as an 

adaptive process. The mechanism by which responsiveness is altered is mediated via 

activity of efferent nerves which innervate the OHCs. This mechanism has been 

shown to alter the sensitivity and tuning of the cochlear amplifier. If the effect of 

efferent activity on cochlear mechanics is part of an adaptive process, it would be 

reasonable to ask how the state of adaptation of the cochlea that could be attributed to 

the direct effects of sound on OHCs influences the susceptibility of cochlear 

mechanics to the effect mediated by efferent activity.
The origin of efferent neurons to OHCs is the medial part of the superior olivary 

complex (SOC) which is in the brain stem. The SOC is the first part of the ascending 

auditory pathway to receive inputs from both ears. The response properties of regions 

of the SOC have led to the conclusion that these are pre-processors in the binaural 

processing system extracting fundamental information for more central way-stations 

where sound source location is determined (Dabak and Johnson 1993). Spatial 

localization relies on interaural phase differences and interaural intensity differences. 

Since information required for these cues is so important to the SOC it seems 

pertinent to ask if the effect of activity of efferent neurons descending from this region 

affect each of the cochleae equally.

The two questions to be addressed by this study are:

1. How is the susceptibility of cochlear mechanics to change by efferent activity 

affected by recent acoustic events?

2.1s the effect of SOC neurons on cochlear mechanics binaurally symmetrical?

11



Introduction

If efferent activity on OHCs is indeed part of the adaptive process within the normal 

tolerance range of the cochlea then it is important that the study is carried out under 

physiological conditions. This study was therefore carried out on awake humans using 

a non-invasive test and using moderate level sounds as stimuli. Cochlear mechanical 

activity was monitored by recording otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) which were evoked 

by low level click stimuli. Manipulations of sounds, either in the ear ipsilateral to the 

test stimulus or in the contralateral ear, evoked alterations in cochlear mechanics 

which could be attributed to a variety of factors. Sound presented to an ear will have 

a direct, local effect on cochlear mechanics. Secondly sound stimuli, in either ear, 

evoke activity in the efferent nerves innervating OHCs and alter their mechanical 

response to sound. Finally, particularly strong sound may also activate a middle ear 

muscle reflex arc which results in alterations of transmission of sound into the cochlea 

and of OAEs out of the cochlea. The impact of each of these factors on OAE signals 

was explored
In order to introduce this work the anatomy of the mammalian cochlea is now 

described, including neuro-anatomy of the afferent and efferent innervation. This is 

followed by a review of work investigating the effect of efferent activity on the cochlea 

with a particular emphasis on those studies on humans in which otoacoustic emissions 
were used. The introduction also includes a description of the development of the 

current understanding of cochlear mechanics and OAEs.
The vertebrate nervous system.

The principle function of the sensory nervous system is the transduction and 

transmission of information about the environment through the excitation of receptor 

endings. The sensory receptors are transducers which collect information from the 

external and internal environment. They transform one form of energy to 

electrochemical energy. Energy is transformed into a receptor potential, converted 

into an action potential which is conducted by the sensory neurons to sites within the 

central nervous system (CNS), where the information can be acted upon. The basic 

function of the CNS is produce appropriate responses. Responses may be movement 

of the animal via skeletal muscle, movement within the animal via visceral muscle, or 

hormone production via endocrine glands. Impulses are carried from the CNS to the 

effector organs by efferent neurons. In addition to the effector organs already 

mentioned, sense organs, such as the muscle spindle, the retina and sensory hair

12



Introduction

cells, also receive efferent innervation. This provides a mechanism for matching 

sense organ sensitivity to its behavioural requirements.
Hearing.

Hearing is defined as the detection of sound energy from the environment and the 

establishment of its meaning. Bilateral symmetrical hearing organs make sound 

localisation and orientation possible. Central processing is required for the processing 

of binaural information which enables locating, identifying and perceiving the meaning 

of sound, while the principle attributes of sound, its magnitude and frequency, are 

largely determined by the peripheral sense organ. These attributes which are required 

for hearing are present in all vertebrates. The initial role for hearing was probably prey 

or predator detection, that is the detection of a biologically significant sound in the 

presence of background noise.

Terrestrial animals have had to evolve structures whose function is to match the 

impedance of airborne sound to the denser medium of the fluid filled inner eâf. Wq 

mammals these structures comprise bilateral symmetrical eafi With an? outer ear 

consisting of a pinna and external auditory meatus, an air filled itffdfdle ear composed 
of a tympanic membrane and ossicular chain which impinge! M  the cochlea which is 

part of the inner ear. The cochlea contains the organ of oW l iliiich is the hearing 
sensory organ. ^

Basic description of the mammalian auditdfy%ystem.
The sensory organ.

A diagram of the human cochlea is shown in cross section in figureT.1 

mammalian cochlea consists of the scala media which is a tuM  pphtaining endolymph 
along the base of which lies the sensory organ (of Corti), surroun^jj^ by two perilymph 

containing tubes, the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani. These W es form a tight 

spiral around the central modiolus. The anatomical boundary between the scala media 

and the scala vestibuli is defined by Reissner's membrane and the basilar membrane 

defines the anatomical boundary between the scala media and the scala tympani.

The perilymph is a high-sodium solution while the endolymph is a high-potassium 

solution. The boundaries between the fluids of the scala vestibuli and the scala media 

are formed by tight junctions between the cells of Reissener's membrane, while that 

between the scala tympani and the scala media is formed by tight junctions of the

13



Introduction

reticular lamina which is at the apical surfaces of the sensory and supporting cells of 

Corti's organ. The supporting cells and sensory cell bodies are therefore bathed in 

perilymph, (for review (Hackney 1987))

The organ of Corti spirals within the scala media on the basilar membrane. It is 

composed of sensory cells and supporting cells. There are four rows of sensory hair 

cells, three rows of outer hair cells (OHC) and one row of inner hair cells (IHC). The 

tectorial membrane, a gel like structure, overlies the reticular lamina. IHCs in humans 

number between 2800 and 4400 in each ear while there are between 11200 and 

16000 OHCs (Wright et al. 1987).

14



Introduction

Figure 1.1 Diagram of Organ of Corti.

Cross section of the cochlea from (Seikel 1997)
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Introduction

Hair cells

In vertebrates, there is one basic type of receptor involved in hearing, equilibrium 

reception, and the detection of water currents. These mechano-receptive cells are 

cylindrical or bottle shaped and possess cilium-like processes and are therefore 

known as hair cells. Cells are set in an epithelial layer with the ciliary processes 

projecting from the distal surface and are innervated proximally. Movement of the 

ciliary processes leads to modification of sensory output to the nerves. Generally each 

cell has two types of processes. Stereocilia which are short and simple in structure 

and a kinocilium which is longer and has a more complex structure. The hair cells of 

the organ of Corti, shown in figure 1.2, differ from other hair cells in that they do not 

possess kinocilia, only a rudimentary element called the basal body. The stereocilia 

are highly organised, arranged in a shallow U shape on the IHCs and a W shape on 

the OHCs. (Retzius 1884)

There is a systematic variation of the hair cells along the organ of Corti with cells at the 
apex being larger than they are at the base. The stereocilia on the hair cells are 

longer and less stiff at the apex than they are at the base. Additionally there is a 

systematic variation in the width and stiffness of the basilar and tectorial membranes 

The basilar membrane is wider and the tectorial membrane has greater mass at the 

apex than the base. These morphological characteristics are functionally significant in 

that they provide tonotopicity along the receptor organ.(review (Lim 1986, Wright 

1984)).

16



Introduction

Figure 1.2 Inner and Outer Hair Cells.

Schematic representation of the relationship between the efferent and afferent nerve 

fibres and the hair cells. In the inner hair cell system (iH) the efferents (e) have almost 

exclusive synaptic contacts with the afferent fibres (a), but not with the inner hair cells. 

In the outer hair cell system the efferents (e) have almost exclusive synaptic contacts 

with the hair cells (oH) and not with the afferent fibres(a). (Friedmann and Ballantyne 

1984)

oH

O O

. a
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Introduction 

Hair cell innervation

There are at least four separate neural pathways, two afferent and two efferent 

innervating the cochlea. These are shown schematically in figure 1.3. The IHCs, 

which are the primary sensory cells, are innervated at their base by large myelinated 

type I afferent neurones as shown in figure 1.2. 90%-95% of the neurones in the 

auditory nerves are of this type while the remaining 10%-5% are thin unmyelinated 

type n neurones (Spoendlin 1985). In humans each IHC contacts roughly 20 different 

afferent nerves throughout the cochlear length (Spoendlin and Schrott 1988). Type I 

neurones are essentially unbranched but in humans some do branch and innervate up 

to three adjacent IHCs. Single IHC may form multiple synapses with a single afferent 

terminal. (Nadol 1983) Type n afferent neurones branch considerably and innervate 

the OHCs. In humans, each OHC at the base of the cochlea receives 4 afferent 
synaptic endings while at the apex each OHC receives 8. (Nadol 1988) The function 

and pathway of these neurones is as yet unknown.
Thin unmyelinated efferent neurones synapse on type I afferent neurones close to the 

base of the IHC. In humans OHCs receive between 4 and 8 afferent synaptic endings 
and between 8 and 10 efferent synapses. (Nadol 1983, Spoendlin 1982. As shown in 

figure 1 2.the efferent neurones innervating OHC differ from those that innervate fibres 
of type I afferent neurones at the base of IHCs in that they are larger and myelinated. 

On entering the cochlea there is some species differences in the branching of the 

efferent fibres. In the cat and guinea pig fibres branch and synapse with several 

discrete patches of OHC spanning the organ of Corti by as much as the distance 
equivalent to an octave. [Liberman, 1986, Spoendlin 1985, Warr 1992) In the mouse a 

few fibres branch and innervate 2 to 3 OHC while most innervate just one OHC. 
(Wilson et al. 1991). The density of efferent innervation is not constant through the 

three rows of OHCs or along the cochlear length. In humans there may be fewer 

efferent endings than is seen in the cat or guinea pig. There is a decline in the density 

of innervation from the first to the third row and the OHC of the basal turn exhibit the 

most dense efferent innervation. (Nadol et al. 1993).
Afferent pathway

A simplified schematic representation of the afferent and efferent pathways of the 

cochlea are shown in figure 1.3. Neurones synapsing with the IHCs form the spiral

18



Introduction

ganglion which runs along the central modiolus of the cochlear spiral. The spiral 

ganglion neurones then enter the brain and make their first synaptic contact in the 

Cochlear Nucleus Complex. Each fibre bifurcates once entering this region. After this 

point there is some degree of decussation. Auditory neurones then synapse with the 

neurones of the superior olivary complex(SOC) on both sides of the brainstem. In the 

cat it has been shown that stimuli applied to either ear may excite many SOC units 

(Liberman and Brown 1986, Yin and Chan 1990). The neurones of the SOC are the 

earliest in the ascending auditory pathway to receive inputs from both cochleae. This 

region also receives inputs from higher centres of the auditory system (Klinke and 

Galley 1974).
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Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram of Olivocochlear pathway

Summary of known and hypothesised connections of olivocochlear neurones. Reflex 

circuits of a representative LOC neurone (right) and a representative MOC neurone 
(left) are depicted. A cochlear nuclear multipolar cell, with dendrites extending into the 

granule cell region, is shown hypothetically linking the periphery to the two kinds of OC 
neurones and receiving feedback in the form of a collateral from the MOC neurone. A 
projection by this multipolar neurone to OC neurones has yet to be demonstrated. 
(Warr 1992)
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Introduction 

Hfferent pathw(^

Efferent neurones, which are cochlea bound, exit the SOC in the olivocochlear bundle. 
Those bound for the ipsilateral cochlea form the uncrossed olivocochlear bundle 

(UOCB) and those bound for the contralateral cochlea form the crossed olivocochlear 

bundle (COCB).
There are at least two populations of neurones within the OCB that were initially 

identified in cats. (Warr and Guinan 1979) One innervates the base of the OHCs 

while the other innervates the dendrites of auditory neurones at the base of IHCs. 

Efferent neurones innervating the OHCs arise in the medial part of the superior olivary 

complex and are known as the medial olivocochlear neurones (MOC). The MOC 

system has both crossed and uncrossed projections and in some species neurones 

that project to both cochleae have been identified (Aschoff and Ostwald 1988)

Crossed projections are found to be more numerous than uncrossed projections in a 

number of species including humans (Adams 1986).and cat. (Warr 1975).
Neurones innervating the IHC dendrites arise in the region of the lateral superior 

olivary nucleus and are known as the lateral olivocochlear neurones (LOC). The LOC 
neurones are predominantly uncrossed, but in the cat about 1/4 of them cross and are 

part of the COCB. (Warr 1992) MOC efferents are large myelinated neurones while 
those of the LOC are smaller and unmyelinated.

The COCB fibres cross the mid-line in the floor the iVth ventricle and join thé UCOB 

fibres to form a well defined bundle within the root of the vestibular nerve. At this point 

there are some collateral projections to the cochlear nucleus. They exit the brain stem 

to enter the cochlea via the vestibulo-cochlear anastamosis (of Oort). As shown in 

figure 1.3. within the organ of Corti the MOC neurones travel apically before crossing 

the tunnel of Corti and forming synapses with OHCs. (Klinke and Galley 1974).
Efferent Neurotransmitters

LOC and MOC neurones are defined by their origin but may be differentiated in a 

number of ways. Apart from their morphological differences, the two types of efferents 

also differ neurochemically. The neurotransmitter to which the MOC respond is 

acetylcholine (Ach) while the LOC responds to gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA).

This neurochemical difference has enabled the quantification and mapping of LOC
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and MOC neurones at their origin and at their target using histochemical and 

immunocytochemical techniques. (Warr 1992)

Recently immunochemical studies in rats have shown that, in addition to the more 

basely distributed cholinergic MOC efferents, there is a population of more apically 

distributed GABA-ergic endings. (Vetter et al. 1991). There is also evidence of GABA- 

ergic efferents in the apical cochlea of guinea pigs from experiments with modulation 

of OHC (Kirk and Johnstone 1993) Morphological investigations have identified small 

efferent endings in the apex of chimpanzee cochlea which are thought to correspond 

to these GABA-ergic endings. (Francis and Nadol 1993). In human small efferent 

endings are found on OHC through-out the length of the cochlea and some synapses 

with supporting cells surrounding OHC have also been identified (Nadol and Burgess 

1994) These findings have led some to suggest that neurones of the LOC innervate 

OHC as well as fibres at the base of IHCs. (Vetter et al. 1991)

Morphological examinations of human and chimpanzee have revealed the presence of 

reciprocal synapses at the base of all three rows of OHCs. (Nadol 1984, Nadol and 

Burgess 1990). Such endings are capable of neurone to hair cell and hair cell to 

neurone synaptic activity. These endings are found at the base of OHC which have 

strongly divergent innervation. This means that few neurones innervate many OHCs 

and suggests that there is a feedback loop between the OHC which share dendritic 

innervation. (Nadol 1990)
Ontogenetic development

in humans, histological evidence suggests that there is sufficient hair cell 
differentiation and synaptogenisis for the onset of cochlear function, at about 16 weeks 

gestational age (Pujol et al. 1980). In Pujol’s study cochlear function was defined as 

the capability to generate neural responses to stimulation of the hair cells. Cochlear 

maturation is defined as the development of fine tuning and sensitivity which occurs 

subsequent to basic cochlear function. During maturation numerous morphological 

and physiological changes occur in the basilar membrane and among hair cells and 

their supporting cells which are all likely to contribute to the effective coupling of the 

sensory cells to stimulus induced vibrations of the basilar membrane. (Souter et al. 

1997). It is during this period that the adult pattern of innervation to the OHC 

develops.
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In their study on cats, guinea pigs rats and hamsters Pujol et. al showed that in the 

immature cochlea, while the afferent synapses on IHC are in place, the OHC are 

surrounded by numerous afferent endings. With the onset of cochlear function the first 

efferents are seen making synapses with the afferent dendrites. With the onset of 

maturity there is an increase in the number of efferent endings which seem to compete 

with the afferent endings for space on the OHC membrane. Finally one or two efferent 

endings occupy most of the synaptic OHC membrane (Pujol et al. 1980). Based on 

histological evidence this process is thought to be complete in humans at about 30 

weeks gestation.

Morphological investigations have indicated that, at birth, the human cochlea is 

equipped with an abundance of hair cells which decrease with age. This is especially 

noted in OHC count (Wright et al. 1987).
Phylogenetic development

The ubiquity of sensory hair cells within the animal kingdom had led to the argument 
that the mammalian inner ear has evolved alongside other sensory systems like the 

lateral lines of fishes, from a common mechanosensory system. The earliest form of 
inner ear was likely to be a labyrinthine complex functioning primarily as an equilibrium 

receptor. The cochlea, an end organ capable of detecting the more rapid vibrations of 
sound, could be derived from the labyrinth with slight mechanical changes. Changes 

in neural organisation would also be required to filter out signals pertaining to 

equilibrium leaving a hearing end organ (Cans 1992).

The presence of efferent synapses is a common feature of mechanosensory hair cell 

systems, which are found in all classes of vertebrates. The efferent neurones within 

these systems terminate peripherally on the hair cells, on sensory nerve fibres and on 

hindbrain sensory nuclei. Lampreys, which are phylogenetically primitive animals, 

have mechanosensory hair cells innervated by efferent neurones that arise 

ipsilaterally. The inner ear and the lateral line of fishes are examples of such systems 

in phylogenetically more advanced animals. These efferents arise predominantly 

contralaterally (Roberts 1992). Among mammalian species, efferents to cochlear hair 

cells arise both ipsilaterally and contralaterally. The pattern of efferent innervation of 

IHC is remarkably constant across mammalian species. However the pattern of 

efferent innervation of OHC in human and chimpanzee differ from that of other 

mammalian species. Reciprocal synapses have only been identified in human and
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chimpanzee cochlea suggesting a recent phylogenetic development (Nadol 1990). 

Reciprocal synapses are capable of transmitting and receiving neurochemical signals. 

The question of whether such endings have a functional significance relevant to 

phylogenetically more advanced mammals remains as yet unresolved. However, the 

anatomical differences in efferent innervation suggest that the primate 

cochlea/afferent/efferent loop may differ functionally from that of other mammalian 

species.
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C h a p t e r  2

CRITICAL REVIEW

Influence of olivocochlear efferent stimulation on the cochlea.
A variety of means of stimulating efferent activity have been utilised in investigations of 

the effects efferent activity on the cochlea. These have been direct electrical 

stimulation of efferent nerves or via acoustic stimulation to one or both ears. 

Additionally the influence of more central regions of the brain on efferent activity has 

been investigated by monitoring cochlear activity in various stages of sleep or during 

attention diverting tasks.
EflFect of electrical stimulation of the COCB on auditory nerve fibres.

Galambos 1956 was the first to demonstrate that electrical stimulation of the COCB 

could reduce the amplitude of the gross response of the auditory nerve (N1 or 

compound action potential N1-P1) to clicks. (Galambos 1956). This was prior to the 

suggestion by Engstrom 1958 that the OHC were innervated by efferents. The activity 
of single auditory nerve fibres were also inhibited by COCB stimulation (Fex 1962). 

COCB stimulation was found be most effective in reducing N1 when the potential was 

evoked by low sound intensities and became less effective at higher stimulus 

intensities.(Desmedt 1962, Fex 1962, Fex 1965, Wiederhold and Kiang 1970).
Similarly the effectiveness of COCB stimulation on the activity of single auditory fibres 

was found to decline when the intensity of the stimulus evoking the activity was 

increased. The latency of the COCB effect, from COCB stimulation to minimum 

discharge rate of auditory neurones, was found to be of an order of 40-100 ms. 

Recovery of discharge rate following COCB stimulation was between 400ms and 

100ms. Latency and recovery rates varied systematically with frequency between 

fibres. Those with high characteristic frequencies (CF) had longer latencies and slower 

recovery of neural activity than those with lower CFs. Recovery rates were also 

dependent on the duration of COCB stimulation. Following sustained COCB 

stimulation reduction in the discharge rate of auditory fibres was maintain for many 

minutes. At this time the question of why the effect of COCB stimulation on auditory
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fibres should vary with frequency or how this effect was mediated was left 

open(Wiederhold and Kiang 1970)

The question then to be addressed was of whether the observed effects of COCB 

stimulation were due to MOC efferents which synapse with OHC or whether LOC 

efferent activity may be involved. Many of the studies of electrical stimulation of the 

COCB were in cats. Stimulation was to the floor of the IVth ventricle where the COCB 

decussates. Stimulation at this point might not have been specific to MOC neurones 

but may have also involved LOC neurones and even the few MOC neurones in the 

UOCB which passes very close to the mid-line in cats. In order to determine, whether 

LOC neurones and MOC neurones in the UOCB, have some influence on the changes 
seen in gross cochlear potentials and single auditory nerve potentials, caused by 

electrical stimulation at the mid-line, these changes were compared to those caused 

by electrical stimulation closer to the origin of the MOC neurones in the region anterior 

to the medial superior olivary nucleus. The effects of electrical stimulation of the 

MOC units ipsilateral to the test cochlea (uncrossed MOC) and contralateral to the test 

cochlea (crossed MOC) were compared with electrical stimulation at the midline. No 

qualitative differences were found and the quantitative differences indicated that 
individual UMOC and CMOC efferents produce similar effects in the cochlea and that 

all of the observed effects of mid-line OCB stimulation are due to action of the MOC 

efferents. (Guinan and Gifford 1988a)

Similarly the finding that COCB stimulation broaden tuning curves of single auditory 

neurones was confirmed and shown to be due to MOC efferents. (Guinan and Gifford 

1988b) More recent studies have confirmed the finding that COCB stimulation has 

greater effects on auditory neurone discharge rates evoked by lower intensity stimuli 

that on those evoked by higher intensities, but that this does not apply to all neurone 

types. (Guinan and Stankovic 1996) They conclude that the MOC efferent inhibition is 

not solely due to reduction in basilar membrane motion but may also involve 

alterations in the endocochlear potential (EP).

Effect of electrical stimulation of the COCB on cochlear potentials

Electrical stimulation of the COCB causes an increase in the amplitude of the 

Cochlear Microphonie (CM) a potential which oscillates at the same frequency as the 

acoustic stimulus.(Desmedt 1962, Fex 1962, Fex 1967) and reflects the summed
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receptor potentials of OHCs. This finding was confirmed by Mountain et a! 1980 in 

their study on guinea pig cochleae. They also showed that COCB stimulation results 

in a negative shift of CM phase. COCB stimulation induced amplitude and phase 

changes in CM evoked by low intensity stimuli were effected more than those evoked 

by higher stimulus levels. By taking changes in other cochlear potential into account it 

was concluded that COCB stimulation caused a decrease in the resistance of the post 

synaptic membrane of the OHCs. (Mountain et al. 1980).
Effect of COCB stimulation on intracellular potentials of inner hair cells

Electrical stimulation of the efferent nerves in the COCB reduced the intracellular 

potentials recorded from within inner hair cells in guinea pig cochleae (Brown et al. 
1983) The effect of the COCB stimulation was to decrease the magnitude of the INC 

receptor potential evoked by tone burst at the optimum frequency (or CF) for that cell. 
The magnitude of this effect was found to be similar to the effect that COCB 

stimulation had on the compound action potential of the auditory nerve. For sounds of 
high level and for frequencies well below characteristic frequency, COCB stimulation 

was less effective at reducing receptor potentials. Frequency tuning curves of the 
receptor potential taken during continuous COCB stimulation were shallower. The 

time course of the effect was slow requiring 50-250ms for full effect and recovery 
(Brown and Nuttall 1984)

Although direct electrical stimulation of the COCB is not physiological these studies 

showed that the central nervous system could exert some effect on the sensory INC of 

the cochlea. MOC efferent fibres synapse exclusively with OHC and therefore the 
effect of COCB stimulation on IHC has to be via some mechanism involving OHCs. 

(Mountain 1980, Siegel and Kim 1982) This conclusion was very significant at a time 

when the importance of OHC mechanics in the sharp tuning and sensitivity of the 

cochlea was emerging.

Evidence of a functional loop from one cochlea to the other.
In early studies it was found that many of the efferent nerves could be activated by 

sound stimuli and that activity was dependent on stimulus intensity and frequency 

(reviewed by (Klinke and Galley 1974)). This implied that there was functional contact 

between cochlear bound efferent nerves and the afferent input from the cochlea. 

Dodson et al (Dodson et al. 1986) showed that unilateral extracochlear electrical
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stimulation caused structural alterations in the OHCs and their efferent nerve terminals 

on both the contralateral and ipsilateral sides in the guinea pig cochlea. The 

distribution of the damage was similar on both sides, in that it was restricted to the 

basal turn suggesting that, the spatial arrangement of the efferent system on the two 

sides is related. Although the effects on the ipsilateral side could have been caused 

by direct over-stimulation of the efferent supply to the ipsilateral cochlea, the possibility 

that it could be reinforced by efferent activity arising from the brainstem as a reflex 

response to activation of the afferent cochlear nerve fibres was also discussed by 

Dodson. (Dodson et al. 1987) In a later study, using the same extracochlear 

stimulation, a cochlear mechanical correlate to these morphological findings was 

found. The mechanical activity, reflected by Distortion Product Otoacoustic Emissions 

(DPOAEs) was reduced in both the stimulated and contralateral ear. This reduction 

was consistent with shifts in the OHC operating range in the direction of reduced 

sensitivity rather than with OHC pathology. (Dodson and Brown 1995).

The development of the understanding of cochlear mechanics.
In the latter half of the nineteenth century, Helmholtz proposed that structures within 
the cochlea resonated in sympathy with sound rather like the strings of a piano. He 

reasoned that frequency discrimination was due to vibration of a series of independent 
resonators within the cochlea. Between 1920s and 1950s Georg von Békésy, 

succeeded in observing the pattern of vibration to sound along the cochlear partition 
with light microscopy, (von Bekesy 1960). His observations did not support the 

independent resonator model, but indicated that the regions along the cochlea were 

mechanically coupled to each other. He found that sound produced transversal 

travelling waves on the cochlear duct which were propagated from the oval window 
towards the helicotrema with a monotonically decreasing group velocity and an 

amplitude that gradually increased to a maximum and fell rather steeply beyond. The 

location at which the maximum vibration occurred was frequency dependent. Highest 

frequency maxima were located nearest the base and as frequency decreased the 

maxima moved towards the apex.
The travelling wave

Thetravellingwave described by von Békésy was observed using very intense stimuli 

on cadaver ears. From these observation it was deduced that cochlear partition motion
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was linear and not sharply tuned. During the late 1960s and early 1970s researchers 

used a sophisticated technique for measuring vibration which was developed by 

Mossbauer in 1958. This technique enable measurements of vibrations within the 

cochleae of living animals at sound levels close to the threshold of hearing.

(Johnstone and Boyle 1967, Rhode 1971). The idea that vibration of the cochlear 

partition could be sharply tuned was first demonstrated by Rhode in the squirrel 

monkey. Initially however, these findings were thought to be idiosyncratic to that 

species. (Rhode 1971). Sharp tuning and nonlinearity have been subsequently 

confirmed by other researchers using the Mossbauer technique (Sellick et al. 1982), 

and laser interferometry. (Khanna and Leonard 1982). It is now known that motion 

along the cochlear partition is exceedingly non-linear at low intensity levels and very 

sharply tuned. (Sellick et al. 1982). At a given location along the basilar membrane, if 

measured at a high sound level, the displacement of the cochlear partition is similar to 

that shown by von Békésy. As the sound level decreases however, the gain increases 
but only in the vicinity of the characteristic frequency. As shown in figure 2.1 as the 

sound level decreases the gain functions become increasingly sharp.(Johnstone et al.

1986).
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Figure2.1 Gain o f the Cochlea.

Normalised basilar membrane amplitude relative to tympanic membrane motion (gain) 

at a basal turn location in the guinea pig. Measurements are made at various 

constant sound pressure levels (SPL) as indicated. Note that the gain is independent 

of level below 10kHz and is strongly dependent on level around the best frequency of 

around 18kHz. Also note that the frequency of peak response shifts towards lower 

values as sound level increases (fig 4b (Johnstone et al. 1986))
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An active process.

In order to explain non-linearities and sharp tuning, it has been proposed that there is 
an active process which selectively boosts basilar membrane motion. (Kim 1980,

Neely and Kim 1983). Energy needs to be supplied to the travelling wave in a region 

that is basal to the best frequency. This process has the effect of increasing basilar 

membrane vibration at the characteristic place. The effect that the active process has 

on a travelling wave is represented graphically in figures 2.2a and 2.2b (Brass 1998). 

The figures shows envelopes of waves as they would travel along the basilar 

membrane which is represented straightened out. The first trace in figure 2.2a 

represents travelling waves of two pure tones in a dead cochlea. This is a passive 

system which is highly damped. The peaks of vertical motion of the waves cannot be 

differentiated. The second trace in figure 2.2b represents travelling waves of the same 
two pure tones but in a cochlear in which some of the damping has been removed. 

Injection of energy is analogous to removal of damping and is therefore referred to as 

negative damping. (Neely and Kim 1983). This is an active system and the peaks of 

vertical motion in this case are easily differentiated. This system is tuned.
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F igure 2.2 Model o f Coclilear Amplifier
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An active process requires an energy source and therefore any disruptions that affect 

cochlear metabolism will reduce sensitivity. Thqiabialitpf cochlear sensitivity would 

therefore provide a strong case for an active contribution to vibration. Additionally with 

an active process comes the possibility of instability and the production of oscillations 

due to excessive amplification, (reviewed by (Dallos 1996)) Acoustic energy, 

apparently of cochlear origin has been detected in some ear canals. (Wilson 1980). 

These spontaneous otoacoutic emissions (SOAE) are the strongest evidence that the 

cochlea actively produces vibrations. Acoustically evoked sound emissions of cochlear 

origin that can be measured in the ear canal also support the validity of active 

processes providing amplification of the travelling wave. (Kemp 1979). The 

mechanism generating otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) was not only found to exhibit 

sharp tuning and nonlinearity but also physiological vulnerability (Anderson 1980, 

Kemp and Chum 1980, Wilson 1980). Sharply tuned mechanical response were 

found to be vulnerable to disruptions that affect cochlear metabolism (Rhode 1973). 
This is additional evidence that sensitivity and tuning require an active process.
Mechanical to electrical transduction.

Throughout the 1970’s various models were proposed to explain how mechano- 

electro-physiological transduction may occur in the cochlea. One of the major 
obstacles to understanding the role of mechanical process was the apparently 

contradictory observations of linear cochlear partition motion and nonlinear 

physiological response characteristics, (reviewed by (Kim and Molnar 1975)). Models 

proposed by Kim et al had predicted that nonlinear phenomena, that had been 
observed in cochlear nerve fibre responses but had not at that time been observed in 

basilar membrane motion, should be observed in the latter, 

in order to address this problem Kim et al inferred the properties of cochlear partition 

motion from experimental studies of cochlear nerve fibre responses and compared 

these with mechanical responses. This was achieved by studying nerve fibres 

responses to paired tones and their distortion products which provided information 

about their propagation along the cochlea. These data were then compared with 

distortion products in acoustic signals measured near the tympanum.(Kim et al. 1980). 

Similar attributes of nonlinearity and physiological vulnerability were found among the 

acoustic responses as well as the cochlear nerve responses. From this it was 

concluded that there were nonlinearities present in cochlear mechanical responses.
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These finding led to the proposal of a model in which tympanum motion was 

bi-directionally coupled with basilar membrane mechanics which in turn was 
bi-directionally^ coupled with the mechano-electro transduction mechanism. This meant 

that vibrations of the basilar membrane caused electrical events (forward transduction) 

which in turn caused movement of the basilar membrane(reverse transduction) thus 

amplifying basilar membrane vibration. Similarly tympanum vibration cased basilar 

membrane motion via cochlear hydrodynamics and this in turn caused tympanum 

vibration. In this model, middle ear mechanics were linear but the basilar membrane 
and transduction mechanism were nonlinear.Bi-directionalcoupling provided an 

explanation for the presence of nonlinear characteristics present in the acoustic 

responses measured at the tympanum.

At this time however, the functional role of the mechanically present and metabolically 

dependent nonlinearity in the cochlear was not fully understood. It was speculated by 

Kim et al (Kim et al. 1980) that one effect of cochlear nonlinearity appeared to be an 
increase in the dynamic range by compression of the amplitude of cochlear-partition 

motion at moderate and high stimulus levels.
Role of outer hair cells

Possible mechanisms for the mechano-electro-physiological transduction process in 
cochleae were also being discussed during the early 1980s. As reviewed by Dallos, 

(Dallos 1988) substantial evidence gathered in the 1970s indicated that OHCs were 

intimately associated with the sensitivity, frequency selectivity and nonlinearity of the 

cochlea. It was also shown that damage to OHCs desensitises detunes and linearizes 

the cochlear response. (Dallos et al. 1972, Ryan and Dallos 1975). Initially however 

there was a reluctance to consider the possibility of a mechanical role for OHCs. One 

of the first pieces of evidence in support of a mechanical role for OHCs was made by 

Mountain (Mountain 1980) and then by Siegel and Kim (Siegel and Kim 1982) who 

reported that electrical stimulation of cochlea efferent neurons, that innervate OHCs, 

altered DPOAEs. Mountain also noted that the DPOAEs were changed when 

endocochlear potentials were lowered, indicating a link between basilar membrane 

vibrations and electrical activity with the cochlear.

The strongest support to the idea that OHC are involved in an active mechanical 

process was provided by the demonstration that OHCs isolated from the cochlear are 

capable of length changes at audio frequency rates upon electrical
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stimulation.(Ashmore 1987, Brownell et al. 1985, Kacharetal. 1986, Zenner 1986). In 

vivo receptor potentials produced by OHC in response to acoustic stimulation may 

drive the electromotile response. This could feed back a cycle-by cycle mechanical 

force upon the basilar and tectorial membrane systems.

In addition to rapid cycle-by-cycle motility, OHCs also exhibit a slow contraction on 

stimulation (as reviewed in (Dallos 1996)) but which can also be elicited by focal 

application of acetylcholine, the transmitter substance of cochlear efferents (Sziklai 

and Dallos 1993) The function of the slow motile mechanism of the OHC is believed 

to be to regulate the length and stiffness of the OHC and thereby control the operating 

point of the cell (Kim 1986) This process is not only controlled by the stimulus but also 

potentially by the central nervous system via efferent nerves.

It is now generally believed that the vibration of the cochlear partition in mammals can 

explain most of the response properties of the hair cells and primary afferent neurones 

of the organ of Corti. Vibrations are detected by the IHC and OHC by shearing of the 
hair bundles. IHC responses generate firing of primary auditory neurones. OHC 

responses generate an active feedback process which amplifies the vibrations of the 

cochlear partition.
Otoacoustic emissions.

Since their discovery in 1978 OAEs have been used extensively for the investigation 

of cochlear mechanics because they may be conveniently measured in the ear canal. 

The presence of OAEs in ear canal relies on part of the forward travelling wave also 

travelling backwards to the oval window. This backward travelling wave could be due 

to scattering or refection of part of the cochlea’s forward travelling wave, or could be 

due to emissions from sites of distortion product frequencies. The travelling waves 

within the cochlea are subject to substantial distortion. OAEs are considered to be 

echoes of distorted travelling waves (Kemp 1998). They are the remains of the 

travelling wave that travel back from the characteristic place to the oval window. There 

are a variety of methods for measuring OAEs dependent on the type of stimulus 

applied. They may be measured as distortion products (DPOAEs) or as delayed 

emissions known as transient evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAEs) which are 

evoked by brief auditory stimuli. Spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAEs) may be 

recorded from some ears and are generally one or several pure tones.
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Influence of olivocochlear efferent stimulation on cochlear 

mechanics in humans.
Acoustic stimulation.

The fact that cochlear mechanics could be monitored non-invasively with OAEs, 

coupled with the feasibility of using a non-invasive stimulus, sound, to activate MOC 

efferent activity provides an opportunity to study medial efferent activity in humans and 

unanaesthetizedanimals. Alterations in OAEs in human ear caused by sound 

presented to the contralateral ear were first attributed to medial efferent activity by 

(Mott et al. 1989). In their study SOAE were used to monitor cochlear mechanical 

activity while pure tones at various frequencies were delivered to the contralateral ear. 

They found that contralateral stimulation always caused an increase in the frequency 

of the SOAE but the amplitude could either increase, decrease or remain the same. 

Contralateral sound induced changes in evoked OAEs were first demonstrated by 

Collet et al (Collet et al. 1990) and Abe and Tsuiki (Abe et al. 1990)in normally hearing 

human ears. They showed that click evoked OAEs were attenuated by contralateral 

white noise and the amount of attenuation increased systematically with the sensation 

level of the noise. The effect was attributed, at least in part, to medial efferent activity 

on cochlear mechanics.
Characteristics of the effect that have been explored.

Frequency specificity

There is considerable evidence from animal studies that MOC efferent innervation is 

tonotopically organised.(Warr 1992) MOC neurones are tuned (Fex 1962), and 

terminate at locations corresponding to their CF. Fibres branch out and synapse with 

OHCs over a range of about an octave and there is a tendency for the branching to be 

displaced more basally with respect to the characteristic place of their respective CFs. 

(Warr 1992) This pattern is important for the active cochlear model proposed by 

Neely and (Neely and Kim 1983, Neely and Kim 1986) In this model the location of the 

active region has to be basal to the characteristic place in order to produce the stable 

enhanced and sharpened response characteristics. It is intriguing to note therefore, 

that contralateral tones of approximately 1/2 octaves below (more apical than) the 

frequency of an SOAE stimulus is the most effective at evoking frequency shifts.(Mott 

et al. 1989).
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Tonotopicity of the efferent system would therefore seem to be an important attribute 

to study in order to elucidate the role of MOC efferents. Since the work of Mott et al 

however there have not been many studies on humans which gave such clear cut 

results. The findings of Mott et al were disputed in a study in which a similar test 

paradigm was used. (Harrison and Burns 1993). In this study frequency specificity of 

contralateral suppression of SOAEs by pure tones could not be demonstrated but the 

intensity of the tones was 20dB higher than those used by Mott. It was concluded in 

this study that frequency specificity was confounded by the effects of middle ear 

muscle activity

A frequency specific effect of efferent activity on OAEs evoked by tone pips (Veuillet et 

al. 1991) and DPOAEs (Chery Croze et al. 1993) has been demonstrated but the 

tuning curves were broad and shallow. In these studies the efferent effect sought was 

a suppression of OAE amplitude but, as shown by Mott et al, (Mott et al. 1989) this 

effect is not as clear cut as shifts in frequency. DPOAEs were suppressed most 
effectively by narrow band noise close to DPOAE frequency when they were set at 

1 kHz or 2kHz. However lower frequency narrow band noise was found to be nearly as 
effective at suppressing these DPOAEs and frequency specificity was less obvious at 

3kHz and could not be demonstrated for higher frequency DPOAEs (Chery Croze et 

al. 1993).
Similarly, click evoked OAEs were suppressed in the 1 kHz to 2kHz region by narrow 
band noises centred on these frequencies but there was a gradual decline in 

suppression as the frequency of the narrow band noise increased (Norman and 

Thornton 1993) No frequency specific suppression was observed on click evoked 

OAEs when pure tones were used as contralateral stimuli (Berlin et al. 1993). These 

data show that low frequency or broad band contralateral stimuli are the most effective 

at suppressing OAEs and the frequencies most susceptible to suppression are 

between 1-2kHz. Low frequencies sounds are better at suppressing OAEs because 

they travel further along the cochlea partition than high frequencies and therefore 

stimulate a wider range of sensory IHC and hence provide a stronger stimulus to the 

MOC neurones.

The reason why OAEs in the 1-2khz region tend to be the most susceptible to 

suppression could be because these frequencies are generally the most strongly 

represented in the OAE response. This is partly due to the transfer characteristics of
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the middle ear which favour those frequencies but there are also constraints of the 

measurement technology. Frequencies above about 6kHz cannot be detected by 

otoacoustic emission analyser equipment and background noise tends to contaminate 

frequencies lower than about 1 kHz. These factors limit the frequency range over 

which any type of OAE may be measured. The frequency range over which transient 

evoked OAEs (TEOAE) can be measured is even more limited because they are 

measured in the time domain. The highest frequency OAEs in response to clicks, 

emerge sooner than the lower frequencies. Typically the measurement time window 

for click evoked OAEs commences at 2.5 ms post stimulus to avoid contamination 

from a stimulus artefact. The higher frequencies which emerge at less than 2.5ms 

post stimulus will therefore be under-represented in the response while the lower 

frequencies which emerge between 5ms and 10ms post stimulus time are fully 

represented in the response. There are therefore physiological and technical reasons 

for differences in OAE strength with frequency, and hence differences with frequency 

in susceptibility to suppression observed as by many authors (Abe et al. 1990, Collet 

et al. 1990, Moulin et al. 1993). Differences in susceptibility to suppression with 

frequency could therefore confound measurements aimed at detecting tonotopicity 

between MOC efferents and the cochleae.
Influence of the tetJtporal characteristics of efferent evoking stimuli.

The latency between changes in cochlear mechanics and the onset of contralateral 

acoustic stimulation has proved technically difficult to measure. The accuracy 

depends on the resolution of the test. The most useful types of OAEs to use are those 

evoked by transient stimuli such as clicks. Although the OAE emerges over 20ms 

post stimulus, the response reflects cochlear mechanical responsiveness at the instant 

when the stimulus energy arrives at the receptor. Click stimuli may be arranged in 

various temporal relationships relative to a contralateral stimulus. Click evoked OAEs 

were found to be suppressed in the region of 15ms-20ms after the onset of 

contralateral broad band noise (Hill et al. 1997, Tavartkiladze et al. 1996). This is 

shorter than the 40-140 ms latency described earlier (Lind 1994) but would be in better 

agreement with the observed latency between a contralateral acoustic stimulus and 

changes in the compound action potential measured in guinea pigs (Bonfils et al.

1987) The latency between a contralateral auditory stimulus and ipsilateral changes in 

cochlear mechanics could be expected to be longer than 8ms-10ms which is the
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latency between shocks to the COCB and cochlear mechanical changes (Kemp and 

Souter 1988). It would also be expected to be longer than 5ms-40ms which is the 

latency between auditory stimuli and COCB activity (Fex 1962). Animal studies have 

shown however, that the latency of the effect is influenced by the intensity of the 

stimulus to the MOC efferents. Latencies become shorter with stronger MOC 

stimulation (Fex 1962, Kemp and Souter 1988, Wiederhold and Kiang 1970).

The persistence of the efferent effect and the decay of the effect following the removal 

of stimulation has attracted considerable interest but much of this work has been 
carried out on cats or Guinea pigs. In humans frequency shifts in SOAEs were found 

to persist throughout 4 minutes of contralateral stimulation (Mott et al. 1989) In guinea 

pigs there was a gradual return of DPOAEs to prestimulus levels over 8 minutes of 

continuous contralateral stimulation. (Kujawa et al. 1993)

Two phases have been identified in the decline of DPOAE amplitudes during 10 

seconds of stimulation in cats (Liberman et al. 1996). They comprise a large rapid 

component with a time constant of roughly 100ms and a smaller slower component 

with a time constant of roughly 1000ms. The rapid component relies on MOC activity 

since it disappears following OCB section while the slower component does not. Slow 

and fast adaptation have also been identified in compound action potentials during 
stimulation of the COCB. (Reiter and Liberman 1995, Sridhar et al. 1995). The fast 

but not the slow effects evoked by acoustic stimuli could be blocked by transmitter 
antagonists (Kirk and Johnstone 1993, Kujawa et al. 1995) and by depth of 

anaesthesia. (Chang and Norton 1997). The sensitivity of the fast effects to specific 
antagonists show that they are MOC mediated. The slow effects are not blocked by 

the same antagonists indicating that it is not MOC mediated. Although the slow effect 

may be influenced by a more rapid MOC effect it is not caused by MOC activity. It 

has been concluded therefore that the small slow decline in cochlear responsiveness 

is due to adaptation at the level of the OHCs.
Verification of a MOC efferent mediated effect on the cochlea.

One serious methodological problem with using sounds that are intense enough to 

activate MOC activity is the possibility that the middle ear reflex activation is also 

involved. If the middle ear muscles are activated by the acoustic stimulus, an 

increase in middle ear attenuation could account for the observed effects. Mott et 

al(Mott et al. 1989) argued that the observed changes in SOAE amplitude with
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contralateral pure tones must be due to medial efferent activity because the amplitude 

could either remain unchanged, increase or decrease rather than simply decrease 

which would be expected if the changes were caused by contraction and fatigue of 

middle ear muscles.
Authors prior to this study, using similar experimental paradigms had argued that OAE 

alterations could be explained entirely by middle ear reflex activity. (Rabinowitz and 

Widin 1984, Schloth and Zwicker 1983). In a subsequent study on SOAEs , Harrison 

and Bums(Harrison and Bums 1993)compared the effect of voluntary contraction of 

middle ear muscles and contralaterally presented tones or broad band noise. They 

noted a series of similarities between the effects of middle ear muscle activity and 

contralateral sounds on SOAEs in one subject. Any differences between the two 

effects were attributed to the difference in strength between voluntary middle ear 

muscle contraction and middle ear contraction induced by contralateral sound. They 

concluded therefore that contralateral acoustic stimuli could evoke some middle ear 

muscle activity in awake humans which would confound the effects of the medial 

efferent activity.
A variety of arguments have been presented to confirm that suppression of OAEs is 

mediated via MOC efferent nerves rather than due to middle ear muscle activity. A 

popular approach is to show that OAE amplitudes can be suppressed by contralateral 

acoustic stimuli in subjects with Bells Palsy or with surgical section of the stapedius 

muscle tendon, which resulted in a unilateral absence of stapedial reflex activity 

(Giraud et al. 1995, Moulin et al. 1993, Veuillet et al. 1991). However this does not 

rule out the possibility that middle ear muscle activity is involved in subjects with intact 

middle ear muscles.
It has been proposed that the effects of middle ear muscle activity may be mimicked 

by changes in pressure in the external auditory meatus. It has been reasoned 

therefore, that if the effect of contralateral noise on OAEs is a middle ear effect, there 

would be similarities between OAE changes caused by contralateral white noise and 

pressure changes in the middle ear meatus (Veuillet et al. 1992). The effect of 

changing external auditory meatus pressure was found to reduce the amplitude of 

OAEs only in the lowest frequencies (Osterhammel et al. 1993, Trine et al. 1993, 

Veuillet et al. 1992). Most workers have shown a decrease in the effect of 

contralateral noise with increase in emission frequency. Click evoked OAEs (Berlin et
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al. 1993, Veuillet et al. 1991, Veuillet et al. 1992) and distortion product OAEs (Chery 

Croze et al. 1993, Moulin et al. 1993, Williams and Brown 1995) appear to be the most 

vulnerable in the 1 -2kHz region. This would implicate middle ear reflex.

Some authors have described an imputed efferent effect that is frequency specific with 

suppression being strongest at the frequencies present in the MOC evoking stimulus. 

The effect of contralateral narrow band noise or tones have been found to be greatest 

on OAEs stimulated by the same frequencies These findings have been sited as proof 

that the effect is mediated via the efferent system rather than a more broad band 

effect that would be expected as a consequence of middle ear muscle alterations. 

(Chery Croze et al. 1993, Mott et al. 1989, Veuillet et al. 1991). The frequency 
specificity shown in experiments using evoked OAEs was however weak (Chery 

Croze et al. 1993, Veuillet et al. 1991). Their findings could be accounted for by the 

relative effectiveness of various frequencies as MOC activity stimulators. Low 

frequencies stimulate broader regions of the cochlea and hence are a relatively 
stronger stimulus than higher frequencies which stimulate only a narrow section of the 

cochlea. In addition, as explained above, high frequency OAEs less vulnerable to 

suppression than the lower frequency OAEs. The likelihood that middle ear muscle 

activity could be involved in creating the effects observed in evoked OAEs could not 

therefore be entirely ruled out.
An additional argument against middle ear muscle activity being responsible for 
changes in distortion product OAEs caused by contralateral noise, is the lack of 

suppression in DPOAEs evoked by very high intensity primaries. (Moulin et al. 1993) 

The reasoning behind this argument is that efferent activity has been shown to be 

most effective at suppressing emissions evoked by low level stimuli. Increasing 

tympanic membrane impedance due to reflex activity in contrast, would be equally 

effective at attenuating high level DPOAEs as low level DPOAEs. Indeed, in the 

same way that increased impedance of the tympanic membrane attenuates sound 

vibration through the middle ear towards the cochlea, it would attenuate the OAEs 

emerging back out through the middle ear. The attenuation would be by a fixed 

amount regardless of the level of the sound. Tympanic membrane impedance 

however would affect evoking stimuli on entry as well as emerging OAE. Input/output 

growth curves of DPOAEs with stimulus level are nonlinear and compressive. 

Attenuation of low level evoking stimuli will therefore have a greater effect on DPOAE
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amplitude, within the cochlea, than the same amount of attenuation would have at 

higher intensities. This effect alone would result in the greater reduction in DPOAEs, 

evoked by lower level stimuli than high, within the cochlea, and this pattern would be 

evident in the emerging DPOAE measured in the external ear canal. A middle ear 

muscle effect could add to and amplify an efferent suppressive effect (Williams and 

Brown 1997). The systematic reduction of the effectiveness of contralateral sound at 

suppressing DPOAE evoked by stimuli of increasing intensity cannot therefore be 

used as an argument against the effects being, at least in part, due to an increase in 

tympanic membrane impedance.

Verification that the OAE amplitude reductions caused by contralateral noise are 

entirely attributable to an efferent influence on cochlear mechanics, also relies on 

ruling out transcranial or pericranial transmission of sound affecting the test 

cochlea.The possibility that OAE suppression could have been caused by transcranial 

crossover of sound was ruled out when it was found the effect could not be elicited in 

the hearing ear when the contralateral deaf ear was stimulated with the broad band 

noise. (Collet et al. 1990, Moulin et al. 1993)
Which are the most effective acoustic stimuli to elicit medial efferent activity?

Most studies have used continuous broad band noise as a contralateral stimulus when 

exploring the effects of efferent activity on OAEs. Generally a progressive decrease 

in OAEs was observed once the contralateral noise became audible (Collet et al.
1990, Veuillet et al. 1991). Click evoked OAEs were significantly suppressed by a 

contralateral noise at SOdB SPL which was about 8dB above sensation level. For 

DPOAEs the level of contralateral noise required to cause a significant suppression 

depended on the frequency of the primaries but at mid frequencies it was about 30- 

40dB SPL. (Moulin et al. 1993) This was equivalent to 20-30dB sensation level. The 

level of efferent activity therefore seems not only to depend on the absolute intensity of 

the auditory stimulus but also on its subjective strength.

Broader bandwidth noises were found to be more effective than narrow band noises at 

suppressing click evoked OAEs (Norman and Thornton 1993) and narrow band noise 

was more effective than pure tones. (Berlin et al. 1993) Narrow band noises 

presented to the contralateral ear were most effective at suppressing OAEs at the 

corresponding frequency in the ipsilateral ear. (Chery Croze et al. 1993, Veuillet et al. 

1991). Maximum shifts in very narrow band spontaneous OAE (SOAE) amplitudes
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were caused by pure tones at frequencies close to the SOAE frequency while the 

most effect tone for frequency shifts was approximately 1/2 octave below the SOAE 

frequency (Mott et al. 1989). It would seem therefore, in the light of this evidence for 

tuning, that the broader the bandwidth of the contralateral noise, the more efferent 

fibres are recruited to evoke changes on OAEs in the ipsilateral ear.

The effectiveness of the contralateral noise was also found to be dependent on its 

temporal attributes. Continuous narrow band noise at various frequencies was found 

to be more effective at suppressing click evoked OAEs than clicks delivered at rate of 

50 per second (Berlin et al. 1993). Clicks delivered to the contralateral ear at rates 

greater than 50 per second became progressively more effective suppressers of click 

evoked OAEs as rate increased but reached a plateau at around 70 clicks per 

second(Veuillet et al. 1991). Stimulation at a rate above 70 clicks per second was as 
effective a suppresser at continuous noise. The effectiveness of transient auditory 

stimuli at evoking efferent activity appear to increase as the interval between them 
decreases. A maximum effectiveness is reached when stimulus rate is above 70 per 

second which is equivalent to an interval of 14ms between each click.

Can MOC activity be altered by diverting attention away from the OAE evoking stimulus?

Visual and auditory tasks.

Sound might not be the only stimulus for MOC efferent activity. With the knowledge 

that the SCO receives input from higher centres of the brain it seems feasible that 

these centres could exert some effect on the medial efferent system and hence on 

cochlear mechanics. One idea is that higher centres alter SOG activity corresponding 

to whether the subject is listening to an auditory signal or not listening. In several 

studies, a reduction in TEOAE amplitude was found when the subject's attention was 
diverted from the auditory signals evoking the OAEs by directing attention towards a 

visual task (Froehlich et al. 1993a, Meric and Collet 1993, Fuel et al. 1988), or an 

alternative auditory task(Froehlich et al. 1993a). The changes observed in OAEs were 

interpreted as changes in MOC activity during the attention diverting tasks. These 

findings were not supported by other studies in which no alterations could be detected 

during auditory attention (Avan and Bonfils 1992). TEOAEs in subjects with SOAEs 

could not be suppressed while in those without SOAEs TEOAEs could be suppressed 

by attending to the same visual task (Meric and Collet 1994). No difference could be
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detected between tone pip evoked OAEs that were attended to or unattended to which 

led to the conclusion that selective attention did not involve alterations in cochlear 
mechanics (Michie et al. 1996). Much of the work involving attention tasks seems to 

be confounded by technical difficulties with the experimental paradigm and by huge 

inter-subject variability. It is difficult therefore to draw any conclusions about the 

possibility that activity at higher levels of the brain can influence the auditory periphery. 

Visual attention tasks however, might be a stronger stimulus for influencing the 

auditory periphery via the efferent system than auditory attention tasks (Meric and 

Collet 1994).
O A Es measured at various stages of sleep.

MOC effects or the level of MOC activity may also change during the various stages of 

sleep. The frequency spectra of TEOAEs remained stable but there was a tendency 

for the amplitude to increase progressively through the various stages of sleep in 6 

week old infants (Morlet et al. 1994). It was suggested that the increase in amplitude 

was a consequence of a decline in efferent activity. The most important issue in this 

study was however, to show that TEOAEs were present in sleeping infants making 
TEOAEs equally valid, for screening infants for hearing impairment, at any stage of 

sleep. The idea that, at some stage of sleep there is a decline in efferent excitability, 

was supported by the finding that in almost half of the subjects tested the suppressive 

effect is absent in the first 15 minutes of sleep(Froehlich et al. 1993b). The main issue 
in Froehlich’s study was to show that MOC excitability is susceptible to changes in the 

subject’s physiological state. The fact that excitability drops could imply that higher 

centres of the brain inhibit MOC activity during sleep but this does not preclude the 

possibility that more fundamental physiological changes, such as metabolic rate, could 
account for the observed changes in TEOAEs and MOC excitability.
What has the efiferent effect been used to explore?

Pathology

OAEs evoked by an auditory stimulus and medial efferent activity evoked by an 

auditory stimulus, makes plausible the idea of a non-invasive test of function in the 

auditory pathway which includes the medial efferent system. However, the 

considerable individual variability in the amount of OAE suppression found among 

normally hearing subjects makes it difficult to design an effective test. For example: 

individual variability was too great to detect any significant difference in OAE
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suppression between tinnitus and non-tinnitus groups (Chery Croze et al. 1994a,

Chery Croze et al. 1994b). Additionally test to test variance was found be greater 

among tinnitus sufferers than a non-tinnitus group. (Graham and Hazell 1994).

In spite of these difficulties there have been some studies in which OAE suppression 

has been compared between a normal and a pathological group. A simple test of 

TEOAEs with contralateral broad band noise has been used to explore efferent activity 

in autistic children. The autistic children were found, on average, to have less OAE 

suppression than age/sex matched non-autistic healthy children. (Collet et al. 1993) 

The affect of various types of brainstem pathology on efferent activity has also been 

explored. The lesions were identified with magnetic resonance imaging and all the 

subjects had hearing thresholds better that 30dB HL. It was found that the site and 

size of the lesion determined whether suppression was reduced or absent unilaterally 

or bilaterally (Prasher et al. 1994) Charcot-Marie-Tooth is a disorder presenting with 

abnormal audiometry but detectable OAEs. This means that hearing thresholds were 

elevated although the presence of OAEs would indicate that the cochlear amplifier 

was functional. In this disorder there was an absence of suppression of OAEs and 

this led to the conclusion that the primary auditory nerve fibres were not functioning 

and hence the afferent-efferent pathway was interrupted (Berlin et al. 1994). 

Pathological or surgical models have been used to verify efferent influences. Lesions, 

whether pathological or due to a therapeutic surgical procedure, can interrupt the 

afferent/efferent pathway and hence, hinder efferent influences on the cochlea. 

Surgical procedures, such as vestibular nerve section, provide a highly specific lesion 

interrupting the efferent fibres close to their entry point to the cochlea. Following 

vestibular nerve section OAEs cannot be suppressed by contralateral noise (Giraud et 

al. 1995, Williams et al. 1994) This finding provides a strong indication that OAE 

suppression by contralateral noise is mediated via MOC neurones although the main 

concern of the authors was to develop a non-invasive method for verifying that 

vestibular nerve section had been complete(Williams et al. 1993, Williams et al. 1994)
Laterality

Comparisons have been made between the amount of OAE suppression in right and 

left ears. A significantly greater amount of suppression was found on the right side 

which appeared to be related to the presence of SOAEs. (Khalfa and Collet 1996). It 

has also been suggested that the amount of tonic suppression of the cochlea by
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efferent activity is less in right ears because efferent activity is weaker on the right 

side. This proposed asymmetry in the strength of the efferent effect was used to 

explain the well established fact that right ears are generally more sensitive than the 

left and to explain why right ears tended to have more SOAEs than left. (McFadden

1993). This proposal does seem to contradict Khalfa’s finding that evoked efferent 

activity appeared strongest in right ears. However the important point that is not 

disputed is that right ears tend to have more SOAEs than left and that their presence 

do influence the susceptibility of the evoked OAEs to suppression by efferent activity 

(Khalfa and Collet 1996).
Maturation of the auditofy pathway.

OAE suppression could not be detected in preterm babies and it was therefore 

concluded that the medial efferent system is not fully mature by 33-39 weeks 
gestational age(Morlet et al. 1993). In full term neonates OAE suppression was easily 

detected indicating full maturation of the medial efferent system (Ryan and Piron

1994) With ageing, OAE suppression was systematically more difficult to detect and it 

was argued that the decline could be due to age-linked hearing loss(Castor et al. 
1994).

Rational for this study.
Currently it is understood that MOC efferent nerves exert some influence on cochlear 
mechanics. It has been hypothesised that the role of efferent activity is to provide a 

mechanism for optimising the operating point of OHC activity. This is achieved through 

a negative feed back loop. (Kim 1986, Neely and Kim 1986). This proposed function 

of the MOC efferent system is in keeping with the general function of efferent 

pathways which is to provide some sort of feedback to an effector organ. The MOC 

efferent pathway to OHCs has evolved as an integral part of the vertebrate hearing 

system. Efferent activity is stimulated by activation of the sensory hair cells and 

efferent activity inhibits hair cell activity thus providing a negative feedback 

mechanism. This mechanism is present within mechano-sensory systems of all 

vertebrates from the most primitive to the most advanced.

Alterations in cochlear mechanics evoked by efferent activity influences the input to 

subsequent stages of the hearing pathway. There is substantial evidence for this from 

studies, described above, on the effects of MOC efferent activity on auditory nerve
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fibre activity. It is not surprising therefore, that negative feedback to the initial process 

in hearing would also help protect subsequent stages from excessive noise(Reiter and 

Liberman 1995). It is also not surprising that a system which helps maintain the 

efficiency of the cochlear mechanism which provides sharp tuning and amplification 

should also contribute to the psychoacoustic detection of signals in noise. This 

function was suggested when COCB ablation was found to impair the detection of 

speech sounds(Dewson 1968) and pure tone masked thresholds were increased 

without a concomitant increase in unmasked thresholds(Trahiotis and Elliott 1970). At 

the level of cochlear mechanics the finding that the amount of masking of DPOAEs by 

a third suppresser tone is reduced during MOC activation by a contralateral sound has 

been interpreted as being consistent with the behavioural findings. (Williams and 

Brown 1995). The relationship between MOC activity and tuning is less clear cut. 

COCB ablation has been found to affect psychophysical frequency selectivity (Dewson 

1968, Trahiotis and Elliott 1970), however sharp tuning at the cochlear level is 

compromised by both MOC activation (Guinan and Gifford 1988b) and by ablation 

(Carlier and Pujol 1982).

The findings sited here show that alterations in MOC activity can influence hearing 

sensitivity but there is some doubt that these effects serve any purpose at the 

behavioural level as suggested by Scharf et al who found that a patient who had 

undergone vestibular neuronectomy ( includes OCB section) preferred to use his 

operated ear for telephone listening in addition to the finding that a series of other 

psychoacoustic functions were unimpaired following surgery (Scharf et al. 1994). 

Before the role of MOC efferents as part of hearing can be understood the limits to its 

operating range at the cochlear level must be fully elucidated. As sited above there 

are limits to the dynamic range of the effects in that MOC activity becomes less 

effective as cochlear stimulation increases. There are limits to the range of the MOC 

effects within both frequency and time domains. It seems reasonable that efferent 

activation should be associated with perstimulatory response suppression which is 

maximum near stimulus onset, since sound induced increase in firing rates of auditory 

fibres are maximum at stimulus onset and MOC inhibition of afferent activity 

decreases with time during maintained stimulation (review by Young and Sachs 1973). 

Outside this temporal range other adaptive mechanisms occur in the OHC (Kujawa et 

al. 1995, Kujawa et al. 1996, Liberman et al. 1996) and at the IHC synapse (Ruggero
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1996). From the literature sited above the temporal range of the efferent system is 

between 100ms for onset and 8-10 minutes for adaptation.

In most studies on alert humans, sound stimulation to either the ear contralateral or 

ipsilateral to the test ear has been used to evoke MOC activity. Studies in which MOC 

activity has been evoked binaurally have also been carried out. (Berlin et al. 1995). 

However in spite of this there is little information on the relative effects of ipsilaterally 

evoked versus contralaterally evoked MOC activity. The functional significance of 

binaural symmetry is obvious in the light of the importance of binaural interactions for 

auditory localisation. It is proposed therefore that at the cochlear mechanical level 

MOC effects are binaurally symmetrical. This would mean that efferent activity evoked 

by auditory stimulation to one ear causes cochlear changes in both ears and that the 

changes are equal in both ears. In order to test this hypothesis TEOAEs are used to 

monitor cochlear mechanical activity. The initial experiments in this study explore the 

efficacy of this technique for measuring the relative strength of MOC activity across 

individuals and under a variety of stimulus conditions. Secondly the effects of 

ipsilateral and contralaterally evoked MOC activity are compared. Finally, the 

possibility that middle ear changes might account for the imputed MOC effects are re

examined using the same stimulus paradigms as used for the ipsilateral /contralateral 

study
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C h a p t e r  3

BASIC METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation.
Transient evoked Otoacoustic emissions (TEOAE) were measured with an IL092 

otoacoustic emission analyser which is a PC based instrument. The IL092 has a two 

channel preamplifier. Channel A can transmit as well as receive sound signals while 

channel B can only transmit sound signals. In all the experiments carried out in this 

study channel A was used to evoke and record TEOAEs while channel B was used to 
present broad band noise to evoke efferent activity.
Probes.

Sound stimuli were delivered to the ear via probes (Otodyanamics Ltd) which were 

inserted into the entrance of the meatus. There are two types of probe available. 
These are a simple probe containing one loudspeaker and a double probe containing 

two loudspeakers. Both types of probes are available in two sizes, a small one for 

neonatal ears and a larger probe designed for adult ears. The basic design for adult 

and neonate probes is shown in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 The adult and neonate probe.
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Single probes could be connected to either channel A or channel B of the oto-acoustic 

emission analyser. The probes were used to deliver TEOAE evoking sound stimuli 

when connected to channel A, or a sound stimulus when connected to channel B. The 

double probe could be connected to channel A and channel B and was used to 

deliver a TEOAE evoking stimulus and an additional sound stimulus to the ear. Single 

probes also had a continuous tube running through from tip to base. The tube extends 

a few cm beyond the base and could be attached to a pressure pump so that air 

pressure in the meatus could be altered. Altering the pressure in the meatus effects 

the acoustic impedance of the tympanic membrane and the ossicular chain. Sound 

stimuli transmitted to the cochlea through the middle ear and TEOAE energy emerging 

from the cochlear via the middle ear, will both be affected by alterations in the 

tympanic membrane and ossicular chain impedance. The effects of middle ear 

impedance changes on TEOAEs may therefore explored by recording TEOAEs at a 

range of meatal air pressures.
Each probe used in this study complied with the manufacturers acceptance criteria for 

a series of acoustic microphone and transducer tests. These included sound leakage 
within the probe body, microphone noise and a test of microphone sensitivity in the 

free-field, The microphone free field test measures the sensitivity of the probe 

microphone relative to the known sensitivity of an external microphone. The probe 

transducers are tested in a sealed 1cc cavity which contains a standardised 

microphone. A stimulus of constant amplitude is presented to the probe transducer 

and the output of the cavity microphone at that frequency is used to calculate the 

sound pressure level within the cavity developed by the probe. The output of both 

transducers in the double probe have to lie within a narrow range. For the experiments 
in which two probes were used a pair of probes were selected with transducer outputs 

that matched within 1dB.

Data acquisition.
TEOAEs were evoked and recorded via a probe which was inserted into the entrance 

of the external auditory meatus. The probe was sealed into entrance of the meatus 

with a soft foam or plastic cuff.

TEOAEs emerge some milliseconds after their evoking stimulus, and this latency is 

used to separate the response from the stimulus. Generally, sound pressure in the
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meatus between 2.5ms and 20ms post stimulus onset, is analysed for TEOAE, 

however the length of the analysis window may be varied. The onset of the analysis 

window may be delayed by several milliseconds if required to avoid contamination by 

a ringing stimulus artefact. In the final set of experiments in this study, the stimulus 

rate is reduced which permits the extension of the analysis window to 30ms post 

stimulus. The response in the analysis window is displayed by the IL092 in frequency 

and time domains. Total sound pressure(r.m.s ) is also shown. An example of a 

standard printout from the oto-acoustic emission analyser is shown in figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2 Pnnt-out from otoacoustic emissions analyser.
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Caption fo r figure 3.2

From top left proceeding left to right:
Stimulus: The stimulus is a 40 microsecond click. The recording period is initiated 
when the click is generated. The sound pressure in the ear canal is plotted on a 
scale of +/- 0.6 pascals as a function of post click initiation time in milliseconds. The 
waveform shown in this panel is the result of a single click stimulus and is not 
averaged. The frequency spectrum of this response is shown in a panel in the top 
right hand corner of the Response waveform panel.
ILO OAE Analyser/Data display: Patient details, ear left or right, date and instrument 
details are shown in this panel.
Response FFT: This panel shows the frequency spectrum of the TEOAE response. 
The spectrum is composed of 48Hz (or 33Hz) bandwidths plotted as a function of 
centre frequency between OkHz and 6kHz (or 4kHz). The sound energy within each 
bandwidth is plotted on a scale o f-20 to +20dB SPL. The corresponding data in the 
time domain is shown in the main panel entitled. Response Waveform. The 
frequency spectrum of the TEOAE is shown unshaded while the shaded spectrum is 
noise contamination. The way in which these two spectra are obtained is described 
when the Response Waveform panel is described.
Main panel
Response waveform: The TEOAE response in the time domain is shown in this 
panel. The response shown is recorded in the ear canal and is averaged from 
responses evoked by many click stimuli. The sound pressure level of the waveform 
is plotted on a scale of pascals (and dB SPL) as a function of post stimulus time in 
milliseconds. The vertical scale is several orders of magnitude smaller than the 
scale used for the stimulus waveform because the TEOAE response is much smaller 
than the stimulus. A window of 2.5 to 20ms (or 30ms) post stimulus time has been 
applied to the response so the stimulus waveform is not shown.
Two response waveforms, labelled A and B are shown is this panel. The responses 
to clicks are stored alternately in separate memory buffers. The waveforms A and B 
are the results from each of these buffers. When these two waveforms are averaged 
the synchronous parts sum. This result is also shown in the frequency domain by 
the unshaded frequency spectrum in panel Response FFT. The shaded frequency 
spectrum is the FFT of the waveform that results when A is subtracted from B. This 
is the part of the response that is not synchronous with the evoking stimulus and is 
therefore noise.
Stim =: FFT of the stimulus waveform. The level of the stimulus FFT is also shown 
(dB SPL)
Right hand column.
Noise level: Estimate of the background noise level (dB SPL)
Rejection at: Level at which automatic response rejection level set (dB SPL) Any 
sound above this level will be rejected and not averaged.
Quiet: Number of responses to stimulus events recorded. One stimulus event 
consists of two sets of four stimuli.
Noisy: Number of responses to single stimuli rejected
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A&B: Mean level (average) of waveforms A and B (dB SPL)
A-B: Level of residual noise defined as the difference between A and B. (dB SPL)
Response: Sound pressure level of response (A&B) minus the sound pressure level 
of the noise residual (A-B). (dB SPL)
Wave repro: Cross correlation between A and B. (%)
Band repro: Cross correlation between A and B for each half octave band. (% and 
dB) This is also illustrated graphically as a small frequency spectrum in this panel.
Stimulus: Peak to peak sound pressure level of stimulus waveform shown in 
Stimulus panel. ^
Stability: Waveforms of stimuli recorded throughout the test time are corpparpd by 
cross correlation. Cross correlation is expressed as a percentage. A high,^ 
percentage value will indicate that the probe has remained stable throughout the 
test. However, probe movement in the ear canal will alter the stimulus waveform 
and thus reduce the cross correlation value.
Test time: Total duration of test.
Save directory: Details of data file.
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Data interpretation.
The stimulus waveform shown on the TEOAE data printout has to be checked before 
and during a test. A sharp click response, of an adequate level, indicates that the 
probe has been placed at the entrance of the meatus in the optimum position for the 
coupling of the probe with the cochlea via the outer and middle ear. A good probe fit 
means that the evoking stimulus is reaching the cochlea and that TEOAE responses 
are reaching the probe. The stimulus FFT may also be used when assessing probe 
fit. During recording the stimulus waveform response is sampled and compared to 
the initial recording at test onset. This measurement expressed as a percentage 
cross correlation, may be used to check the stability of the probe during the test.
The initial judgment of the TEOAE response is done visually. The response 
waveforms from memory buffers A and B are paired and displayed superimposed. 
Frequency spectra of averaged paired waveforms are also displayed superimposed 
by the frequency spectrum of the difference between a pair of waveforms. The 
difference is the residual noise in the response. A recognisable coherent waveform 
is sought for in the time domain and a response spectrum visible above the noise 
spectrum is sought for in the frequency domain.
Finally the signal (A&B) and the noise (A-B) levels of the whole TEOAE waveform 
and for each bandwidth of the frequency spectrum are taken as the absolute 
measures of the TEOAE.

The Stimuli.
The TEOAE evoking Stimulus

TEOAE evoking stimuli were 40 ps clicks of equal levels. Each stimulus event 

comprised two groups of four clicks. The responses to one group were stored in 
buffer A while the second were stored in buffer B. It was the comparison between the 

responses of each group of clicks A and B, that was used to assess the validity of the 

responses.

TEOAE responses to each of the four pairs of clicks were stored separately. In the first 

two experiments of this study, clicks were spaced at 20ms intervals, thus a complete 

stimulus event was 160ms long. There was a 3ms gap between each stimulus event 

for computation. Both sets of four responses were averaged and displayed, with one 

set from memory buffer A superimposed on the averaged responses from memory 
buffer B.

Sequences of clicks other than four pairs were used in one experiment described in 

chapter 5. In this study maximum length sequences (MLS) of clicks were used. This 

meant that each stimulus event comprised more than four pairs of clicks however the 

total time for each stimulus event was still 160ms. In the last two experiments the
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interval between clicks was extended to 30ms. Additionally an interval of at least 

800ms was introduced between each set of four clicks. This interval was introduced 

to allow complete recovery of TEOAE amplitudes following suppression. The total 

stimulus event comprising two sets of four click (the responses of which were stored in 

memory buffers A and B as previously described) plus intervals, was approximately 

2000ms. The responses to each of the four click pairs within the stimulus event were 

stored separately.

Stimulus events were repeated many times and the responses averaged to improve 

the signal to noise ratio. There was a 3ms gap between each stimulus event for 

computation and a reverse of click polarity every tenth stimulus event to prevent 

machine noise.
The suppressor noise stimulus.

Pseudo-random broad band noise (0.5-6kHz) noise was used to evoke the imputed 

efferent activity. This suppresser-noise (SN) could be presented either to the test ear 

or to the contralateral ear. In the first two experiments SN is presented to the 

contralateral ear while TEOAEs are being recorded simultaneously in the test ear.
The duration of the stimulus event in these experiments is 160ms. The SN is 

delivered continuously for the duration of each stimulus event with 3ms gap 

corresponding to the 3ms gaps required for computation of TEOAEs.

In the final two experiments SN was presented continuously for durations of 244ms, 

488ms and 976ms in the intervals between the TEOAE stimulus events.
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C h a p t e r  4

INTER-EAR VARIATION OF EFFERENT MEDIATED
SUPPRESSION

Introduction.
Transient evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAEs) recorded from humans are 
unique to each ear differing greatly in frequency content, duration and amplitude. 

Additionally changes occur throughout life. Those recorded from neonatal ears 

have larger amplitudes and longer duration compared to those recorded from 

children and adults. (Bonfils et al. 1989). Since the outer hair cells (OHC) are 

considered responsible for the generation of otoacoustic emissions(OAEs), hair 

cell numbers, and their level of activity, could be expected to influence the amount 

of OAE generated. Morphological investigations have indicated that at birth 

human cochleae are equipped with an abundance of hair cells which decrease 
with age. This is especially noted in OHC counts (Wright et al. 1987). This 

systematic change in OHC numbers with age could account for the differences in 

OAE amplitudes between adults and infants. There may also be non-OHC 

characteristics inherent in the cochlea and in the middle-ear transmission 
mechanism that could influence the way that OAE energy escapes into the ear- 

canal. Middle and outer ear changes do occur during growth, and there could be 

other changes attributable to cochlear maturation which affect OAE generation 

(Bargones and Bums 1988). Additionally these factors may differ between 

individuals of the same age as discussed in chapter 2.

Medial olivocochlear efferent system (MES) activity is known to alter cochlear 

mechanics and this can be detected as a small suppression of TEOAE amplitude. 

The amount of OAE generated would influence the facility with which small 

changes may be detected. Neonatal cochleae would be expected to produce 

large OAEs which would be more efficient detectors of efferent activity. This study 

explores the susceptibility of TEOAEs from a variety of subjects ears to efferent
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induced changes. The TEOAEs are recorded from a group of normally hearing 

people ranging in age from new-born to forty years.

Methods.
Neonates and adults were tested in very different circumstances. Neonates were 
tested in a maternity hospital in a non-clinical environment, while adults and young 

children were tested in specialised sound proof room in a clinical environment.

The methods for each group therefore differed and are described separately
Neonate study

Both stimulating channels of an IL092 otoacoustic emission analyser were used. 

Channel A was used for the test stimulation and TEOAE recording while channel 

B was used to deliver broad band suppressor-noise(SN) to the other ear. The test 

stimulus was delivered and recording made with a neonatal probe. For practical 

reasons a button ear-phone, 1.5cm in diameter and 0.5cm deep, was used to 

deliver the contralateral stimulus. This could be placed conveniently between the 

ear and the mattress without disturbing the neonates who preferred to lie on their 

side or prone with their head turned to one side. The earphone was secured with 

surgical tape to the ear resting on the mattress and the probe was placed in the 

uppermost ear. Occasionally, mothers accompanied their neonates and chose to 
cradle them in their arms. In such cases the earphone was secured to the ear 

closest to the mother's body with the probe in the outermost ear. The test, which 
was attempted only on those who were asleep and therefore quiet, was made on 

10 ears of 9 neonates.

The neonates were tested in a room flanked by a store room and a small office 

which was quiet but not sound treated. The subjects used in this part of the study 

were normal full-term neonates born at the Maternity Hospital Montpellier France. 

They were all at least 24h old but never more that 48h old. The tests were carried 
out over a two week period during which time 10 ears of 9 neonates were 

successfully tested.
Calibration

TEOAE evoking stimuli were clicks of uniform amplitude of between 70 dBpe SPL 

and 80dBpe SPL. These could be measured in the meatus via the probe which 

contains a microphone as well as a transducer. These levels in a normally
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hearing adult's ear correspond to between 40dB SL and 50dB SL. During this 

study it was not possible to measure the level of broad band SN in the neonate's 

ear because an earphone had to be used rather than a probe. Using the same 

earphone the sensation level, in a normally hearing adult(SR) ear, was found to be 

30dB SL.

After the study, the sound field produced by a similar earphone was measured at 

the meatus of a 3 month old infants ear. The earphone was driven by the IL092 

with the same drive voltage for OdB machine gain. The sensation level, in the 

same adult(SR) ear as used in the study, of the stimulus using the same 

earphone, was also measured. From these measurements the sound pressure 

level produced by the earphone at the meatus during the study was calculated and 

found to be 45dBA ± 3dB at OdB instrument gain.
Test protocol

The alternating technique described in chapter 3 was used for recording TEOAEs. 
This involved recording TEOAEs with then without contralateral SN (CSN)and 

repeating this alternating sequence several times. Each test consisted of a total of 
100 recordings with SN and 100 without SN and took between 3 minutes and 10 

minutes. The protocol for each test was as follows. A range of contralateral SN 
levels were attempted in a random order. The minimum was 45dBA and the 

maximum was 61.5dBA. The behaviour of the neonates made it impossible to 

complete the full range. All the TEOAE data recorded are shown in the results. 

The same test procedure was also made without contralateral SN to control for 
any sequential changes in TEOAEs either physiological or associated with the 

alternating averaging technique.

Infant Study.
Test protocol

The same alternating technique that was used to record TEOAEs with and without 

contralateral SN from neonates was used for the infants. The infants were tested 

while seated or lying supine. OAE probes could therefore be used to deliver both 

the test stimulus and for the SN. The infants were awake although one infant fell 

asleep during testing. Testing periods were kept to a minimum since the length of 

time that such young children could be expected to co-operate is limited to a few
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minutes. One test on each subject was attempted and repeated if possible. 

Although tests were attempted on five infants valid results were acquired on just 

two children and one baby.
Subjects

The children tested were 3 and 4 years old and the baby was 6 weeks. Neonate 

sized probes were used for the baby and adult sized probes were used for the 

children. The children and baby were tested in a sound proof room. They had no 

known history of hearing problems and TEOAEs could be detected bilaterally. 

Stapedial reflex thresholds were tested in the children with clinical tympanometry 

and found be lower than lOOdB. This demonstrates that the major parts of the 

brain-stem including that which the medial efferent system has in common with the 

stapedial reflex arc, are intact.
Control

Since the OAE probes also contain a microphone, it was possible to measure SN 
stimulus level within the meatus. One of the possible sources of contamination 

inherent in this technique, particularly with the small heads of babies, is the cross 

head leakage of SN to the ipsilateral ear. The amount of cross head leakage of 

SN to the ipsilateral ear can be assessed when bilateral OAE probes are used.
The subject for this control study was a six week old baby tested during natural 

sleep

The contralateral noise stimulus waveform could be selected as either self

cancelling or summating pseudo-random broad band SN. Self-cancelling SN was 

used during the study so that any small amount of leakage to the ipsilateral ear did 

not appear in the TEOAE recording. In order to measure the noise level and cross 

head leakage summating SN was used. Pseudo-random summating SN was 

delivered to one ear while the sound level was measured in the opposite ear. No 

stimulus was presented to the opposite ear but recording was synchronised with 

the delivery of SN so that any SN present in the meatus due to cross head 

leakage could be averaged. The peak equivalent value of the SN in the meatus to 

which it was directly presented was noted. The pseudo-random noise in the 

opposite ear could be differentiated from random background noise, although this 

tends to be high in young babies, and therefore could be measured. The pseudo

random SN was then delivered directly to the opposite ear but attenuated to match
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the noise level of the leaked SN. The amount of attenuation required to achieve a 

match between the directly delivered SN and the leaked SN is an approximation of 

the intracranial attenuation. The attenuation was found to be greater than 50dB. 

The local effects of low level SN were also assessed. This was achieved by 

comparing TEOAEs recorded with and without an appropriately attenuated self 

cancelling broad band SN which was delivered ipsilaterally with the test click. The 

results are shown in table 4.land are labelled MCB. The appropriate level of the 

ipsilateral SN was 7dB SPL.

Adult study.
Subjects

20 Subjects were selected from audiometrically normal colleagues and students. 

There were 8 men and 12 women. Their ages ranged from 18 to 42 years. There 

were three criteria for inclusion in the study. The first criterion was that the 

subjects had no know history of vestibular or hearing problems. The second was 
that each subject should have bilaterally detectable TEOAEs. This criterion was 

met when TEOAE energy was at least 3dB above the noise floor between 500Hz 
and 5kHz, when evoked by a click stimulus at 63dB p.e. SPL (20dB SL+/-3dB) 

and averaged in the linear mode. This introduces a small bias since ears with very 
small TEOAEs were not included. Two out of a total of twenty two subjects were 

rejected by this criterion. The third criterion was that stapedial reflex thresholds 

were lower than lOOdB when measured by clinical tympanometry.

The tests were carried out in a sound proof room with subjects seated in a 
comfortable chair. The stimuli were delivered to the ears via adult sized probes. 

The test stimulus was a click of 63dBpSPL(20dBSL+/-3dB) at a rate of 50 per 

second. The whole alternating procedure was repeated without contralateral 

stimulation so that spontaneous changes in OAEs that are not related to the 
contralateral SN may be measured for comparison.
Treatment of results.

TEOAE waveforms were obtained from all 20 subjects. Two methods were 

employed for evaluating the efferent effect. The first was to compare the r.m.s. 

amplitudes of the TEOAE recorded with contralateral SN to that recorded without 

contralateral SN. The difference between the two in dB was referred to as A. The
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second method was subtract the response recorded without contralateral SN from 

the response recorded with contralateral SN in the linear domain. The amplitude 

of the residual difference waveform (DW) was used to evaluate the extent of the 

efferent effect. An example of this procedure is shown in figure 4.1 Differences 

between the two responses recorded without contralateral SN could be evaluated 

in the same way.
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Figure4.1 TEOAEwaveforms
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Results.
Neonates and children.

All ears that were tested had strong emissions but noise from the infant was high. 

Table 4.1 lists the subjects, the SN levels employed in each test, and the 

amplitudes of the TEOAEs obtained. Each row shows the results of one test. The 

results of repeated tests on the same ear are shown. The results of neonates and 

children have been grouped together. Contralateral SN was found to reduce the 

amplitude of TEOAEs in all but two tests (J at 51 dBA and JMB at 73dB SPL).

The mean amount of reduction in amplitude (A) was 1.56dB(SD 0.97). The effect 

of the SN on TEOAE amplitude was significant with the probability associated with 

a students t test at 0.02. The difference A between the two alternately recorded 

TEOAEs in the control condition both without SN were very small (0.2dB or less) 

and not significant with the probability associated with a students t test at 0.42.

The changes in TEOAEs caused by the contralateral SN were also assessed by 
measuring the amplitude of the signal which is the difference between the two 

waveforms (DW as shown in figure 4.1). Table 4.1. shows the magnitude of the 
waveform that results from subtracting the response recorded with SN from the 

response recorded without SN (DW). This method has the advantage that the 
amount of change can be validated by comparing the size of DW with the residual 

noise level in the difference waveform. The noise level associated with each DW 

is also shown in table 4.1. If the criterion for a significant amount of change is that 

the amplitude DW is 3dB above the noise floor, there were significant differences 
in all but three recordings with contralateral SN. However the three exceptions, J- 

45dBA, J-51dBA and l(Lt)-45dBA, did have a significant effect when the intensity 

of the contralateral SN was increased. There was no significant waveform 

difference in the four control conditions or when a low level SN was delivered 

ipsilaterally.
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Table 4.1. Neonate and child results.
NEONATE SN dBA TEOAE 

amplitude 
dBSPL 
without SN

TEOAE 
amplitude 
dB SPL 
with SN

A dB DW
amplitude 
dB SPL

response 
noise level 
dB SPL

Signal/ 
noise 
ratio dB

F 49 22.2 20.2 2 10.3 5.5 4.8
55 22.5 20.9 1.6 10.5 4.6 5.9
55 23.8 21.8 2 11.4 4.9 6.5
55 24.8 22.9 1.9 15.1 4.8 10.3
61 20.4 18.7 1.8 13.7 5.2 8.5

J 45 25.4 23.8 1.6 9.3 7.6 1.7
51 25 25.1 -0.1 9.7 10 -0.3
57 27 24.9 2.1 17.7 9.6 8.1
57 26.4 24.4 2 18.6 10 8.6

ILT 45 30.1 29.6 0.5 10 8.7 1.3
51 30.2 28.6 1.6 17.9 8.9 9
51 33.2 31.8 1.4 21.2 8.7 12.5

IRT 51 31.2 30.5 0.7 16.7 7.9 8.8
57 28.3 26.6 1.7 17.9 6.7 11.2
57 27.3 25.4 1.9 18.9 7.8 11.1

M 51 27.7 26.2 1.5 16.3 12 4.3
JB 45 25 23.3 1.7 14.3 6.3 8

45 24.8 23.3 1.5 14.3 6.4 7.9

CHILD dB SPL

JP 73 6 10.8 4.8 6.6 4.2 2.4
JMB 73 12.4 12.2 -0.2 2.9 3.4 -0.5

73 14.2 16.2 2.0 6.3 3.3 3
73 15 16.3 1.3 5.3 2.2 3.1

MCB 58 27 26.4 0.6 21.9 6.3 15.6
ipsilateral
SN
dB SPL
7 29.7 29.5 -0.2 5.4 5.9 -0.5

NEONATE TEST RETEST
CONTROL
K 21.1 21 -0.1 14.6 16.7 -2.1
CM 32.6 32.7 0.1 12.8 15.8 -3.0
B 20.6 18.6 -0.2 13.9 14.3 -0.4
RG 27.8 27.9 0.1 16.1 17.8 -1.7

Each row shows the results of one test. The first column lists subjects initials. In some cases several 
recordings were made on the same ear. Both right and left ears were tested in neonate I. The second 
column shows the intensity of the contralateral SN stimulus. This is in dSA for the neonates but for the six 
week old baby the amplitude of the contralateral and ipsilateral SN stimuli could be measured in the ear 
canal and is expressed in dB SPL. The third and fourth columns show the amplitudes of TEOAEs recorded 
with and without the SN stimulus. The fifth column A is the difference between these two values. Values of 
A in bold type indicate that the effect of SN is a reduction in amplitude. The sixth column shows the 
amplitude of the waveform that results from the subtraction of the TEOAE with a SN stimulus from the 
TEOAE without a SN stimulus(DW). The seventh column shows the background noise level associated 
with this waveform. The eighth column lists the signal to noise ratio for DW. Values that are at least 3dB 
above the noise are shown in bold type.
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Discussion of technical issues.
Meatal walls of neonates are very soft and pliable. While placing the earphone 
over the ear on which the neonate preferred to lie, the meatal wall was often 

collapsed but could be opened by gently pulling the pinna. Once the earphone 
was in place between the ear and the mattress, the meatal walls may not have 

always remained open. Closure of the meatal walls would greatly attenuate the 
SN stimulus reaching the contralateral ear and therefore it is most likely that the 

absence of TEOAE suppression indicated that the meatal walls were closed 
especially if this occurred after suppression was observed in a prior recording on 

the same ear. In these cases the earphone was repositioned before a re-test. It is 
reasonable therefore to exclude those data for which no TEOAE suppression was 

observed in these normal ears only if repositioning of the probe had been 

effective.

Discussion of findings from neonatal and infant data.
Figure 4.2 ^  plotted as a function o f TEOAFl amplitude. Neonate and infant data.
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The absolute dB differences between TEOAEs recorded with and without 
contralateral SN (A) are plotted as a function of whole TEOAE amplitude.. A 
regression line plotted through these points is described by the equation A=- 
0.098dB TEOAE+4.2dBA

Excluding the data for which no suppression of TEOAE amplitude was observed, 
the amount of suppression was compared to the size of the TEOAE. There is a
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negative correlation between the absolute difference A and TEOAE amplitude (r=- 

0.65 P=0.0014) as illustrated by the scattergram in Figure 4.2 Larger TEOAEs 

recorded from neonates and infants tend to be less suppressed by SN than 

smaller TEOAEs in terms of the dB change in level(A). For 10 dB increase in 

TEOAE amplitude there is a 0.98dB decline in the amount of suppression. The 

average A was 1.8dB(SD=0.84).

This is in contrast to the amplitudes of difference waveforms which result from the 
subtraction of the TEOAE waveform recorded with SN from that recorded without 

SN(DW). Values for DW are positively correlated with the amplitude of the whole 
TEOAE (r=0.88 P<0.00001) as shown in figure 4.3. Larger TEOAEs recorded 
from neonates and infants tend to be altered more than smaller TEOAEs. There is 

an increase of 7.8dB in DW for each lOdB increase in TEOAE amplitude. This 

relationship is stronger than the negative correlation observed between A and 

TEOAE amplitude. The average amplitude of DW was 14.5dB(SD=4.9).
Figure 4.3 Difference waveform (DW) amplitude plotted as a function o f TEO A E amplitude. 
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The amplitude of the difference waveform(DW), which results from the 
subtraction of TEOAE waveform recorded with contralateral SN from that 
recorded without contralateral SN, is plotted as a function of the whole TEOAE 
amplitude.. A regression line plotted through the data points is described by the 
eguation D\A/=0.78dBTEOAE'^4.48dBow-

The value A is proportional to the size of the whole TEOAE while DW is not. This 

might account for the difference in the relationship between DW TEOAE and A
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TEOAE. In order to express DW as a proportion of the whole TEOAE the 

normalised difference power (NDP) was calculated. This is the ratio between DW 

amplitude and the TEOAE waveform recorded without contralateral SN.

N D P = \ OLog
mPaj J

where mPa^, ~ f rn.s. sound pressure of DW and m P a r ~ sound

pressure of TEOAE without contralateral SN. The average NDP was - 

10dB(SD=2.6) which is an average of a 33% (SD=0.1) change in the TEOAE 

amplitude.

NDP has been plotted as a function of TEOAE in figure 4.4 which shows that there 

is a negative correlation(r=-0.46 P=0.0238). Larger TEOAEs exhibit proportionally 
less suppression that smaller TEOAEs. This is in agreement with the relationship 

observed between the amount of dB change in level and the TEOAE amplitude(A 

TEOAE) but the correlation is much weaker. There is a decline in NDP of 8.1dB 

for an 10dB increase in TEOAE amplitude. The NDP is therefore a more logical 
measure of the efferent effect than DW because it is normalised to TEOAE 

amplitude.
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Figure 4.4. Normalised difference waveform plotted as a function of TEOAE 

amplitude. Neonate and infant data.
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NDP is the ratio between the amplitude of the difference wave and the amplitude 
of the whole TEOAE waveform. This is plotted as a function of TEOAE 
amplitude. A regression line plotted through the data is described by the 
equation NDP=-0.81 dB t e o a e +  11 ■ TdBNOp

Adult Data
As with the neonate data, the effect of the contralateral SN on TEOAEs recorded 
from adults was generally a reduction in amplitude. Additionally the amount of 
TEOAE reduction varied from one adult subject to another. The range of amplitude 

reductions in TEOAEs (A)recorded from adults is from 0.1 dB to 4.3dB as shown 

in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Adult results
SUBJECT Experiment Control

TEOAE with 

SN dBSPL

TEOAE

without

SN

dBSPL

Ae dB DW

dBSPL

TEOAE

dBSPL

TEOAE

dBSPL
Ac dB

LE 3.1 5 1.9 -2.2 5 5 0

LS 4.6 7.2 2.6 4.8 7.5 7.6 -0.1

RB 4.8 8.6 3.8 6.4 8.2 8 0.2

SU 3.5 5.2 1.7 -2.5 5.5 5.5 0

AL 0.8 1 0.2 2.2 2 0.2

GN -1 1.4 2.4 1 1.1 -0.1

M -4 -3.9 0.1 -3.5 -1.6 -1.9
AD 3 6.6 3.6 1.8 6.4 6.6 -0.2

AM 0.8 1.5 0.7 -2.4 2 1.8 0.2

SR 4.8 7.9 3.1 2.3 8.4 8.3 0.1

RY -3 -2.6 0.4 -1.6 -1.9 0.3
OB 5.1 7.5 2.4 0.1 7.9 7.9 0

JA 1.7 2 0.3 2.6 2.2 0.4

JE 12.9 13.7 0.8 0.4 11.3 11.2 0.1

LN 12.1 12.9 0.8 1.5 11 11 0

MK 4.4 7.2 2.8 1.1 7.1 7.3 -0.2

OH 2.7 3 0.3 3.2 3.1 0.1

SL 8.6 12.9 4.3 8 13.5 13 0.5

MA 1.6 3.1 1.5 -6.7 3.1 3 0.1

BO 1.1 3.3 2.2 -3.2 3.6 3.4 0.2

MEAN 3.38 5.175 1.795 0.671 5.22 5.225 -0.005
SO 4.25 4.8 1.32 3.98 4.31 4.13 0.48

Table 2 shows amplitudes of TEOAEs recorded with and without contralateral 
SN. in 20 ears. The difference between amplitudes (Ae) and amplitudes of the 
difference waveforms(DW) which are 3dB greater than the noise floor are also 
shown. Amplitudes of both TEOAEs recorded using the alternating technique 
but entirely without SN are show with the difference (Ac) between them
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Figure 4.5 ^  plotted as a function of TEOAE amplitude. Adult data.
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The absolute dB differences between TEOAEs recorded with and without 
contralateral SN (A) are plotted as a function of whole TEOAE amplitude. A 
regression line plotted through these points is described by the equation 
A—0.146dBTEOAE'̂ 1 04dB^

Discussion of findings from adult data.
As shown in figure 4.5 there was a strong positive correlation between absolute 

differences in dB (A) and whole TEOAE amplitude among the adult data.(r=0.67 

P=0.006). This suggests that larger TEOAEs are proportionally more suppressible 
than small TEOAEs which is the opposite to the relationship observed among the 

neonates(figure 4.2). The adult TEOAEs were however much smaller on average 
than the neonate TEOAE and some of the weaker TEOAEs were very close to the 

noise floor.(eg. closest to noise floor was subject RY S/N=-2.6dB/-7.2dB between 
500Hz-5kHz) therefore, the full extent of their suppression may not be evident 

because of noise contamination. The level of noise contamination may be 
assessed if difference waveforms (DW) are used to analyse the effect of 

contralateral SN. Difference waveforms which were at least 3dB above the noise 
associated with the waveform are shown in table 4.2. Those which were less 
than 3dB above the noise floor were excluded from the following analysis. This 

increases the bias towards larger TEOAEs but the results that remain are not 
contaminated by noise. DWs were greater for larger TEOAEs (r=0.72
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P=0.0018)as shown in figure 4.6. This is similar to the relationship between 

DW;TEOAE observed in the neonate data (figure 4.3)
fngure 4.6. Difference waveform amplitudes. Adult data.
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The amplitude of the difference waveform, which results from the subtraction of 
TEOAE waveform recorded with contralateral SN from that recorded without 
contralateral SN, is plotted as a function of the whole TEOAE amplitude.. A 
regression line plotted through the data points is described by the equation 
DW=0.87dB TEOAE-5.56dBDW

When the changes in TEOAEs are expressed as NDP there is a very weak 

correlation with TEOAE amplitude(r=-0.23 P=0.204) as shown in figure 4.7. The 
average change in TEOAEs measured as a percentage of the whole TEOAE 
amplitude is 57%. The correlation between NDP;TEOAE among the adults and 
neonates has the same sign but the strength of the correlation differs. Correlation 

is stronger in the neonate data than in the adult data, however this difference has 
to be interpreted with caution because the test conditions for the two groups was 

very different. For example the SN stimulus intensity could not be controlled in the 
neonate study.
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Figure 4.7. NDP plotted as function of TROAE amplitude. Adult data
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NDP is the ratio between difference wave amplitude and TEOAE amplitude.

This is plotted as a function of TEOAE amplitude. A regression line plotted 

through the data is described by the equation NDP=-0.2dBTEOAE-4.9dBNDP

Long term changes
Fluctuation in TEOAE amplitude between tests recorded entirely without 

contralateral SN were a maximum of ‘‘‘/_0.4dB but there was one exception (5%) 

where the difference was 1.9dB. TEOAEs recorded entirely without contralateral 
SN were often larger than TEOAEs recorded without SN in the test condition. The 
average size of TEOAEs recorded without contralateral SN in the test condition 
was 5.2dB(SD=4.8) while the average of those recorded with contralateral SN was 
3.4dB(SD=4.25). The average sizes of TEOAEs recorded entirely without 

contralateral SN were very similar at 5.2dB(SD=4.31) and 5.2(SD=4.13). These 
results indicate that longer term changes do occur, but they are insignificant 
compared to the shorter term effects observed in the test condition. No difference 

waveform could be detected above the noise floor when the two waveforms 
recorded without contralateral SN were digitally subtracted. This included the 
case in which there was a 1.9dB fluctuation in TEOAE amplitude indicating that 

the difference here was due to fluctuations in the noise.
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Frequency Characteristics of changes in adult data
The analysis above has examined the relationship between TEOAE amplitude and 
TEOAE suppressibility since this is the most obvious way in which TEOAEs vary 

between ears, however TEOAE also vary in their frequency content. TEOAEs, 
recorded from the adults, were analysed in half octave bandwidths. The centre 

frequencies of the bandwidths studied ranged from 707Hz to 4kHz. Mean powers 
in each bandwidth were calculated for each subject (N=20) and are plotted in dB in 

figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8. TEOAE and DVF power spectra. Adult data.
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Mean power spectra of TEOAE (heavy solid black line) are plotted as a function 

of half octave band centre frequency. The feint blue lines either side show mean 

TEOAE plus one standard deviation. Mean spectrum of all the difference 

waveforms (green medium line), mean spectrum of DWplus one standard 

deviation(green dashed line) noise floor and noise floor plus one standard 

deviation(red dotted lines) are also shown.

Figure 4.8 shows that, averaged across all the data, TEOAE spectral density is 
greatest between 1kHz and 2kHz falling of at frequencies above and below. 

There was not always a clear cut pattern in overall amplitude changes ( A dB) 

caused by SN that could be observed within each frequency band of a TEOAE.
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Amplitude reduction was observed within some bandwidths while in others an 

amplitude increase or no change was detected. Therefore in order to illustrate the 

change irrespective of the sign of the change the mean power spectra of the 

difference waveform was calculated. As shown in figure 4.8, this has a similar 

shape to the mean power spectrum of the whole TEOAE and shows that 

contralateral SN caused the greatest changes between 1kHz and 2kHz.

The changes caused by contralateral SN appear to be proportional to the size of 

the TEOAE. In order to express the changes independently of TEOAE size the 

NDP for each bandwidth was calculated and plotted as a function of centre 

frequency.(figure 4.9). These results show a trend for changes to be 

proportionally greater in the lower frequencies than in the higher frequencies. 

These differences range from 60% to 20% of the whole TEOAE. An appreciation 

of the direction of the change is however lost using this type of analysis. It is not 

possible to differentiate between increases or decreases in the amplitude. In 
addition, random noise present in the TEOAE waveforms may add and thus 

overestimate noise contamination in difference waveform. This type of analysis is 

however very sensitive to changes in phase which may reflect alterations in the 

group delay of the waveform. A complete analysis of the effects of SN therefore 

should be composed of absolute amplitude changes and the NDP analysis. This 

can be achieved most effectively in large TEOAEs as described below.
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Figure 4.9. NDP of individual bandwidths of mean spectrum of DW. Adult data.
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NDP levels for each half octave bandwidth have been plotted as a function of the 

half octave band centre frequency(solid line) The noise floor as a proportion of 

the mean TEOAE is also shown (dotted line)

Frequency Characteristics of changes in neonate data
TEOAEs recorded from neonatal ears were much larger than those recorded from 
adult ears. Consequently a more detailed analysis of the frequency spectra could 
be carried out. Similar results were obtained from each of the neonate recordings 

therefore the best examples were selected and are shown in figures 4.10 and 
4.11. Frequency spectra of TEOAEs recorded with and without SN are shown in 

figure 4.10A. and B. These correspond to the waveforms shown in figure 4.1 A. In 
this example, a strong emission is visible above the noise floor between 1kHz - 
2kHz and a weaker emission is visible between 4kHz -5kHz. Contralateral SN has 

the effect of reducing the amplitude of TEOAEs at these frequencies as shown in 

figure 4.IOC. Amplitude increases are also evident at several frequencies. In 
order to illustrate these changes independently of sign and as a proportion of 
TEOAE size, the NDP was calculated for each bandwidth of the frequency 

spectrum of DW. The results of two examples are shown in figure 4.11. The
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method by which these results were obtained is illustrated in figure 4.1. which 

shows the frequency spectrum(figure 4.1C) of the DW(figure 4. IB) which results 

from the subtraction of the waveform of the TEOAE recorded with SN from that 

recorded without SN.(figure 4.1 A). The NDP for each bandwidth of the spectrum 

is then calculated and plotted as a function of the centre frequency of the 

bandwidth. The normalised frequency spectrum of DW shows that changes have 

occurred between 1kHz and 4kHz. Changes outside this frequency region are 

too small to be visible above the noise floor(figure 4.11 A), in a second example 

the noise floor is too high to appreciate any changes.
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Figure 4.10 ITIOAE frequency spectra.
Spectra of the whole waveform are shown in blue and the spectrum of the noise 

in the signal is shown in red.
A.with contralateral noise
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Figure 4.11 4"ROAE difference spectra.

The spectrum of the NDP waveform is shown in blue and the noise spectrum is 
shown in red.
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Frequency spectra of differences caused by contralateral SN expressed as a 
proportion of the whole TEOAE The noise floor is also expressed as a proportion of 
the whole TEOAE.
A. is recorded from neonate IZ. Changes are detectable above the noise floor between 
1kHz and 4kHz.B. is recorded from neonate JB but the noise floor is much higher.
Small changes are detectable between 1kHz and 3kHz. This graph corresponds 
to those shown in figures 3.8-3.10
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General discussion.
The range of the magnitude of the efferent effect on TEOAEs recorded from a 
small population of adults, babies and neonates has been estimated in this study. 

The relationship between the magnitude of change and TEOAE frequency and 

size was explored. As illustrated in figures 4.2 for neonates and infants and 4.5 for 

adults, a wide variability in the amount of change was observed. On average 

however, the amount of suppression observed in each group was remarkably 

similar. The average dB difference between TEOAEs recorded with and without 

SN (A ) for the infant data was 1 8dB and for adults the average A was 1.8dB.

Data from the two groups cannot be compared directly however because of 

methodological differences which meant that the contralateral SN was not likely to 

be delivered at the same intensities in the adult study as the neonate study. 
Additionally the intensities of the TEOAE evoking stimulus differed for each group. 

This is an important factor affecting the suppressibility of TEOAEs as will be 

described in the next chapter.

Differences in TEOAE amount of suppression (A) among the neonates was 

probably contributed to by the technical problems which made controlling 

contralateral SN reaching the ear difficult. However the possibility that the 
observed suppression was due to sound transmitted intra-cranially among babies 

was ruled out.
The neonates and children have large TEOAEs, always greater than 10dB SPL 

among the children and greater than 20dB SPL among the neonates. The 

average TEOAE size among the adults was just below 7dB. Suppression (A) of 

the infant TEOAEs became less as the size of the TEOAE increased although this 

trend is weak as shown in figure 4.2.

In contrast suppression (A) of TEOAEs recorded from adults appeared to become 

greater with increasing TEOAE size as shown in figure 4.5. However this positive 

correlation was artificial because some of the adult TEOAEs were so small that 

suppression could not be detected. Generally therefore, the characteristics of the 

OAE generator which govern size, determine suppressibility only in a very limited 

way.
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In the light of the finding that overall TEOAE amplitude suppression was small, a 

method for detecting small changes was developed. The residual, or difference 

waveform (DW) which results from the subtraction of the waveform of the TEOAE 

recorded with contralateral SN from that recorded without contralateral SN is a 

record of all changes whether they are amplitude increase, decrease or phase 

changes. With this technique the significance of the changes in TEOAEs were 

verified when DW was at least 3dB above the noise floor. Using this criterion, 

some TEOAEs appeared unchanged by contralateral SN. Lack of detectable 

changes among the baby data was attributed to technical problems which meant 

that the SN was not reaching the contralateral cochlea. Among the adult 

responses changes could not be detected among those TEOAEs which were very 

small and close to the noise floor. When the data that showed no changes 

according to this criterion were omitted trends emerged that were more like the 

trends observed between the amount of change and TEOAE intensity found 
among the neonate data.

Figure 4.3 for the neonate data and figure 4.6 for the adult data show that there is 
a strong positive correlation between DW and TEOAE size. This is because DW 

size is dependent on the size of the original TEOAE. In order to express the 

changes independent of TEOAE size, a normalised difference power (NDP) was 

calculated. NDP for the neonates is shown in figure 4.4 and for the adult data in 

figure 4.7.
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Both A and NDP express the effect of SN on TEOAE independently of TEOAE 

size. A is a measure of the amount of amplitude reduction caused by SN while 

NDP incorporates all changes including phase changes. For the neonate data the 

negative correlation observed between A and TEOAE size is also observed 

between NDP and TEOAE size but in the latter case the correlation is much 

weaker. These results would suggest that the intrinsic characteristics of the 

TEOAE generator which govern TEOAE size, also influence TEOAE susceptibility 

to suppression (A) although in a limited way. However, NDP takes into account 

other changes which weaken the correlation with TEOAE size. It would seem 

therefore that these changes bear a different relationship with TEOAE size than 

suppression alone.

Among adult TEOAEs, it was concluded that the positive correlation between AdB 

and TEOAE size was artificial. Figure 4.7 shows NDP plotted as a function of 

TEOAE size for the adult data. Among those TEOAEs in which changes could be 

detected, the smaller emissions were not proportionally more suppressible than 

the large ones. The intrinsic characteristics which govern TEOAE size do not 

therefore appear to determine susceptibility to SN evoked changes among the 

adult’s data while they do among neonates(figure 4.4). This contrast between the 

two sets of data could mean that some intrinsic characteristic of the TEOAE 

generator that determines degree of suppression is lost with age.

Alternatively, the trend evident in the neonate data could be due to variations in 

the TEOAE evoking stimuli which did not occur during the acquisition of the adult’s 

data. TEOAE evoking stimuli were rigidly controlled during adult data acquisition 

but could not be controlled in the neonate study because it was more difficult to 

maintain probe stability during the test. The intensity of the evoking stimulus is 

known to affect TEOAE susceptibility to suppression. As explained more fully in 

the next chapter TEOAE evoked by weaker stimuli are more susceptible to 

suppression than TEOAE evoked by stronger stimuli. TEOAEs evoked by 

stronger stimuli would be expected to be larger than those evoked by weaker 

stimuli. Hence larger TEOAEs would tend to be less suppressible than smaller 

TEOAEs. The trend, of larger TEOAEs exhibiting less suppression than smaller
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ones, observed in the neonate data (figure 4.4) could therefore be accounted for 

by differences in TEOAE evoking stimulus levels.

This question cannot be resolved in this study however, because the TEOAE 

evoking stimuli could not be reliably measured among the neonates. This issue is 

addressed in the next chapter which describes experiments in which suppression 

of TEOAEs, stimulated by a range of evoking stimuli, is measured.

Susceptibility of TEOAEs to changes caused by SN as a function of frequency 

was also examined in both the adult and neonate data. Among the adults, 

susceptibility expressed as NDP was found to be greatest in the lower frequencies 

with a sharp drop at the highest frequencies(figure 4.9) This trend could be 

accounted for by the fact that high frequency emissions are weakest and close to 

the noise floor. Changes at these frequencies could therefore be undetectable, 

while changes at the stronger lower frequencies are easily detectable . Among 

the neonates changes could not be detected at frequencies at which the noise 

floor was high relative to the level of the TEOAE(figure 4.11B) This tended to be 

at frequencies below 1kHz and above 4kHz. At the range of frequencies that were 

well above the noise floor there was no detectable systematic decrease in the 

amount of change with increase in frequency (figure 4.11 A). These results would 

suggest that any systematic variation in the susceptibility of TEOAEs with 
frequency is confounded by the systematic variation in TEOAE energy above the 

noise floor with frequency.

Summary
The general effect of contralateral SN is a suppression of TEOAE amplitude, but 

amplitude increases and phase changes may also occur at some frequencies.

This general effect was found in subjects of all ages.

Contralateral SN evoked changes are easiest to detect among large TEOAE when 

measured as a proportion of TEOAE size. ' Whether this means that larger 

TEOAEs are more susceptible to change or if it means that changes of just a few 

dB can only be detected when the TEOAE is large cannot be ascertained.

The apparent systematic variation in susceptibility with frequency was correlated 

to the systematic variation in TEOAE energy with frequency.
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C h a p t e r  5

THE INFLUENCE OF EVOKING STIMULUS LEVEL ON 
THE NEURAL SUPPRESSION OF TEOAES.

Introduction
Differences between the amount of suppression of TEOAEs by contralateral broad 

band noise among a range of ears have been described in the previous chapter. 

It is not yet clear however, which factors govern the amount of suppression 

obtained. In this study, TEOAE suppressive efferent activity induced by a 60dB 

sensation level of contralateral noise under a variety of ipsilateral acoustic 

stimulation conditions, is examined. The aim is to establish the basic rules relating 

efferent evoked TEOAE suppression and the "work load" of the cochlea, imposed 

by the acoustic input. This relationship could be relevant to OHO behaviour. If 

one accepts that TEOAEs originate in OHO activity then one factor governing OAE 

suppression may be the degree to which operating characteristics of the OHOs 

are influenced by efferent synapse activity. (Kim 1986). It might be expected that 
this factor would differ between ears and also in the same ear under different 

conditions of acoustic stimulation.

This raises a number of questions. Does OAE efferent suppressibility "saturate" 

with increased acoustic input to the cochlea? Do ears which exhibit more 

saturated TEOAEs also exhibit less efferent suppressibility? Can differences in 

OHO operating characteristic be inferred from difference in OAE behaviour?

The efferent suppressibility of TEOAEs may be expressed as the amount of 

suppression proportional to the whole TEOAE. This was achieved as described in 
chapter 4, by calculating the normalised difference power(NDP). The 

suppressibility by efferent activity has already been shown to depend on the 

intensity of the evoking stimulus. (Moulin et al. 1993). DPOAEs evoked by lower 

intensity stimuli were found to be more suppressible by contralateral SN than 

those evoked by higher intensity stimuli. This could be because, at low-intensity 

levels the potential power of the OAE generator is not fully driven by the stimulus
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and, consequently, can be more readily influenced by other factors such as 

efferent excitation. This study aims to test this hypothesis by exploring the 

susceptibility of the OAE generator to the efferent effect over a range of ipsilateral 

stimulus levels. In contrast to Moulin’s study, transient evoked CAEs rather than 

DPOAEs are used in this study. This enabled two methods for varying the 

stimulus input level. One method was to vary the peak equivalent intensity of the 

stimulus and the other was to vary stimulus rate.

The power input to the ear, and hence the OHO output power reflected by TEOAE 

amplitude, can be increased by increasing the stimulus level and also by 

increasing stimulus presentation rate. Both these parameters are varied in this 

study to extend the practically achievable input range. Efferent suppression was 

provided by contralateral acoustic stimulation presented at a fixed level which has 

been shown to be effective but is not of such a high intensity that it may evoke the 

stapedial reflex. OAE suppressibility was measured with different input energies in 

a number of ears.

Method.
Seven adult subjects from the first study(chapter 4) were accepted for this study 

regardless of TEOAE amplitude or efferent effect observed. The only selection 

criterion was that each subject should have a TEOAE response with a minimum 

signal to noise ratio of 3dB.

The level of the contralateral broad band noise was fixed at 60dB SL. The input 

power level of the evoking stimulus was varied in intensity and by increasing the 

click rate. Four click rates, each at four intensities were used giving a total of 16 

tests. The click rates used were the standard stimulus of 1 per 20 milliseconds 

and multiple stimuli of 2, 4, and 6 clicks per 20 millisecond. The rapid rate stimuli 

had unequal but systematic interstimulus intervals, and were arranged in the 20 

millisecond period resulting in average stimulus rates of 50/s,100/s,200/s and 

300/s respectively. The intensities of the clicks were 63dB peSLP then at 3 

higher intensity levels increasing in 6dB steps. The 63dB click at the standard rate 

was equivalent to 20dBSL+/-3dB. The TEOAE response was extracted from the 

rapid rate stimulus using the maximum length sequence(MLS) technique (Picton
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et al. 1993, Thornton 1993). This involved a process of deconvolving the 

response to multiple clicks leaving the response attributable to one click.

In order to unify the description of the rates and intensities, an input power (IP) 

was calculated from the actual stimulus sound pressure wave measured in the ear 

canal.

i p =

where mPa is the pressure in millipascals of each 40 microsecond sample in the 

stimulus sound pressure waveform, n is the number of 40 microsecond samples 
in one complete click waveform which is 2.5ms in duration, and N is the number 

of clicks per second.

The input power was then expressed in dB.

IPdB = lOlog (IP)
Completion of all 16 tests took typically over an hour. This was split into two equal 

sessions for the comfort of the subject. The period between sessions varied but 
was never more than 24 hours. Tests were carried out in order starting with the 

slowest rate and lowest intensity. Recordings were made of 300 sweeps with 
contralateral noise and 300 sweeps without contralateral noise using the 

alternating technique. This whole procedure was repeated on four of the ears 

after four months.

Results.

TEOAE responses to multiple stimuli were deconvolved leaving the response 

normalised to one click in each 20 ms period. In order to compare output with the 

range of stimulus inputs the total TEOAE output attributable to all the stimuli in the 

20 ms period was calculated from this value.

OUTPUT = x N'
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mPüTEOAE =r.m.s. sound pressure of TEOAE without contralateral noise.

N' = number of clicks in 20 ms period.

Figure 5.1 shows the total TEOAE output as a function of stimulus level. The 

TEOAE amplitude at each stimulus rate has been plotted separately. When a 

1QdB increase in stimulus input was achieved by increasing stimulus intensity 

there was approximately a 2.5 dB increase in TEOAE output. When the same 

increase in input level was achieved by increasing stimulus rate there was 

approximately a 5dB increase in TEOAE output. The gradients of TEOAE output 

level as a function of IP recorded at the slowest stimulus rate (50/s) are shown in 

Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Total TEOAE level plotted as function o f normalised input. Individual data.
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Difference waveforms were derived from TEOAEs recorded with and without 

contralateral noise. This was done b^ubtractingthe waveform recorded with SN 

from that recorded without SN( method shown in figure 4.1). The resulting 

residual signal has been referred to as the difference waveform. These had to 

have levels 3dB above the signal noise to be deemed significant. Although this 

stringent criterion resulted in abandoning all of the data from one ear (BO), 30% 

from another (MK1) and occasional points from the remaining 6 cases, the 

remaining data reflected true quantities where noise contamination was minimal. 

For this reason the amplitude of the difference waveforms have been used to 

evaluate the effect of contralateral noise but the absolute differences in amplitude 

have been included to show that the contralateral noise effect was always a 

reduction in the TEOAE level.

The amplitude of the difference waveform attributable to the combined resjjoHéé 

from all the clicks in the 20ms period was calculated in the same way as the Wt&l 

TEOAE output level. The average amplitude of the difference waveform \A%S 

2.5dBSPL (SD=2.7). Figure. 5.2a shows the total difference levels pooled to 

include all subject data at all stimulus rates and intensities, plotted as a function of 

TEOAE output. The gradient of the regression line is 0.77 and correlation is 

strong (88%.P<0.001 ). The greater the amplitude of the TEOAE, the greater the 

difference tends to be, whether it is the response to a more intense stimulus or 
simply a characteristic of that ear, therefore, the effect of contralateral noise

seems to be a gain control. This relationship is similar to that found in 
the neonate study in chapter 4. The greater the TEOAE the greater 
the difference tends to be as shown in figure 4.3. In that study the 
correlation between DW and TEOAE is strong and positive (88% 
P<0.00001) and the gradient of the regression line is 0.78.

In order to evaluate the suppressibility of the TEOAE independent of size, 

suppression has been expressed as the normalised difference power (NDP) which 

is the ratio between the difference waveform and the whole TEOAE without 

contralateral noise.
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/

N D P  = lOZog
mPaj.)

where mPUt, ~ "n s. sound pressure of difference waveform and m P U r ~ 

r.m.s. sound pressure of TEOAE without contralateral noise.

The NDP has an average value of-4.5dB NDP SD=1.4 and when plotted as a 

function of TEOAE power level, the gradient of the regression line is -0.23 and 

correlation is 50% (P<0.001)as shown in Figure 5.2b. Contralateral noise has the 

effect of decreasing the TEOAE sound pressure by 12% on average.

NDP was used to evaluate the susceptibility to contralateral noise of TEOAE 

stimulated at different IPs. In order to ascertain whether the temporal format, 

rather than the overall intensity of the stimulus had an effect on TEOAE 

suppressibility, the NDP as a function of IP dependent on stimulus rate had to be 

analysed separately from that dependent on stimulus intensity. There was a 

tendency for the NDP to be smaller, by about 0.5dB for IPs achieved at higher 
stimulus rates, but this tendency was only observed in two subjects (MK2 & JE1). 

Most of the NDP versus IP data was too scattered for systematic differences to be 
detected. Data for each stimulus format was therefore pooled and shown in figure

5.3. In every case there was a reduction in the NDP of the TEOAE with increasing 

stimulus input irrespective of the temporal format: i.e. more strongly stimulated 

TEOAEs were less suppressible. The NDP versus IP trends were negative with 

gradients ranging between -0.18 and -0.02. Correlation coefficients and gradients 

of regression lines tor reach case are shown in Table 5.1. Table 5.1 also shows 

that the average NDP across all IP for each ear ranges from -6.6dB NDP to -2.7dB 

NDP.
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Table 5.1.

Test ear TEOAE*
(dB)

Amplitude
b

reduction
(mean
dB)

(SD)

NDP
IP

(mean
dB)

vs G 

(SD) (grad)d

NDP® I/O slope  ̂
(correlatio (P<0.01) 
n p<0.1)

JE1 1.95 0.72 0.4 -6.6 0.36 -0.18 -96% 0.26
JE2 1.6 1.3 0.35 -4.7 0.65 -0.1 -87% 0.21
LE 1.1 1.45 0.55 -5.4 0.73 -0.15 -9é% 0.28
MK1 -1.35 1.4 0.19 -3.2 0.7 -0.19 (-38%) 0.3
MK2 2.05 2.68 0.61 -4.6 1.34 -0.4 -94% 0.22
SL1 3.7 2 0.78 -4.3 1 -0.09 -81% 0.18
SL2 4 1.81 0.63 -3.2 0.91 -0.12 (-46%) 0.15
SR1 4.1 2.11 0.5 -2.8 1.1 -0.06 -83% 0.23
SR2 3.8 3.22 0.45 -2.7 1.61 -0.11 -82% 0.i4
MD 2.95 2.22 0.44 -3.1 1.11 -0.18 (-55%) (ff3
BO* 1.25 1.15 0.52

 ̂TEOAE power output recorded at the lowest stimulus rate and intensity Mean and 
standard deviation of the absolute amplitude reduction in TEOAEs as a resuk of 
contraiateral noise.^ Mean and standard deviation of the NDP.^ Gradient o f ttre 
regression Une of NDP as a function of input level.^ Correlation of NDP: IP 
 ̂Gradient of the TEOAE output as a function of input power levei.
*NDP vaiues were all too close to the noise floor to be included
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Figure 5.2. Difference wave amplitude and NDP plotted as a function of TEOAE amplitude.
Pooled data

a.

b.
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Graph a shows the amplitude of the difference wave (DW) as a 
function of the TEOAE amplitude. DW is achieved by 
subtracting the waveform recorded with suppressor noise (SN) 
from that recorded without SN.

Graph b. shows the normalised difference power (NDP) plotted as a function of 
TEOAE amplitude. NDP is a ratio between DW and the whole TEOAE 
which has been recorded without SN.
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Figure 5.3. NDP plotted as a function of IP. Individual data.

Susceptability of TEOAEs to efferent suppression 
as a function of input power
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Discussion.
The absolute magnitude of the suppression effect characterised by the TEOAE 

difference waveform power, as shown in figure 5.2a, was approximately 

proportional to the power of the whole TEOAE taken across the whole population 

at all ipsilateral stimulus intensities. Normalising the data to the TEOAE output 

level (figure 5.2b.) showed that the mean of the amplitudes of the difference 

waveforms is around 5dB smaller than the parent TEOAE. This means that taking 

data from the whole subject group and from all stimulus intensities, under the 

specific contralateral stimulation used in this study the physical size of the TEOAE 

difference power was on average approximately one-third of the whole TEOAE 

power. This value was very similar to that found in the previous study on 

neonates (chapter 4).

Figure 5.2b shows, however, that the proportionality is not exact. The NDP shows 

a small negative dependence on TEOAE size, indicating that a contralaterally 

induced difference TEOAE is proportionally smaller when TEOAEs are large thus 

indicating that intrinsically higher levels of TEOAE output are relatively less 

suppressible. The question arises, is the appearance of this trend due to the fact 

that ears generating more intense TEOAEs have generating mechanisms that are 
intrinsically less susceptible to efferent suppression, or is it due to the effect that 

higher stimulus levels needed for larger TEOAEs have on the efferent 

suppression mechanism?

To answer that latter part of this question the way in which input level effects the 

susceptibility to efferent suppression needs to be examined. That is the relative 

suppressibility of TEOAEs needs to be measured, in order to facilitate the 

discussion a simple scheme describing the various parameters affecting the 

manifestation of the efferent effect in TEOAEs is illustrated below.
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Figure 5.4

Emerging TEOAE

Hair Cell response

Efferent effect Effect of TEOAE evoking Stimulus

The emerging TEOAE reflects the response of OHOs. The OHOs are subject to 

two influences, the efferent activity and the effect of the TEOAE evoking stimulus. 

Both these affect the OHO response and hence the TEOAE. TEOAE 
suppressibility therefore, depends on the OHOs susceptibility to both of these 

effects. Each effect influences OHO response susceptibility to the other effect. 
The OHOs collectively have been termed “the TEOAE generator” and the TEOAE 

is the response of the OHO.
Adopting NDP as the measure of suppressibility, the effect of a fixed level of 

contralateral noise on TEOAEs recorded with various ipsilateral input levels, has 

been explored. As figure 5.2b shows that NDP, and hence TEOAE susceptibility 

to contralateral suppression, became smaller as a function of rising input level in 
all 6 subjects.

It is well known that with increasing amplitude of evoking stimulus, TEOAE output 

increases, but not linearly. (Kemp 1978, Probstet al. 1986). The saturation of the 

OAE generator with increasing stimulus intensity is considered to be primarily due 

to the TEOAE generator's compressive mechanical non-linearity, rather than any 

neurally mediated effect.

Saturation (as reflected by a TEOAE I/O function which is less than linear) can 

also occur due to temporal proximity. Stimuli occurring within ±5ms of each other 

have been shown to add to the saturation (Kemp and Chum 1980). TEOAEs 

evoked by stimuli with short inter-stimulus periods are suppressed. A 5 ms inter
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stimulus period is equivalent to a rate of 200 clicks/s. At rates of 300/s and 200/s 

used in this study suppression due to short inter-stimulus periods probably 

increased the saturation of the TEOAE generator (Picton et al. 1993). There was 

probably no such suppression at the slowest stimulus sequences that was used 

which had an average click rate of 50/s, but possibly some at 100/s. The 

suppression due to short inter-stimulus periods is reflected by the less than linear 

slope of the TEOAE output level as a function of increasing IP when IP increases 

with stimulus rate. This is illustrated in figure 5.1.

It appears that the reduced susceptibility (NDP) found in this study at higher input 

levels, shown in figure 5.2, is associated with the greater TEOAE generator 

saturation found at higher stimulus rates and intensities. This would mean that the 

process of efferent suppression is closely linked to the degree of saturation of the 

TEOAE generator. On this basis, the results mean that, efferent stimulation has 

least effect on cellular activity when the cells bioacoustic activity is itself saturated 

by the stimulus input.

It is relevant to ask, could this be a general trend since the pooled data shown in 
figure 5.2 shows that the normalised suppressibility is only slightly negatively 
dependent on TEOAE size. In a larger sample described in chapter 4, large 

individual differences in efferent effect sizes have been observed. This has been 

reported by others (Veuillet et al. 1991). It is also well known that TEOAEs differ 
greatly among ears in size and frequency content.

In each individual ear the NDP did become smaller with increasing IP reflecting a 

decrease in suppressibility as the evoking stimulus increased either by intensity or 

rate, but important inter-subject differences were also noted in the extent of the 

decrease in suppressibility, as reflected by the gradients of the NDP versus IP 

trends shown in table 5.1. and figure 5.1. The influence of input level is more 

systematic in some cases, as illustrated by strong correlation coefficients in table 

5.1. Subjects JE, LE and SR exhibit strong correlation while strong correlation is 

found on just one of the tests performed on subject MK and SL. The other cases, 

MD, one test for MK and one test for SL exhibit substantial scatter. The 
correlation coefficients for these cases are shown in brackets in table 5.1.

There is a tendency for the amount of suppression to decrease with increasing 

input saturation. One reason therefore, for the inter-subject and inter-test
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differences in suppressibility, could be that individual TEOAE generators were not 

equally saturated within the range of stimuli used. The ear showing the most 

saturated TEOAE output would have been expected to be the least susceptible to 

suppression according to the general trend in figure 5.2. In order to test whether 

the individual differences in suppressibility can be attributed to individual 

differences in TEOAE generator saturation a means of measurement is required. 

TEOAE generator saturation may be evaluated by the steepness of the input- 

output slope, which has been derived from each set of experimental data. One set

of experimental data for each subject is shown in figure 5.3. Only that data

recorded at the slowest rate was used tocalculate the input-output slope 

because these were least contaminated by stimulus artefacts (Picton et al. 1993). 

Slopes of regression lines drawn through the four data points describing NDP as 

a function of IP were between 0.3 dB 0.13dB/dB and are listed in Table 5.1.

When I/O slopes were compared to averaged NDP level for each ear there was 
actually a tendency for the more saturated TEOAEs to have larger average NDP 

values, contrary to the expectation above. There was an approximately 1.5dB 
decrease in NDP for each 0.1 increase in I/O slope. If it is assumed that shallow 

I/O indicates saturation, ears with TEOAEs which are most suppressible by 

contralateral noise appear to have TEOAEs which are most saturated. Whereas 

when ears are more saturated by more input, they tend to be less susceptible to 
suppression. The reason for variability of suppressibility with a range of inputs is 

therefore, not the same reason for variability of suppressibility among ears.

The correlation between, NDP and I/O slope is 68% P<0.1 and is therefore, 

insignificant. There may be some other parameter of the TEOAE that could 

correlate with the differences in susceptibility to contralateral suppression seen 

between ears. The magnitude of the TEOAE may be such a parameter. The data 

in Table 5.1 includes the TEOAE power output recorded form each ear at the 

lowest IP for each test. When this value is used to express a TEOAE magnitude 

for each individual, there is a slight tendency for the larger TEOAEs to have larger 

average NDP values. There was an approximate 0.2dB increase in NDP for every 

IdB increase in TEOAE output. The correlation of 31% P<0.2 was however 

weak and insignificant, therefore TEOAE magnitude is not the major factor 

governing susceptibility to suppression.
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The relationship between the suppressibility of TEOAEs and effect that the 

evoking stimulus had on suppressibility was analysed. There was approximately a 

1dB drop in NDP for each 0.1 rise in NDP/IP gradient. This relationship was again 

weak and insignificant (correlation of mean NDP:NDP/IP gradient=38% P<0.5) 

There was a suggestion that when an ear had high average NDP level, the 

negative NDP versus IP trend tended to be shallower. Ears exhibiting shallow 

NDP/IP trends were also more scattered as shown in figure 5.3 and reflected by 

the NDP/IP correlation listed in Table 5.1. In the cases in which tests were 

repeated the results were consistent with these trends. In two of the cases the 

test session in which the larger average NDP values were found also had 

shallower NDP versus IP trends (subject JE and MK). In the other two cases the 

average NDP values were high in both tests and weakly correlated with changes 

in IP ( subjects SR and SL).

Suppressibility also appeared to change with time. In two of the four cases in 

which tests were repeated after 4 months the average amount of efferent 

suppression changed significantly.(Student's t test for case JE (t=4.19, P<0.001) 

and case MK (t=5.72, P<0.001)). Suppressibility was greatest among the larger 

TEOAEs and when least strongly influenced by changes in IP.

The initial hypothesis was that suppressibility by contralateral SN decreases with 

increasing saturation by the ipsilateral stimulus. This is supported more strongly 
by some data from some ears but rather weakly by others. This could suggests 

that other factors influence suppressiblity and mask the underlying effect of 

saturation by the ipsilateral stimulus. The finding that particularly large TEOAEs 

were the most suppressible but were not influenced by IP supports this argument. 

In testing the hypothesis it has been assumed that a lack of influence of IP on 

TEOAE amplitude indicates that the TEOAE generator is saturated. Shallow I/O 

slopes however, may reflect the presence of multiple reflections. These involve 

re-emission of the OAE through the same non-linear system and are inevitably self 

saturating. This is especially true of neonatal ears which have TEOAEs which are 

generally large because of such multiple reflections (Bonfils 1989). They are also 
highly suppressible by contralateral noise as demonstrated in chapter 4. The most 

suppressible TEOAEs in this study could be large because of multiple reflections 

which would also explain the lack of influence of IP in these cases.
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This argument raises the possibility of other factor that affects suppressibility 

could be related to the duration of the TEOAE. Generally TEOAE frequencies 

above 2kHz have fully emerged by 10-15ms. Even the lowest frequencies of the 

TEOAE have fully emerged by 15-20ms post stimulus. Reflections, if present at 

frequencies of 2kHz and above will emerge and re-emerge at intervals during the 

standard recording window of 17.5ms. Suppression of the TEOAE will be 

counted for each re-emission since suppression is computed from the whole 

waveform in 17.5ms window. Thus TEOAEs that are large because of the 

contribution of multiple reflections to its amplitude will also appear more 

suppressible. The corollary of this argument is that the most transient of TEOAEs 

will appear the least suppressible. Such TEOAEs would be small compared to 

those with reflections. They would also be more readily influenced by IP, because 

of their transience. A trend for suppressibility to increase with increasing TEOAE 

size and with decreasing saturation (I/O slope) is completely opposite to the trend 

that is sought to prove the hypothesis. Such a trend, which is dependent of the 

individual intrinsic characteristics of each ear, could mask the effects of IP on the 
susceptibility of those ears to suppression by efferent activity.

The factors that could explain individual variability in suppression of TEOAEs by 

efferent activity have been discussed above, however these arguments cannot 

explain the variability observed between tests on the same ear. In this study it 
was not possible to control factors such as test duration and the length of rest 

periods allowed between tests. These differed between subjects and between 

repeat tests on the same subject. Such factors are likely to influence the extent of 

the efferent effect on OAEs since it has been found to decline over 20-30 minutes. 

(Meric and Collet 1993). Differences in test time may therefore explain the 

differences between test done, at different times on the same subject. This factor 

could also contribute to the variability of suppression seen between subjects.

Conclusion
In all ears tested the suppressibility of TEOAEs by neural influences declines as 

the TEOAE stimulating input power increases either by rate and/or intensity.

These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that the TEOAE generator 
is more susceptive to neural activity when it is not responding to a strong
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saturating stimulus. Support of this hypothesis was however stronger in some 

ears than others.

The finding that TEOAE suppressibility differed not only between ears but also 

between TEOAEs on the same ear recorded at different time led to the proposition 

that other factors are involved. The first possibility to be discussed was that some 

intrinsic quality of the TEOAE generator influenced absolute suppressibility. The 

proposed intrinsic quality influences the duration, and therefore the amplitude of 

the TEOAE. Thus more energetic TEOAEs are larger and more suppressible than 

the less energetic ones. Additionally the amplitude of the more energetic TEOAEs 

are not as influenced by the evoking stimulus as the less energetic TEOAEs. This 

means that, across ears, there is a relationship between TEOAE amplitude and 

suppressibility which is completely the opposite to that used to support the 

hypothesis. This factor would confound the arguments supporting the hypothesis. 

Evidence to support the presence of this factor is drawn from comparisons with 

the neonate study described in chapter 4.

The second possibility that is discussed is that suppressibility is influenced by the 

overall state of the cochlea which is dependent on the recent acoustic history. 

There is insufficient data to assess the impact of such factors however there 

remains the possibility that they contribute to the variability between subjects. 

Susceptibility to efferent suppression does increase as the TEOAE generator 

becomes less activated by an ipsilateral stimulus, but some ears have TEOAE 

generators which are less dependent on the ipsilateral stimulus and are more 

suppressible by contralateral stimuli than others. Referring to the scheme 

illustrated in figure 5.4 the influences of efferent activity and stimulus level on the 

TEOAE generator are interrelated but there is an independent variability in 
susceptibility of an individual generator to each of these effects.
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C h a p t e r  6 .

COMPARISON BETWEEN IPSILATERALLYAND  
CONTRALATERALLY INDUCED SUPPRESSION OF 

TEOAES

Introduction

Anatomical description of ipsilateral and contralateral efferent neural pathways.

The medial olivocochlear (MOC) system is composed of crossed and uncrossed 

pathways. (Warr and Guinan 1979). The crossed olivocochlear bundle (COCB) 

axons cross the midline of the brainstem as they travel to the cochlea from the 

contralateral MSO. The uncrossed olivocochlear bundle(UOCB) arises from the 
ipsilateral MSO. Existing evidence from cats suggest that the COCB contains 

those MOC neurones which respond best to ipsilateral acoustic stimulation while 
those of the UOCB respond best to contralateral stimulation. (Liberman and Brown 

1986). In the cat, the ipsilaterally responsive COCB loop contains twice as many 
fibres as the contralaterally responsive loop.(Warr 1975), and a similar pattern is 

thought to exist in humans. (Adams 1986). In the light of anatomical asymmetry 
the question of functional asymmetry arises. The ipsilateral effect of MOC efferent 

activity might be expected to be stronger than the contralateral effect.
Aims of this study

In order to test the relative strengths of the ipsilaterally and contralaterally evoked 

efferent activity the effects of that activity on cochlear mechanics is investigated. In 

this study transient evoked OAEs are used to monitor cochlear mechanics while 

efferent activity is evoked with acoustic stimuli. There are however methodological 

problems with this technique. Acoustic stimuli to the ipsilateral ear will have direct 

effects on the hair cells that they are stimulating. These local effects will affect 

cochlear mechanics as well as the imputed MOC mediated effects. These two 

effects have to be separated in some way. It is proposed that the two effects are 

separated temporally. This should be possible if time constants for recovery from 

the local effects differ from those for recovery following MOC effects.
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Review of studies pertinent to method

Temporal considerations

Direct stimulation of the COCB in cats results in suppression of auditory nerve 

fibre activity which recovered with a time constant of around 100ms. (Wiederhold 

and Kiang 1970). The electrical stimulus to the COCB were 325ms trains of 400 

shocks/sec which is almost ten times more rapid than the rates for cochlear 

efferent neurones under normal physiological conditions. Using a more 

physiological stimulus of very brief shocks, time constants for recovery from 

suppression of cochlear mechanical responses and CM were found to be much 

more rapid at around 45ms. This rapid phase was however followed by a slower 
phase with a time constant of 250ms. (Kemp and Souter 1988). In a study on 

alert humans, TEOAEs recorded a various intervals following an ipsilateral noise 
burst of 30ms in duration were found to be suppressed. Following an initial rapid 

recovery there was evidence of a slower recovery of longer than 80ms which was 

similar to that found when the same noise was presented contralaterally 

(Tavartkiladze et al. 1996). It was concluded from this study that the recovery was 

from ipsilateral MOC effects although the amount of suppression that was 

attributed to MOC effects was hardly detectable. It is surprising that any 

suppression following contralateral noise was detectable at all since time 

constants for the onset of MOC activity even with direct electrical stimulation of the 
COCB is at least 100ms (Wiederhold and Kiang 1970). Subsequently, 

suppression in cochlear mechanical responses attributed to MOC activity has 
been found with onset times in the region of 100ms (Liberman et al. 1996). 

Recovery of cochlear responses from the direct local effects of a stimulus that 
would be of sufficient duration to evoke MOC effects has not been directly 

measured. Estimates of such recovery however, may be deduced from the 

literature. Paired clicks have been used to study amplitude suppression of 

TEOAEs. These studies have shown that the amplitude of a TEOAE evoked by 

one click can be suppressed by a preceding click if they are less than 6ms apart. 

(Kemp and Chum 1980, Lina Granade and Collet 1995, Tavartkiladze et al. 1996). 

Responsiveness of OHCs is reflected by TEOAE amplitude and a reduction in 

amplitude would indicate that OHC responsiveness has been reduced. 

Responsiveness, to a second stimulus, would be reduced while the OHCs are still
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responding to the first stimulus. The time required for full recovery of 

responsiveness would be reflected by the minimum interstimulus interval that 

allows the optimum response. The finding that reductions in responsiveness only 

occurred when inter-stimulus intervals were 6ms or less indicates that the average 

recovery period for OHCs is at least 6ms.

Kemp et al, Lina Granade et al and Tavartkiladze’s experiments all used clicks 

that were between 60 and 70dB SPL pe for evoking the TEOAEs. Typically 

responses were averaged over several tens of seconds to improve the signal to 

noise ratio. The clicks would be delivered at rates of 50/sec and greater. At these 

rates clicks would have similar spectral^iualitiesto broad band noise. The stimulus 

to the ear is therefore equivalent, in spectral terms, to a continuous broad band 

noise of moderate intensity over a period of 20 to 30 minutes. The suppresser 
clicks introduced at intervals between the TEOAE evoking clicks would not have 

substantially altered the spectral quality of the overall stimulus. The average 
minimum time required for recovery of responsiveness during such a stimulus 

would be expected to be of similar magnitude to that following a short burst of 
broad band noise. This recovery time is substantially shorter than the times that 

have been estimated for the recovery of responsiveness following suppression 

activated by moderate intensity bursts of broad band and mediated via the MOC 
system.
Relative strengths of ipsilaterally verses contralaterally evoked efferent activity.

In animal studies the magnitude of the suppressive effects on distortion product 

otoacoustic emissions DPOAEs induced by ipsilateral stimulation alone added to 

the magnitude of the effect induced by the contralateral stimulation alone were 

roughly equivalent to the effect of combined ipsilateral and contralateral 

stimulation (Kirk and Johnstone 1993, Liberman et al. 1996). In these studies 

however, the ipsilateral effect was evoked by continuous primaries used to evoke 

the DPOAE while stimulation of MOC activity was by broad band noise to the 

contralateral ear. The MOC system activating potency of these two stimuli are not 

the same. (Berlin et al. 1993) and therefore the relative strengths of the 

ipsilaterally evoked and contralaterally evoked efferent effects cannot be inferred 

from this result. An ipsilateral MOC mediated adaptation of DPOAEs that is twice 

as strong as contralaterally evoked adaptation has been described in a study on
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anaesthetised cats. (Liberman et al. 1996). However these ratios were inferred 

from the sizes, in dB, of onset of adaptation during binaural stimulation relative to 

those during monaural stimulation. The contribution of contralateral activity was 

calculated from the amount binaurally evoked adaptation minus the amount of 

adaptation that occurred with ipsilateral stimulation. The interpretation of these 

results relies on the assumption that ipsilateral MOC and contralateral MOC 

effects sum arithmetically in dB.

In order to avoid having to make this assumption and to avoid the possible 

confounding effects of binaural facilitation, the relative strength of ipsilateral versus 

contralateral effects should be compared directly.

The aim of this study was to measure the relative strengths of MOC activity via 

ipsilateral and contralateral pathways. This was done by comparing the recovery 

of cochlear responsiveness following bursts of broad band noise presented 

ipsilaterally and contralaterally. The noise was of sufficient duration to evoke MOC 
activity. The intervals between the noise was designed to test the estimates of 

recovery times reported in the literature.
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Method
Figure 6.1
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Figures A to F show the temporal relationship between the suppressor noise and 
the test window. Figures A,B, C,E and F are on the same time scale and show 
two complete test periods. Figure D shows just part of one period so that the 
10ms interval between the suppressor nose and the test window can be 
appreciated.
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The arrangement of OAE evoking stimuli and suppresser noise (SN) are shown in 

figure 6.1. The SN was a burst of broad band noise at an intensity of 60dB SL.

The duration of the SN could be varied but was at least 244ms which was 

considered to be sufficiently long for the onset of MOC influence on OHCs. SN 

periods of 976ms and 488ms duration were also used. SN was presented at a 

rate of 1/1096ms. OHC responsiveness was to be examined in time window 

between bursts of SN. With 244ms SN the time window was 852MS, while it was 

608ms when the time window was 488ms. This is more than the longest 

estimated time of 250ms that it takes for cochlear mechanics to recover after MOC 

mediated suppression (Kemp and Souter 1988). The window is just 120ms when 

SN is 976ms in duration. This will test the shortest estimates of recovery time of 

100ms (Wiederhold and Kiang 1970)

The OAE evoking stimuli were 4 clicks of 40ps presented at 30ms intervals giving 

a total response period of 120ms. The intensity of the clicks was 20dB SL which 
was 65dB SPL pe +/-3dB as measured by the OAE analyser. Each 120ms 

response period was presented at some interval following the SN period. SN could 
be presented to the ear ipsilateral to the OAE evoking stimuli (ISN) or to the 

contralateral ear(CSN). This period could also be left silent (NSN).
An interval between the end of the SN period and the first stimulus click of the 

response period could also be introduced. This interval was never less than 1ms 

to avoid artefacts from the noise contaminating the stimulus particularly in the 

ipsilateral condition. Intervals of 1 ms, 10ms or 100ms could be introduced 

between the end of the SN period and the beginning of the response period when 

the SN was either 244ms or 488ms in duration. The whole stimulus event is 

therefore composed of a period of SN, a response period and intervals between. 

The duration of the whole stimulus event isl 096ms. There was a 3ms gap 

between alternate stimulus events for computation and there was a reversal of 

click polarity every 10 stimulus events to avoid machine noise artefact.
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Table 6.1 Intervals between noise and clicks

te s ta test b te s te

Click 1 1ms 10ms 100ms

Click 2 31ms 40ms 130ms

Clicks 61ms 70ms 160ms

Click4 91ms 100ms 190ms

One test would comprise averaging the TEOAE responses to 100 stimulus events 

in each of three conditions. The first condition would be without SN where the SN 

period is left silent (NSN). In the second condition SN was presented to the 

ipsilateral ear(ISN). The first condition NSN was then repeated. Finally the SN 

would be presented to the contralateral ear(CSN). Each test condition lasted 122 

seconds on average. This sequence was used to allow complete recovery from 

the SN condition before the next SN condition. The whole test sequence was 

repeated three times in the same order. Typically the three complete test 

sequences lasted 30 minutes.

TEOAE responses from 100 stimulus events were averaged for each of the CSN, 
ISN and the two NSN test conditions. Results from the three CSN conditions were 

averaged together as were the the three sets recorded in the ISN condition. There 

were three sets of data recorded in the NSN condition but preceding the ISN 

condition. There were also three sets of data recorded in the NSN condition but 

between the ISN and CSN condition. These two sets were averaged separately. 

The results were four sets of averaged data comprising TEOAE responses to 4 

clicks. One set of data following a period of ISN,one following CSN and two sets 

of data recorded without SN with one recorded before the ISN set and one 

between ISN and CSN sets. The schematic below shows the way in which the 

various sets of data were averaged.
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Figure 6.2 Schematic showing the manner in which data was averaged.
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Two aspects of the effects of SN on TEOAE amplitude were to be analysed. One 

of these was to be the longer term effects of ISN compared to CSN. The results 
were averaged so that TEOAEs recorded in the NSN condition but following ISN 

can be compared to those recorded in the NSN condition but following CSN The 
most important aspect however is the short term effects of ISN and CSN. To 

assess these, responses to the two sets of NSN were merged (mNSN) and 
compared to the responses recorded in the ISN and CSN conditions.
Subjects

The subjects were three women and two men. They were selected for their large 

easily detectable TEOAEs and were known to be otologically and audiologically 
normal. All the subjects had prior experience of TEOAE testing and were able to 

remain quiet but alert throughout the test. Testing was carried out in a sound
proof room while the subject was seated in a comfortable chair.
For each subject, sensation levels for both the SN and the click were established 
in the test ear(see basic methods chapter). Probes were then inserted into both 
ear canals for the duration of the test session which comprised the three repeated 
test sequences.

At each sitting the subject underwent two test sessions with a 10 minutes rest 
between sessions when the probes were removed. Test parameters such as SN 

duration or interval between SN and response period could be varied as 
described above. Such parameters were varied between test sessions in each 

sitting, but the test ear was not changed during a sitting. Each sitting lasted no 
more than 90 minutes and at least 24 hours was allowed between sittings if they 
were to be repeated.
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Results 1 . General observations
The first step of the data analysis was to check for slow changes in TEOAE 

amplitude that might occur as a consequence of repeated stimulation throughout 

a test sitting of around 90 minutes. TEOAEs in response to clicks presented at 
1ms -91 ms after the SN (test a)and those in response to 10 -100ms(test b) or 

100-190ms (test c) were recorded separately, but during the same test sitting. The 

magnitude of slow changes need to be ascertained in order to establish whether it 

is appropriate to plot data from two separately recorded data sets on the same 

post SN time ; axis, in one subject (SH) the second set of TEOAE amplitudes 

were IdB lower than the first set while in another subject (SR) the second set of 

TEOAE were around 0.7dB higher than the first set. This data suggests that 

although there are test-retest fluctuations in TEOAE amplitude there are no 

systematic changes in TEOAE amplitudes over the duration of a 90 minutes 

sitting. The two sets of data from one sitting are therefore plotted on the same 
graph.

The method described above resulted in four sets of averaged data for each test 
session. This method was designed to minimise the effect of any changes in 

TEOAE amplitude causes by repeated stimulation throughout the 30 minute test. 
Such changes may cause a difference between the amplitudes of TEOAEs 

recorded in each of the conditions because of the order in which they were 
recorded. The magnitude of such changes may be assessed by comparing the 

amplitudes TEOAEs recorded in the two NSN conditions for each test session. No 

differences could be detected and therefore this data confirms that the merging of 

the two sets of NSN results (mNSN) for comparison with the ISN and CSN results 

is justified.

When ISN and CSN results were compared to mNSN results the amplitude of 

TEOAEs recorded after SN were reduced compared to those recorded without 

SN. Ipsilateral SN caused greater reductions than the contralateral SN. Figure

6.3.shows, for each subject, TEOAE amplitudes without SN (mNSN) compared 

with TEOAEs recorded following ipsilateral SN (ISN) and contralateral SN (CSN) 

plotted as a function of post SN time.

The greatest reductions were to the TEOAEs evoked at 1ms post ISN. Typically 

they were suppressed to a level very near to or even below the noise floor. The
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second click in the sequence of four was presented at 31 ms after the ISN. The 

amplitude of the TEOAE in response to this click, following ISN, was always 

reduced relative to the corresponding click in the mNSN condition but was always 

above the noise floor. Responses to the subsequent clicks at 61 and 91 ms, post 
ISN, were generally systematically closer still to their corresponding responses 

recorded in the mNSN condition.

The amplitudes of TEOAEs in response to the four clicks presented from 100ms- 

190ms following ISN were only slightly reduced or the same as the amplitudes of 

TEOAE evoked by corresponding clicks in the mNSN condition.

TEOAE amplitudes were also reduced following CSN although to a lesser extent 

than with the ipsilateral noise (FigureB.S). Generally the greatest reduction was 

observed in the TEOAE recorded in response to the click stimulus presented at 

1ms following CSN. Within the 190 ms test period following CSN there was a 

gradual recovery of TEOAE amplitude towards the levels of corresponding 

TEOAEs recorded without SN (mSNS).
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Figure 6.3 Effects of ipsilateral and contralateral SN.
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Each graph shows TEOAE amplitudes in dB SPL recorded in a single test 
session plotted as a function of post SN time. Each graph is labelled with the 
initials of the subject, the ear and the duration of the SN. Dark blue shows 
TEOAE amplitudes recorded following a silent period. Light blue shows the 
TEOAE amplitudes following contralateral SN. Pink shows the TEOAE 
amplitudes following ipsilateral SN. The noise floor is shown by the red dotted 
line.

Trends in the recovery of TEOAE amplitude.
The mean TEOAE amplitude, across subjects, wascaiculatedfor each data point 
shown in figures 6.3.1-5. The results are shown in table 6.2 below and graphically 

in figure 6.4. Means were calculated for every point at which there were at least 
five data points.
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Table 6.2

ms
post
SN

mNSN sd Noise Sd ISN sd CSN sd
N

1 6.52 2.39 -0.79 2.17 -0.31 2.51 4.23 2.28 13
10 6.67 0.12 1.47 1.00 3.97 0.93 5.00 0.17 3
31 6.36 2.58 -0.94 2.43 4.28 2.01 4.46 2.05 13
40 5.87 0.70 1.03 0.31 4.27 0.25 5.10 0.17 3
61 6.61 2.51 -1.07 2.26 4.80 1.91 4.89 1.97 13
70 6.13 0.61 0.67 0.15 4.70 0.17 5.17 0.50 3
91 6.63 2.67 -0.82 2.61 5.15 2.16 5.05 2.09 13
100 6.41 2.08 -0.74 2.51 5.63 1.89 5.83 2.08 8
130 6.56 3.03 -2.40 2.73 5.32 2.76 6.10 3.21 5
160 6.62 3.13 -2.38 2.43 5.74 2.80 6.32 3.24 5
190 6.86 3.08 -1.98 2.48 6.40 2.65 6.54 3.13 5

The first column shows time post SN in milliseconds. Columns 2-3 show the 
mean and standard deviations of TEOAE amplitudes recorded at intervals 
following a silent period. Columns 4-5 shown the mean and standard deviations 
of the level of background noise recorded in the NSN condition. Columns 6-7 
show means and standard deviations of TEOAE amplitudes recorded at intervals 
following ipsilateral SN while columns 8-9 show those following contralateral SN. 
The number of available data points is shown in the last column. Data recorded 
at intervals other than those shown in the table were not included because there 
were less than five samples for each point.
Figure 6.4 shows that there is a general trend for the amplitude of TEOAEs 
recorded in the NSN condition to increase slightly during the test period. Following 

CSN, TEOAE amplitude is reduced compared to the mNSN condition. The 
greatest reduction is immediately after the CSN and then the amplitude appears to 

recover towards the mNSN levels as the interval between the TEOAE evoking 
stimulus and the CSN increases. Immediately following ISN the TEOAE 

amplitude is greatly reduced often to levels below the noise floor. Amplitudes of 
TEOAEs recorded at intervals greater than 31ms following ISN become 

progressively closer to the mNSN levels and follow a similar trend to the recovery 

following CSN. The error bars show the mNSN TEOAE amplitude minus one 

standard deviation and their length reflect the wide variation in TEOAE amplitudes 

within the sample. Variation of similar magnitudes are present in the ISN and 

CSN conditions, as shown in the table above, but are not shown on the graph for 

clarity.
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Figure 6.4 mean TEOAE amplitudes
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The graph shows mean TEOAE amplitudes for each point following SN. The 
mean noise level recorded in the no-SN condition is also shown. The amount of 
data for each data point varies.
Within this sample the size of TEOAEs varies greatly from 10.6dB SPL(CM Lt ) to 

1.6dB SPL (RK 244) as shown in figure 6.3 and reflected by the high standard 

deviations for the means shown in table 6.3. In order to eliminate the effect of 
TEOAE size on variance the amount of suppression was calculated by subtracting 

the amplitudes of TEOAE recorded without SN from those recorded with SN. The 
amount of TEOAE amplitude suppression following SN was calculated for each 

set of recordings. Means for these differences are shown in table 6.3. Figure 6.5 
shows them graphically.
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Table 6.3
ms post 
SN

Mean
ISN-mNSN

SD Mean SD Mean N 
CSN-mNSN noise level- mNSN

SD
1 -6.83 1.97 -2.95 3.18 -7.32 \ 3.12 13

10 -2.70 1.04 -1.67 0.25 -5.20 0.90 3
31 -2.08 1.15 -2.58 3.49 -7.30 2.93 13
40 -1.60 0.62 -0.77 0.55 -4.83 0.64 3
61 -1.81 1.12 -2.47 3.52 -7.68 2.76 13
70 -1.43 0.78 -0.97 0.42 -5.47 0.55 3
91 -1.48 1.04 -2.35 3.64 -7.45 3.24 13
100 -0.79 0.59 -0.59 0.50 -7.15 3.04 8
130 -1.24 0.43 -0.46 0.70 -6.40 5.25 5
160 -0.88 0.75 -0.30 0.29 -9.00 3.03 5
190 -0.46 0.91 -0.32 0.53 -8.84 3.83 5

The first column shows time post SN in milliseconds. Columns 2-3 show the 
mean and standard deviations of differences between TEOAE amplitudes 
recorded ISN and mNSN. Columns 4-5 shown the mean and standard 
deviations of the differences between TEOAE amplitudes recorded CSNand 
mNSN. Columns 6-7 show means and standard deviations of differences 
between mNSN TEOAE amplitudes and the noise floor. The number of available 
data points used in the calculations are shown in the last column.
These data show that there is a suppression of TEOAE amplitude following the

ipsilateral and contralateral SN when compared to the TEOAE amplitudes
recorded without SN. The amount of suppression declines as the interval between

the SN and the TEOAE evoking click increases. Suppression immediately after

ISN is greater than that immediately after CSN. The two trends do appear to

converge and follow similar slopes after 10ms post SN.
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Figure 6.5 The effect of SN on TEOAE amplitude as a function of post SN time.
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Figure 6.6 Variance
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The amount of data available for each of the data points varied. The only data 
points for which there were the maximum of 13 sets of data was for 1 ms, 31 ms,
61 ms and 91 ms post SN. These points were used to compare variance within the 
data. The graph in figure 6.6 show the variance of TEOAE amplitudes and the 

variance of the differences between TEOAE amplitudes with and without SN. The 

graph shows that the variance is reduced among the differences compared to the 

absolute amplitudes. This effect is least for the data point immediately following 

the ISN. In addition the graph shows that variance is least among the TEOAE 
amplitudes following SN than among the amplitudes of TEOAEs recorded without 
SN. This is with the exception of the point immediately following ISN which is the 

most variable.
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Discussion of general observations.
Since OAEs are a consequence of OHC activity, it is reasonable to assume that 

changes in amplitude reflect changes in the responsiveness of the OHCs to 

sound. Following the evoking click stimulus there is a latency before TEOAEs 

emerge. In this study TEOAEs were analysed between 2.5ms -30ms post evoking 

stimulus. The total power of the TEOAE in this period reflects the responsiveness 

of OHC at the time of the click stimulus. This power is referred to as the TEOAE 

amplitude. These results show that the effect of the SN is to reduce TEOAE 

amplitude indicating that OHC responsiveness is reduced. Subsequent increases 

in TEOAE amplitude following SN therefore reflect recovery of OHC 

responsiveness following SN.

The results show that the summing of series of responses recorded alternately in 

the three conditions, NSN, ISN and CSN was effective in minimizing the effect of 

slow changes in TEOAE amplitudes. Such changes could be attributed to 

repeated stimulation of the cochlea over a period of 30 -90 minutes. The change 

that were observed could therefore be directly attributed to the effect of the SN 

within the intervals between bursts of SN.

The SN has the effect of suppressing OHC responsiveness when it is presented 

either ipsilaterally or contralaterally. From 30ms post SN the effects of CSN and 

ISN are similar although ISN has a slightly greater suppressive effect. Both ISN 
and CSN also had the effect of reducing the variance of TEOAE amplitudes. This 

does not apply however to the amplitude of the TEOAE recorded immediately after 

the ISN. Suppression and the variance is far greater at this point. The high 

variance is partly due to theunreliabilityof measuring this point because in some 
^ases it was below the noise floor. However, it would appear that ISN causes a 

great suppression of OHC responsiveness which recovers within the first 30ms 

post SN to a level similar to that following the CSN. This two phased recovery in 

#sponsiveness following ISN is evidence that OHC activity is affected by two 

separate mechanisms.

The pattern of suppression and recovery varied greatly between one set of data 
and another. In order to ascertain any patterns within the variations, each case 

was then analysed individually. In one case there appeared to be very little or no 

suppression following CSN(Figure 6.3 RK244) while in others the suppression
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post CSN was substantial ( Figure 6.3 SR Lt 976 and JL Rt 244). Moreover, the 

amount of suppression evident in later phase following ISN seems to match the 

amount of suppression following CSN. In case RK 244 where there was not 

suppression post CSN, there was no apparent suppression after 30ms post ISN 

although the immediate: effect of the ISN was apparent. In contrast case JL Rt 

244 in which there was some suppression post CSN, some suppression was still 

evident from 30ms post ISN. This provides further evidence that that OHC activity 

is affected by two jseparatemechanisms following ISN. This finding is analysed in 

more detail below and the results are shown in figure 6.7.

Results 2. Analysis of magnitude and recovery from 

suppression.

If a similar mechanism affects OHC responsiveness during CSN and ISN the 

recovery from both would be expected to be similar. Additionally, if a separate 

mechanism is responsible for the suppression immediatly after ISN then this would 

be expected to be dissimilar. It has been shown that suppression the later phase 
of recovery following ISN was similar in magnitude to the suppression following 

CSN. In order to explore the relationship!further regression lines were drawn 

through data points describing the recovery of TEOAE amplitude in dB, from 

31ms and onwards post ISN, and for all the data points in the CSN condition.
The equation describing the regression line was:

y= mx -  b equation 1

where the gradient m is an estimate of the responsiveness recovery rate and b is 

an estimate of the amount of amplitude suppression immediately following SN. In 

the case of the ISN condition this will be an estimate of the amount of amplitude 

suppression but without the effect of the immediate effect. The coefficient of 

determination is also calculated to give a value for how close the regression line 

estimate for recovery is to the actual values. The values are listed in table 6.4.
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Table 6 4.
Name ISN m ISNb ISNr2 CSNm CSNb CSNr2
MDRt488 0.003 -1.570 0.058 0.003 -2.173 0.640
MDRt244 0.018 -2.218 0.976 0.029 -2.819 0.876
CMLt244 0.013 -2.980 0.007
CMRt244 0.013 -2.980 0.980
SRLt244 0.008 -2.336 0.765 0.003 -1.364 0.765
SRU488 0.015 -2.676 0.394 0.013 -1.691 0.508
SRLt976 0.012 -3.978 0.855 0.009 -2.479 0.871
JLRt244 0.006 -2.045 0.722 0.008 -1.753 0.821
SHLG44 0.010 -3.084 0.634 0.007 -1.255 0.463
RKLt244 -0.006 0.326 0.231 -0.001 -0.387 0.014
RKLt488 0.014 -2.091 0.811 0.007 -1.168 0.531
SRRt244 0.004 -1.619 0.230 0.007 -1.398 0.573
SRRt488 0.020 -2.631 0.280 0.004 -1.235 0.074
Mean 0.010 -2.299 0.534 0.008 -1.611 0.558
Standard deviation 0.007 1.025 0.347 0.008 0.680 0.293
Gradients of the regression lines are In columns labelled m while the Intersection 
of the regression lines with the y axis; are shown In columns labelled b. The 
coefficient of determination shows how closely the estimated values match the 
true values for each data point. This Is shown In columns labelled r2.

Data shown in the table above confirm the observations made earlier. The 

positive but shallow gradients (ISNm and CSNm) reflect the tendency for the 
TEOAE amplitude to recover with post ISN and CSN time. Estimates for the 

amount of suppression immediately after the SN are given by the point of 

intersection of the regression line with the y axis. With the exception of one case 

(RKLt244) amplitudes are suppressed following ISN and are always suppressed 
following CSN. Mean values for estimated amount of suppression immediately 

after SN are greater after ISN than CSN.
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Figure 6.7 Comparisons between ISN and CSN recovery.
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The graphs A and B in figure 6.7 show another similarity between recovery 

following CSN and the later phase of the recovery following ISN. In both cases 
there is a tendency for the results exhibiting some suppression to have positive 
gradients. This indicates that TEOAE that have been suppressed by SN also 

recover with time post SN . In contrast, those results in which there has been 

very little or no suppression, there is also no change in TEOAE amplitude 

following the SN. These trends are strongly correlated with that between ISNb
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and ISNm being 76% and that between| i CSNb and CSNm being 72%.

This confirms the observation, made above, that suppressed TEOAE tend to 

recover following SN while unsuppressed TEOAEs do not.

It was also noted above that, for each set of data, the recovery following CSN 

seemed to match that of the later phase of recovery following ISN. If they do 

match then the estimated amounts of suppression following CSN and the in later 

phase following ISN would be expected to correlate. In order to compare the data 

the results for subject CM had to be excluded because there were no results for 

the CSN condition. On analysis of the remaining data there is a positive 

correlation (59%) between the gradient of the recovery following CSN and that of 

the late phase of recovery following ISN. Similarly there is a positive correlation 

(55%)between the magnitudes of suppression. Moreover when the estimates of 

maximum suppression following ISN and CSN are plotted as a function of the 

estimated recovery rate following CSN (or ISN ) the trends are again very similar. 

These trends are shown in figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8 Comparisons o f amount o f suppression as a function o f recovery rates following 
ISN and CSN.
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The (data sited above shows that suppression and the recovery from that 
suppression following both ISN and CSN are similar. The graphs in figure 6.8 

however, do reveal some data that lies outside the more general trends. To this 
point only the general trends in suppression and recovery of TEOAE amplitudes 

following SN have been shown. When analysing the general trends no distinction 

was made between data recorded with SN of different durations. The data point 
that lies well outside the general trends shown in figure 6.8 is a data set that was 
recorded with 976ms of SN (SRLt976). In this case the amount of suppression is 

greater than would be expected for the recovery rate according to the general 

trends.
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The effect of SN duration

The estimated amount of suppression recorded following 244ms of SN was 

compared to that following 488ms of SN using a students t test. The probability 

associated with the t test was 0.86 when the two sets of data following CSN were 

compared. This shows that the amount of suppression following 488ms of CSN 

is similarly distributed to the amount of suppression following 244 ms of CSN. The 

amount of suppression does not therefore seem to be affected by the duration of 

SN when presented to the contralateral ear.

The probability associated with the t test was 0.47 when the two sets of data 

following ISN were compared. The two sets of data are still similarly distributed 

although the amount of suppression following 488ms of ISN is on average slightly 

larger than that following 244 ms of ISN ( mean ISNb 488 = 2.4dB, mean ISNb 

244 =1 83dB). The differences between the 244ms SN group and the 488ms SN 

group were however small and therefore the two sets of data were not analysed 
separately.

The data recorded with 976ms SN is quite different. Data for 244ms SN and 
488ms SN was available from the same ear so these could be compared to that 

for 976ms. The graph in figure 6.9 shows how the suppression and subsequent 
recovery of TEOAE amplitudes are similar following CSN and ISN whether it is 

244ms or 488 ms in duration. The suppression is much greater however following 

976ms of CSN and ISN.
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Figure 6.9 Effect of SN duration.
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Discussion: Ipsilateral efferent effect
As explained in the introduction to this chapter the purpose of this experiment was 
to demonstrate an ipsilateral efferent effect. This has been done by comparing the 

suppression and recovery of OHC responsiveness following ISN with that 
following CSN. The recovery following the CSN is known to be from suppression 

mediated by the MOC efferent nerves. A series oftsimilarities have been 
demonstrated between the suppression and recovery following CSN and the later 

phase of the recovery following ISN. In summary these are, on average the 

amount of suppression and recovery rates following ISN and CSN are similar and 

the amount of suppression and recovery rates following CSN match those 
following ISN on a individual basis. The results also show that CSN of a longer 
duration has a stronger suppressive effect than that of shorter durations. The 

effect on TEOAEs following ISN of a longer duration is also stronger.
The previous two chapter describe how some TEOAEs are more susceptible than 
others to suppression by efferent activity -The variation in susceptibility is evident 
in this data. The previous chapters implicate TEOAE size as one important factor 
influencing susceptibility. Larger TEOAEs tend to be more susceptible that 
smaller ones. Estimates for suppression (ISNb and CSNb) would be expected 
therefore to follow similar trends when plotted as a function of the size of their 
TEOAE. Indeed they do as shown in figure 6.10 A. Both conditions follow a 
similar trend as a function of TEOAE size with larger TEOAEs being more

susceptible to suppression. Those data with data points describing 

the later stage of recovery, would represent recovery from the efferent 

effect more strongly than those data without later data points. Using 

data with data points at 100msec post SN and more the correlation 

between estimated suppression and TEOAE size was calculated for 

CSN and ISN conditions. The correlation between TEOAE size and 

ISNb was 76% and that between TEOAE size and CSNb was 79%.

Using this data the finding that larger TEOAEs are more suppressible 

than smaller ones is confirmed. The trends are shown in figure
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6.10 B. In addition, this attribute matches in both ISN and CSN conditions. Thus 
further weight is added to the argument that the later phase of recovery following 
ISN is due to the same mechanism as the recovery following CSN.
Figure 6.10. Suppression as a function of TEOAE size.
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Discussion: Two phased recovery
TEOAE amplitudes iimmediately after ISN are suppressed to a much greater extent 
than immediately after CSN. Often suppression is to a level below the noise floor. 
Absolute values for the amount of suppression at 1ms post ISN therefore tend to 

be unreliable. Figure 6.10 shows theamount of suppression at 1 ms post ISN. This
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is referred to the noise floor level where suppression was to levels below the noise 

floor. A trend emerges between TEOAE size and the amount of suppression 

when the most unreliable data has been excluded (figure 6.10 B). Larger TEOAEs 

tend to be more suppressible than the smaller TEOAEs. The correlation of 66% is 

however weaker than that observed between TEOAEilsWb and TEOAE.CSNb. 

The large suppression is due to the direct effects of the SN stimulus on OHC 

responsiveness. It has been assumed above that recovery from these effects is 

complete within 30ms post ISN. This assumption is based on the data in which no 

reliable effect of contralateral SN was observed ( Figure 6.3 RKLt244). This 

response has recovered to the NSN level by 30ms post ISN. In this data there is 

even a suggestion of a rebound with the TEOAE amplitude at 30ms post ISN 

being slightly larger than that at 30ms post NSN.
The possibility that the influences of the local effects may vary between data has 

not been accounted for. It is clear however, that 976ms of ISN is a more potent 
suppressor than 244ms of ISN while there is no such difference evident between 

488ms of CSN and 244ms of CSN. If it is assumed that a lack of difference in 

potency of 244ms and 488ms of SN is a characteristic of the efferent effect then 

no difference would be expected between the effects of 488ms of ISN and 244ms 

of ISN in the later phase of the recovery post ISN. The difference that is observed 

could, therefore, be due to differences in the rate of recovery from the local effects 
of ISN. The local effect of 488ms SN could be longer lasting than the local effect 

of 244ms SN. Hence the slight difference in the apparent potency of 244ms ISH 

and 488ms ISN as reflected by the later phase. If this were the case then the local 

effects ISN of 976ms in duration would be expected to last even longer.

There is only one set of data to test thi^ SRLT976 In this case suppression at 1 ms 

post ISN is much greater than the suppression at 1 ms post CSN as illustrated in 

the inset of figure 6.9. At the point at which the local effects cease to exert their 

influences and only the efferent effects remain the suppression following ISN 

would be expected to be more similar to that following CSN. If local effects remain 

then suppression would be expected to be greater post ISN than post CSN but 

this difference would be expected to decline with Increasing post SN interval. This 

is illustrated in the inset of figure 6.9 which shows that at 31ms post SN 

suppression is greater following ISN than that following CSN. Moreover the
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difference is greatest following ISN of 976ms in duration. This suggests that local 

effects are still exerting some influence over suppression at 31ms post ISN of 

976ms in duration. This in turn adds weight to the argument above that greater 

potency of 488ms ISN compared to 244ms ISN is due to local effects lasting 

longer than 30ms in the former case.
The relative strengths of ISN and CSN

The main concern of this study is the question of binaural symmetry of MOC 

effects. If ipsilateral MOC effects and contralateral MOC effects are symmetrical 

then the subsequent recovery from their effects would be expected to be similar. 

Similarities between the recovery of TEOAE amplitudes following CSN and the 

later phase of recovery following ISN were sited above as evidence that there was 

an ipsilateral efferent effect. This analysis is now extended to compare the relative 

strengths of the inferred ipsilateral and contralateral efferent effects.
Recoveiy times following SN .

The estimated efferent suppression (ISNb) following 976ms of SN was greater 

than that following 488ms of SN for the same ear. This difference was| attributed 
to 976ms of SN having a stronger suppressive effect than 488ms (or 244ms) of 

SN. The question of whether the time that it takes for the amplitudes to recover to 
the NSN level is also greater following 976ms SN remains. If a greater 

suppressive effect also takes longer to recover then the relative strengths of 
ipsilateral and contralateral effects may be inferred from the length of time that it 

takes for the amplitudes tQ recover as well as the amount of suppression following 
ISN and CSN ?

The time required fbr connplete recovery of TEOAE amplitudes to the NSN levels 

were calculated from the regression lines described in table 6.4. Errors for the 

recovery time were also calculated from the standard errors for values estimating 
the maximum suppression (b) and the gradient (m). The results are shown in 

tg(^e 6.5 below. Time constants for recovery may also be calculated from the data 

expressed in power units using exponential functions. Thesecalculations are 

shown in the appendix.
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Table 6.5
Name ISN b recovery error 

dB time from ms 
ISN ms

+/- CSN b recovery error 
dB time from ms 

CSN ms

+/-

MDRt244 -2.22 121 8 -2.82 98 9
SRU976 -3.98 341 80 -2.48 266 45
MDRt488 -1.57 471 325 -2.17 815 263
JLRt244 -2.04 317 43 -1.75 215 16
SRLM88 -2.68 182 34 -1.69 131 16
SRRt244 -1.62 382 118 -1.40 206 24
SRLt244 -2.34 282 32 -1.36 474 161
SHLt244 -3.08 306 47 -1.26 176 19
SRRM88 -2.63 129 26 -1.24 316 151
RKLM88 -2.09 145 4 -1.17 158 13
RKLt244* 0.33 58 278 -0.39 -419 755
CMLt244* -2.98 224 20
CMRt244* -2.98 254 17

Mean -2.30 247 79 -1.61 221 134
SD 1.03 118 104 0.68 294 222
Mean
excluding *

-2.42 268 72 -1.73 285 72
SD 0.72 119 95 0.57 215 88
Table show estimates of the time that it takes TEOAE amplitude to recover to 
the NSN leveis following ISN (column 3) or CSN (column 6). These estimates 
have been calculated from values for the constant b and the gradient m shown in 
table 6.4. Errors for the estimates have also been calculated and are shown in 
columns 4( for ISN) and 7(for CSN). The data has been arranged in ascending 
order according to the calculated values for the constant CNSb following which 
are shown in column 5. Values for ISNb are shown in column 2.
Values shown in the table confirm that the amount of efferent mediated

suppression estimated for 1 ms following 976ms of SN are greater than those for

488ms of SN. The recovery time is also greater. Recovery time following 976ms

of ISN and CSN are compared to the values calculated for 488ms of ISN and
CSN in the same ear in figure 6.11. Recovery times are longer for TEOAEs

following SN of 976ms duration than 488ms duration. This applies to both ISN

and CSN. These results suggest that recovery times may be used to infer the

relative strengths of the efferent suppressive effects. The recovery time is also

slightly longer following ISN than CSN for both SN of 976ms and 488ms in
duration.
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Figure 6.11.
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The bars show the recovery time of TEOAE amplitudes following SN. The 
calculated recovery times are shown by the center of the bar. The length of the 
bars depict the error range of the calculated recovery times.

For the rest of the data the amount of efferent suppression at 1 ms post SN that is 
calculated for the later phase of recovery following ISN (ISNb) is greater, on 
average, than that calculated for CSN (CSNb). This difference remains when the 
data for which there is only ISN data(CMRt CMLt), and when data in which there 
was no efferent suppression (RKLt244) is excluded from the calculation. The 

difference between means of the estimated amounts of efferent suppression 

following ISN and CSN is very small at just 0.69dB. The differences between the 
two sets of data is however significant with the probability associated with a t-test 
= 0.029. Similarly a significant difference was found when the efferent 

suppression was estimated with an exponential function as shown in the appendix. 
The length of time that it takes for the amplitudes to recover from suppression was 

found to be longer following ISN than it is following CSN. The calculated recovery 

times are however very variable. The variance is contributed to by data from 

RKLt244 for which there was no efferent suppression. It is not appropriate to 
calculate recovery time for this data and it may therefore be excluded from the 
calculation of means. Also excluded was data (CMRt and CMLt ) for which there
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was not CSN data. With these exclusions recovery time following CSN is longer 

than that following ISN by 17.72ms. The values for recovery times do however 

vary greatly and there are some large errors associated with the estimates as 

shown in the table(6.5). Hence there is no significant difference between the 

recovery times. The probability associated with a t-test was p=0.75. A similar 

finding was made when time constants of the exponentials were compared as 

shown in the appendix.

These results show that, when the effects of ISN and CSN are compared, greater 

estimated efferent suppression is associated with ... ’ slightly shorter recovery

times. One possible explanations for this result, assuming that the ipsilaterally 
evoked efferent effect is of equal strength to the contralaterally evoked effect, is 

incomplete recovery from the local effects of the ISN at 30ms post ISN. It is 

argued above that local effects may continue to exert an influence on TEOAE 

amplitudes at 31ms post SN. This is particularly the case when SN is 976ms in 
duration. In this scenario recovery times would be underestimated where the local 

effects have affected amplitudes at 30ms. In this case, values of ISNb that are 
larger than the corresponding values for CSNb would be expected to be 

associated with recovery times that have been shortened. In order to test this, 

recovery times are plotted as a function of the difference between the calculated 

suppression following ISN and CSN and shown in figure 6.12A.
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Figures 6.\2\ and B.

A.Recovery times as a function of ISNb:CSNb
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.. .. The scattergram shows estimated recovery times of TEOAE amplitudes 
following ISN plotted as a function of the difference between the estimated 
efferent suppression post CSN and that post ISN. The highlighted data point is 
SRLt 976.
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S.... The scattergram shows the estimated recovery times of TEOAE amplitudes 
following CSN plotted as a function of the estimate for efferent suppression 
following CSN. The highlighted data point is for SRIt976

The graph shows that there is a tendency for recovery following ISN to more rapid

when ipsilateral suppression is large compared to contralateral suppression.
Recovery following ISN takes less time when ISNb is large compared to CSNb.
The correlation between the differences in CSNb-ISNb and the recovery following

ISN is however weak at 21%. If there had been no local effect influencing the
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estimates of recovery times then this correlation may have been positive. It has 

been argued above that local effects do influence the estimates for ISNb using 

data for SRLt976. If there were no local effect influences then the data point 

describing recovery for SRLt976 in figure 6.12A would be expected to lie well 

outside the general trend. The data point describing the relationship between 

CSNb and recovery time for SRLt976 does indeed lie outside the trend as shown 

in figure 6.12B. This case, of course, describes the efferent effect without any 

local effects. The recovery time calculated for SRLt976 without local effect is 

longer than would be predicted by the trend governed by the rest of the data. The 

results of this analysis suggest that the estimated recovery times following ISN are 

underestimated. The true values could be longer and even longer than the values 

calculated for recovery following CSN. In addition the amount of efferent 

suppression calculated for ISN could be overestimated. This means that the 

significance of the difference between ISNb and CSNb has been overestimated 
and the significance of the difference between the recovery following ISN and 

CSN have been underestimated. The two sets of data are therefore likely to be 

more similar.
The conclusion that local effects still exert a small effect at 31ms post ISN 

provides an explanation for the differences between correlation strength between 

ISNb and TEOAE size and CSNb and TEOAEsize. These comparisons are 
shown in figure 6.10. The estimated efferent suppression following ISN is more 

closely correlated to TEOAE size than that calculated for CSN. Moreover the 
relationship between ISNb and TEOAE size follows a trend that is similar to that 

between the maximum suppression, which isentireiydue to local effects, and 

TEOAE size.

Before conclusions are drawn on the relative strengths of the ipsilateral and 

contralateral efferent effects the possibility that the sound stimuli are asymmetric 

needs to be considered. Although the same SN intensity was used ipsilateral and 

contralaterally, the TEOAE evoking stimuli themselves may combine with 

ipsilateral SN to provide a stronger efferent evoking stimulus. If the ipsilateral 

stimulus was stronger than the contralateral stimulus then ISNb and its recovery 

would be expected to be greater than that for CSNb and its recovery. This 

difference would however be expected to be very small and difficult to detect
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because variance is so high. The sets of data contributing to the high variance 

are those sets with large errors. In order to improve the chances of detecting 

small differences data in which the estimated recovery time has errors greater 

than 100ms are excluded. Also excluded is the data for SRLt 976 where values 

for ISNb and recovery times are likely to be contaminated by local effects as 

explained above. Using only the data with small errors the mean of values for 

ISNb are just larger than CSNb (-2.4 and -1.7 respectively) but the difference is 

not significant. (p=0.16). Recovery times are on average longer following ISN 

than CSN (214ms and 155ms respectively) and the differences are just significant 

(p=0.09).
Recovery times have proved to be useful for comparing the relative strengths of 

the efferent evoking stimulus. Recovery following CSN of 976ms in duration was 

found to be 135ms greater than that following 488ms of CSN (figure 6.9 and table 

6.5 SRLt). Recovery following 976ms of SN was twice as long as that following 
488ms. The differences in recovery times between the ISN and CSN however are 

very small at just 58ms. This means that the differences between the effect of the 
ipsilateral and contralateral efferent evoking stimuli are very slight and could be 

accounted for by the ipsilateral SN combining with TEOAE evoking clicks to 

provide a very slightly stronger efferent evoking stimulus than that provided by the 

contralateral SN alone.
It may be concluded therefore that the ipsilateral and contralateral efferent effects 

are equal in strength. Stimuli presented to one ear evoke an efferent effect in the 

ipsilateral ear that is equal in strength to that evoked in the contralateral ear. It 

has also been shown that sounds of longer duration provide a stronger efferent 

evoking stimulus than those of a shorter duration. This increased strength may 

have more to do with the lack of recovery time between burst of SN than the 

actual duration of the stimulus. Stimuli are presented at a rate of 1/1096ms.

When 976ms SN is used there is just 120ms between SN bursts which is the 

period in which the TEOAE evoking stimuli are presented. This is insufficient time 

for recovery from efferent effects which has been estimated to be at least 155ms. 

Hence TEOAE amplitudes do not recover fully before the next burst of 976msSN 

is presented. This argument is further supported by the finding that there is little
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difference between the effects of 488ms and 244ms of SN. In both of these 

cases there is ample time for complete recovery from the efferent effect.

Results 3. Phase analysis
TEOAEs exhibit steeply declining phase angles (increasing phase lag) with 

frequency which derives from the latency of emissions. There is a tendency for the 

differential of the phase plots to become less negative with increasing frequency 

commensurate with shorter latency. Higher frequencies emerge sooner than 

lower frequencies.
In this study phase angles were available for each 33Hz bandwidth and after 

unwrapping, were plotted as a function of frequency. At some bandwidths however 

TEOAE energy was below the noise floor and therefore phase angles could not be 

measured reliably. These points were omitted from the plot. The gradient of the 
remaining sections of phase plot were calculated using a three point moving 

average slope. The resulting differential was then plotted as a function of 

frequency.
The tendency for the differential plots to become less negative with increasing 

frequency was clear and similar for each subject and therefore only two of the 

clearer examples are shown in figure 6.13. This trend reflects the shortening 

latency with increasing frequency of the TEOAE. In addition to the main trend the 

plots showed numerous irregularities which were stable between sequential 
TEOAEs recorded without SN. Following SN wider sections of the plots could not 

be calculated as these parts of the TEOAE were suppressed to levels below the 
noise floor. Sections that did remain followed the same trends as exhibited by 

those recorded without SN. The least amount of phase information was available 

for TEOAEs evoked by clicks presented at 1ms following ipsilateral SN and more 

information became available as TEOAE amplitude recovered. As sections of the 

response recovered more points on the differential plot could be calculated and 

these were also found to follow the same trend as exhibited by those recorded 

without SN. Using these methods, no changes in group latency of TEOAEs 

following SN could be detected.
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Figure 6.13 Phase gradients as a function o f frequenq^
NSN gradients are shown in blue while CSN and ISN are shown in red.
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Discussion: Phase analysis
Fluctuations in phase angles of TEOAEs were found following ISN and CSN. 
However there is a wide variability in phase shifts and systematic changes with 

time following SN could not be detected. Moreover systematic shift with time 

following SN could not be detected in group delay. It could be concluded from 

these findings that recovery of cochlear responsiveness does not include recovery 

of phase towards pre SN angles. This would mean that SN does not cause phase 

shifts or alterations in group delay. Phase changes observed in this study were 

very small and therefore it is also possible that the accurate measurement of such 

shifts is beyond the limits of this technique. Others, using more sensitive 

techniques with DPOAEs, have not been able to detect phase alterations during 

contralateral stimulation with broad band noise although amplitude changes could 

be detected. (Williams and Brown 1997). The results of this study is therefore in 

agreement with the results from previous studies.

Summary.

1. OHC responsiveness is affected by the local effects of a sound and by efferent 

effects that have been evoked by the same sound. An ipsilateral efferent effect 

has been identified and described.

2. Ipsilateral and contralateral efferent effects are equal in strength. This means 

that when MOC activity is stimulated by sound to one ear, there is an equal 

effect on the OHC mechanics of both cochleae.

3. Recovery of OHC responsiveness following suppression is not affected when the 

duration of the MOC stimulator is doubled. OHC have regained full 
responsiveness by between 150ms and 200ms following suppression 

regardless of the duration of the suppression.

4. Time is required for OHC responsiveness to recover from efferent
I suppression. When interstimulus intervals are shorter than the time 
I required for recovery suppression accumulates and is apparently 
greater than when interstimulus intervals are long.

5. MOC activity does not affect the latency or phase of OHC activity.
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Appendix to chapter 6.
Exponential functions.

Recovery of TEOAE amplitude with time (TEOAE(t)) following contralateral SN 

may be described by the function

TEOAE(t) = A, *c equation 2.

where is the difference in sound pressure level of the TEOAE in response to

clicks recorded NSN and TEOAE in response to a click presented at 1 ms after 

CSN, andf, is the time constant for the recovery of the TEOAE responsiveness 

following CSN.

The initial (1-30ms post SN) recovery following ISN is described by the equation

TEOAE(t) = Aj equation 3.

where A, is the sound pressure level of the TEOAE in response to clicks recorded 

NSN subtracted from the level of TEOAE in response to a click presented at 1 ms 
after ISN, and r. is the time constant for the recovery of the TEOAE 

responsiveness following ISN.

Fitting exponential functions to data

Figure appendix. 1. Fitting exponentials to data
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Graphs shows recovery of TEOAE amplitude following ISN. Each data point (blue diamond)is 

the average TEOAE amplitude following SN of 244ms and 488ms for all reliable data (N=10) An 

exponential curve (red) has been fitted to the averaged data excludingthe first data point at 1ms 

post SN.

The average amount of TEOAE reduction in sound pressure level (pPa) for each 

post ISN time and for each post CSN time was calculated using all the reliable 
data (and excluding SR967). These were then plotted as a function of post SN 
time. The curve for recovery following ISN is shown in figure appendix. 1. To 
represent suppression and recovery from suppression the amount of reduction 

was plotted with a negative sign. The exponential was fitted to the recovery 
following CSN first. A least squares fit algorithm was used to fit the exponential to 
the curve. The mean deviation (d) of data points from this curve was calculated to 
give an estimate of the error in Â .. The variance was calculated from the mean 

deviation for each data point. Minimum and maximum time constants were 
calculated with exponential functions using values of Â. plus and minus their 

variance. This gave a tolerance range for t̂ . for each data point.

The best fit was achieved when :

Â  = 6pPa (d=0.205)

t̂ . = 160 ms (tolerance between 100ms and 380ms)
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The same technique was used to fit an exponential curve to the data describing 

the recovery of TEOAE amplitude following ipsilateral suppression commencing 

at 31 ms. The best fit was achieved with a slightly larger magnitude and slightly 

longer time constant that was found for and . This magnitude and time 

constant were therefore given a different label and

Â  = lOpPa (d=1.014)

= 180ms (tolerance between 120ms and 260ms)

Data for recovery between 1 ms and 31 ms post SN was limited because the 

responses from most subjects were below the noise floor at 1ms post SN, and 

data for 10ms post SN was not recorded in all subjects. An exponential curve for 

this phase was therefore not calculated.

These results show that following ISN there is a late phase of recovery of TEOAE 

amplitude which is very similar to the recovery following CSN. It is concluded that 
both graphs describe recovery of OHC responsiveness following neural 

suppression by efferent activity.

Comparisons between subjects

Exponential curves were fitted to each set of individual results. Regression lines 

were used to help estimate the starting point (t=1ms) of the curve describing the 

effect of contralateral noise and the late phase of the curve describing the effect of 

ipsilateral noise. This technique would tend to underestimate the starting point but 

only by a small amount when time constants are slow. Table appendix. 1 shows 

values of t and A for each data set and for the whole data set.
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Table appendix. 1.

t. tolerance L tolerance A ^ 0, A  ^ d.

SRLt967** 290 200<>4

40

330 290<>380 9 0.378 14 0.17

SRRt488 100 20<>700 150 40«1000 6 1.65 8 3.72

SRRt244 60 20<>160 100 50<>220 6 1.55 8 1.63

SRLt244 150 50«1000 180 100O360 6 3.3 11 2.05
SRLt244 150 90<>240 170 120O260 10 1.5 12 1.4

SHLt244 120 20<>580 140 100<>200 8 3.3 22 2.35
JLRt244 190 90<>600 180 90<>470 9 2.8 12 3.6

RK488 1000 10«1000 120 30<>300 4 2.8 8 3.3
RK244 500 20«1000 1000 1x1000 2 1.19 1 2.42

MDRt488 140 60<>600 130 110<>150 5 1.1 13 0.23
MDRt244 40 1»220 90 1»1000 7 3.3 12 1.25

MEAN ex** 160 100O380 180 120O260 6 0.204 10 1.014

Table of time constants, in ms and magnitudes in ^Pa of exponentiai curves 
describing recovery of TEOAE amplitudes following ipsilateral and contralateral 
noise. Column 1 lists the subjects and the duration of SN. Time constants are 
listed in columns 2 and 4 while the tolerance range is shown in columns 3 and 5. 
The magnitudes of the exponential curves are shown in columns 6 and 8 while 
values for deviation from the best fit are listed in coiumns 7 and 9. The last row 
shows the time constants and magnitudes of an exponential curve describing the 
mean values for all data sets except SR967.

Exponential curves fitted some data more closely than others. Data for SR967 

and MD488 deviated the least from the exponential curves that were fitted to 

them. Exponential curves were fitted most easily when suppression had been 

large whether evoked by CSN or ISN.
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Time constants for recovery following SN.

The time constant calculated from the mean data describing recovery following 

contralateral suppression ) was slightly shorter at 160ms than that calculated

for the recovery of the late phase following ipsilateral suppression which was

180ms. Additionally there was a tendency for to be shorter than for each

individual set of data(excluding that with tolerance ranges > 1000ms). The 

difference between of and was however insignificant (probability associated

with a t-test was p=0.9). The differences were still insignificant when the data pair 

fbr SR967 was included. The time constants calculated for SR967 were much 

longer than those calculated for the rest of the data.

Magnitudes of suppression.

The findings described in previous chapters showed that TEOAEs recorded from 

some ears are more susceptible to efferent evoked suppression than others. In 

this study there was a wide range of magnitudes of suppression remaining 

following contralateral SN ) and after ipsilateral SN ( ). The range was

from 2pPa to lOpPa for and IpPa to 22pPa for . Consequently, it is

difficult to ascertained whether there is a significant difference between the 
remaining suppression following ISN and that following CSN. The magnitude of 

remaining suppression following CSN calculated from the mean data was

only 4pPa smaller than that calculated for the remaining suppression following 

ipsilateral SN ,). The difference between and , was found to be

significant (p=0.002) even when the data for which there was no suppression was 

excluded.

One attribute that was found to influence susceptibility to suppression by efferent 

activity was the size of the TEOAE. The amount of suppression tended to be 

proportional to TEOAE size hence when suppression was expressed as a 

proportion of size, variability was reduced. Values for the amount of suppression 

following CSN and ISN expressed as a percentage of the whole TEOAE are 

shown in Tables appendix.3 and 4. Noise floor levels for each recording are also
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shown as a percentage of the whole TEOAE amplitude. When expressed as 

percentages, the difference between and was again significant (p=0.03)

Table appendix.3.
Subjects

t c
Error d% noise%

MDRt244 40* 1»220 10.7 5.1 44.7

SRRt244 60 20<>160 15.4 4.0 77.6

SRRt488 100 20<>700 15.0 4.0 72.8

SHLt244 120 20<>580 14.4 5.9 34.4

MDRt488 140 60<>600 7.6 1.7 46.4

SRLt244 150* 50«1500 14.8 8.2 59.9

SRLt244 150 90<>240 21.4 3.2 52.6

JLRt244 190 90<>600 17.7 5.5 42.8

SRLt967** 290 200<>440 24.0 1.0 39.8

RK244 500* 20«1500 6.6 3.9 58.3

RK488 1000* 10«1500 11.8 8.3 47.8
MEAN

EX**

160 100O380 13.05 0.446 52.5

Table of time constants and magnitudes of exponential curves describing 
recovery of TEOAE following contralateral SN. Magnitudes are expressed as a 
percentage of TEOAE recorded without SN. **& * data excluded from calculation 
of mean.
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Table appendix. 4.
Subjects

t e
Error d% noise%

MDRt244 90* 1»1000 19.9 1.9 44.7

SRRt244 100 50<>220 20.5 4.2 77.6

RK488 120 30O300 23.7 9.8 47.8

MDRt488 130 110O150 19.7 0.3 46.4

SHLt244 140 100O200 39.5 4.2 34.4

SRRM88 150* 40«1500 20.0 9.3 72.8

SRLt244 170 120O260 25.7 3.0 52.6

SRLt244 180 100<>360 27.2 5.0 59.9

JLRt244 180 90<>470 23.6 7.1 42.8

SRLt967** 330 290O380 37.3 0.5 39.9

RK244 1000* 1x1500 3.3 8.0 58.2

MEAN ex 180 120O260 21.75 2.21 52.5

Table of time constants and magnitudes of exponential curves describing 
recovery of TEOAE following SN commencing at 31ms post SN. Magnitudes are 
expressed as a percentage of TEOAE recorded without SN. **&* data excluded 
from calculation of mean.

These results indicate that the amount of remaining suppression following ISN is 

greater than that following CSN.
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C h a p t e r  7

RELATIVE EFFECTS OF SUPPRESSOR NOISE ON 
MIDDLE EAR ACOUSTICS.

Introduction
It is generally accepted that the suppression of Otoacoustic Emissions (OAEs) by 

contralateral acoustic stimulation is mediated via efferent nerves innervating outer 

hair cells. This is supported by the evidence that OAE suppression cannot be 

attributed solely to middle ear changes in alert humans because it has been 

observed in the absence of stapedial muscle activity (Collet et al. 1990, Moulin et 

al. 1993, Veuillet et al. 1991). However, tympanic membrane stiffening does 

reduce OAE amplitude, therefore if acoustic stimulation causes some middle ear 
changes this might contribute to the suppression of OAEs. It would therefore be of 

benefit to monitor middle ear changes using the same stimulus paradigms as 
those used to evoke cochlear changes.

Sound pressure that develops in the ear canal is influenced by tympanic 

membrane impedance. Fluctuations in tympanic membrane impedance can be 
measured by measuring fluctuations in the sound field in the meatus. OAEs are 

also present in the meatus and these will also be influenced by tympanic 

membrane impedance as they emerge from the cochlea through the middle ear. 

The sound pressure that is developed by a transient click in the meatus will 

increase and decrease within one to two milliseconds. After a delay of two 

milliseconds the highest frequency OAEs will emerge followed later by lower 

frequencies. The initial fluctuations caused by a transient stimulus are separate 

therefore, from the sound field due to OAEs by several milliseconds Alterations in 

the size and shape of the initial fluctuations in sound pressure may be used detect 

changes in middle ear without the effect of the cochlea. If a transient stimulus 
similar to that used to evoke TEOAEs is used then the middle ear mechanics may 

be compared to cochlear mechanics.
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Method
A similar test paradigm that was used to detect cochlear changes in the previous 

study was used to detect middle ear changes in this study. A SN of 244ms 

duration were presented at three intensities. One level was the same as that used 
in the previous study and two others were at higher intensities. The levels used, 

60dB SL, 70dB SL and 80dB SL. These levels are sufficient to induce OAE 

suppression but are below the physiological levels that are required to evoke a 

stapedial reflex. A control, without any SN, was also carried out.

The 4 click stimuli were spaced at 30ms intervals. The time interval between the 

contralateral or ipsilateral SN and the first test stimulus was 10 ms, 100ms or 
700ms. The averaged whole ear canal response, including the stimulus waveform 

and OAE, was obtained for each of the 4 stimuli presented. 8 recordings were 

made within each test which took 20 minutes. These were 4 recordings made 

without SN and two each of recordings made with ipsilateral SN and contralateral 

SN. The number of recordings made was doubled for one subject (SR). 

Recordings without SN were alternated with recordings with SN as described in 
the Chapter 6. Recordings made with ipsilateral noise were summed as were 

those recorded with contralateral noise. Additionally the first and fifth recordings 
which were made without SN were summed as were the third and seventh. As a 

consequence of the alternating recording technique the first and fifth recordings 

are made without SN but following a recording made with contralateral SN. The 

third and seventh were made following recordings made with ipsilateral SN. 

Comparison between the first/fifth and third/seventh averages could then be 

carried out to assess the effect of the order in which recordings were made. 

Recordings entirely without SN were summed in the same sequence. This was 

done as a control for alterations in tympanic membrane impedance that may not be 

a consequence of the acoustic stimulus.

As described in chapter 6, changes were evaluated by subtracting one waveform 

from another. In this study the waveforms were of the sound field caused by the 

stimulus in the period of 2.5ms post}stimulus. These stimulus waveforms 
recorded with SN were subtracted from those recorded without SN. Two stimulus
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waveforms recorded without SN but alternately with stimuli recorded with SN were 

available. An evaluation of slow changes occurring during the test were obtained 

by subtracting one of these from the other. To evaluate the effects of SN, 

recordings made with SN were subtracted from the result of merging the two 

recordings that had been made without SN. Recordings in the control test, made 

entirely without SN, were compared conforming to the same sequence. The 

stimulus differences were analysed in the frequency domain. Differences between 

stimuli were expressed as a proportion of the whole response power recorded 

without suppressor noise(normalised difference power NDP) or as a percentage of 

the whole response power.
Subjects

The subjects were four adults, two men and two women. Three of these 

subjects(RK,CM,SR) had been tested in the previous study. One subject (MD) 

would have been used in the previous study but was found to have TEOAEs that 
were too small to yield useful results. All subjects were audiologically and 

typmpanometrically normal. One ear of three subjects(RK, SR,MD)were tested.
One subject (CM) had a right sided facial palsy, a condition which often affects the 

stapedial reflex arc, however in this case stapedial reflexes, tested on a clinical 

tympanometer, were found to be normal. Both ears of this subject were tested for 

comparison. The subjects were seated in a comfortable chair in a sound proof 
room. The tests were carried out sequentially with the lowest intensities of 

suppressor noise being used first. For subject SR a rest of one hour was allowed 

between tests. A rest of one hour was also allowed between tests one either ear 

of subject (CM).
Controls

Ipsilateral suppressor noise was presented via a second transducer within the 

same probe that provided the click stimuli. Any lasting mechanical effects of the 

suppressor noise on the probe transducer might affect the click stimulus. In order 

to investigate this, the click stimuli were recorded with and without suppressor 

noise, using the same stimulus paradigm as the experiment, but in a lee cavity. 

Another way of causing the middle ear to change, other than acoustically, is to 

alter the air pressure within the meatus. Using a pump connected to a fine tube 

passing through the probe, air pressure within the meatus was reduced. Click
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Stimuli were recorded at 50, 100 and 200mm H2 O pressures. This procedure was 

repeated in alee cavity to ascertain whether pressure changes would have any 

affect on the microphone and transducers within the probe.
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Figure 7.1 Frequency spectra of clicks

Frequency spectra of clicks
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Graph shows the frequency spectra of clicks recorded in the ear canals of five 
ears of four subjects.

Results
Clicks were recorded in five ears of four subjects. Frequency spectra of the clicks 
recorded within each ear varied considerably as shown in figure 7.1. Click stimuli 
recorded from subjects SR and MD were strong and varied less than +/- 3dB 
between 1kHz and 3kHz with a roll off falling 15dB by 4kHz. Subjects RK and CM 

had very little energy in the spectrum of the click stimulus below 2.5kHz. but there 
was energy between 2.5kHz and 4kHz corresponding to a oscillation in the 
waveform at 3.5kHz. This type of response is characteristic of large ear canals. It 
is more difficult to achieve a good probe fit in large ears. Subjects RK and CM are 

tall men. Probe fit was better in subjects SR and MD who are women and who are 

much smaller than the men.

Changes that occurred in the stimulus click sound pressure following ipsilateral 
and contralateral SN are ascertained by subtracting them from the averaged 
stimuli that had been recorded without SN during the test. The changes were 

expressed as a percentage of the whole click power. Amplitudes of clicks spaced 
at 30ms intervals did not vary systematically with time after SN. Therefore table 

7.1 shows results for the first click, recorded at 10ms(or 100ms) after the SN, and 
the fourth click recorded at 100ms(or 190ms) SN. Changes of up to 17% were 

found but there were many that were less than 3%. The changes that occurred
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between clicks recorded without SN, but which were recorded alternately with 

those with SN, are also shown. Control recordings were made entirely without SN 

but are listed with the results matching the sequence in which they were recorded. 

The largest changes were found among the recordings from subjects CM and RK 

who had little low frequency energy in the spectra of the clicks recorded in their 

ear canals. The smallest changes were found in SR and MD. The data for SR 

was recorded over a longer period than the other subjects.

None of these changes were observed in the recordings made in the 1cc cavity.
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Table 7.1
SUBJECT post SN 

delay to 
1st click

% change in 
following SN

stimulus amplitude

SN dS without
SL SN ipsilateral SN contralateral SN

1st click 4th click 1st click 4th click
CMRt
(palsy) 10ms 60 17.8 5.3 5.4 3.6 3

If 80 6.7 8 4.4 4.4 4.6
If 80 5.3 4.4 3.9 4.9 4.3

CMLt
If 70 8.3 4.2 4.4 4.4 4.6
fi 80 2.3 6.7 8.6 9.4 6.7

RK
II 60 12.3 8.2 8.6 14.3 14.8
II 70 7.3 7.8 7.1 9.7 9.3
II 80 9.6 14.9 10.8 7 10.1

MD
II 60 3.3 2.8 2.5 2.5 2.2
II 70 2.3 2.5 2.4 1.7 1.7

100ms 70 1.1 3.9 3.3 1.9 1.8

SR
10ms 70 1.1 2.6 2.5 1.4 1.1
700ms 70 1.37 1.16 2.35
10ms 80 2.9 7.6 7.6 3.4 3.1
control no SN 3.0 2.5 2.4

Table shows changes in stimuli expressed as a percentage of the amplitude of 
stimuli recorded without SN. Intensities of the SN are shown in the 3rd column. 
The change is defined by the amplitude of the waveform that results from the 
subtraction of two stimulus waveforms. The 4th column shows the changes 
attributable to the test order (see methods). The 5th and 6th columns show 
the changes that occurred following ipsilateral SN while the 7th and 8th columns 
show the changes that occurred following contralateral SN. The length of the 
interval between the SN and the 1st click is shown in the 2nd column. The 4th 
click is recorded 90ms later than the 1st.

Changes occurring throughout the test period

The largest changes observed were between stimuli that had been recorded 

without SN. The comparison is between recordings made alternately between 

recordings made with SN. This comparison was made to assess the effect of the 

order that recordings were made. A range of 17.8% to 1.1% of the stimulus 

amplitude was found as shown in column 4 of Table 7.1 An example of these
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changes is shown in figure 1.20. These order related changes do not seem to be 

dependent on the intensity of the SN used during the test. Figure 7.2C shows 

that the changes are larger in the first test carried out with SN at 60dB SL than in 

the second test in which the SN was 80dB SL. The size of the changes decline 

with time. In table 7.1 the results in column 4 are arranged in the order in which 

the test was carried out. The first tests are at the top for each subject. With the 

exception of subject SR the change is smaller in later tests. This is shown 

graphically in figure 7.3A and 7.3B for subject RK. The graph shows that the 

largest changes occurred when a SN of 60dB SL was being used. This was also 

the first test.
The one exception to this finding was the data recorded from subject SR. Only 

small changes are evident in recordings made without SN. These data were 

recorded over a much longer period than the other subjects and are the sum of 

four tests where the other subjects data was the sum of only two tests.

A control test made entirely without SN was carried out on subject SR over 30 

minutes. A total of 16 recordings were made. When summed in the same 

alternating sequence as the experimental condition, small changes were found. 

The largest change was observed between the recordings which corresponded to 

those that were recorded without SN in the experimental condition(column 4 table 
7.1). ) Without the summing procedure differences could be as much as 4.9% 

between the first and second recording and 8.4% between the first and last 

recording.(Subject SR) The largest changes occurred at the beginning of the test 

session. The summing procedure, which was intended to cancel-out slow 

changes, seems to have been effective to a certain extent among those in which 

only two sets of data were summed and completely effective when four sets of 

data were summed.
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Figure 7.2 Effects of SN on frequenc}' spectra (EM)
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Right ear of subject CM with right sided facial palsy. The normalized difference 
power(NDP) of 33Hz bands are plotted as a function of frequency. The 
difference is between a click recorded without SN and a click recorded at some 
interval after SN. Graphs A and B show the changes that occurred between 
clicks recorded following ipsilateral suppresser noise (iSN) and following 
contralateral suppresser noise(cSN). Changes in clicks recorded at 10ms and 
100ms following SN are shown. Graph C. shows the changes that occur 
between clicks that have been recorded without noise but have been recorded 
alternately with the test conditions in which SN was used. SN at 60dB SL was 
used in the first test and 80dB SL in the second test.
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Figure 7.3 Effects of SN on frequenc)' spectra (RK)

A. Effect of contralateral noise on click stimulus(RK)
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The normalized difference power(NDP) of 33Hz bands are plotted as a function 
of frequency. The differences are between stimuli recorded with and without SN 
at a range of intensities. Graph A shows the changes caused by contralateral 
SN and B shows the effect of ipsilateral SN.
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Figure 7.4 Slow changes in frequenq^ spectra (MD)
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The normalized difference power (NDP) of 33Hz bands are plotted as a function 
of frequency. The differences represent slow changes that have occurred during 
the test time that are not associated with the SN. The noise floor, which has 
been omitted for clarity was between -30 and -35 NDP dB.
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Slow changes in the stimulus waveform seem to continue throughout the test 

period. For all but one subject (SR) tests with the various levels of SN were 
carried out without sound free periods between the tests. The slow changes that 

occurred throughout several consecutive test periods can be illustrated by 

comparing the recordings made without SN in each consecutive test. Figure 7.4 

shows an example of data, in the frequency domain, from one subject(MD) 

analysed in this way. The differences shown represent the changes that have 

occurred over a period of one hour. The data shows that changes of up to 13.9% 

of TEOAE amplitude can occur between the first and the last tests. The conditions 

in each test were not however, the same. SN at the lowest intensity was used in 

the first test while SN at the highest intensity was used in the last test. If the 

changes were due to the acoustic stimulus used during the test they would be 
expected to get larger as the SN intensity increased. The results show an 

opposite trend to that which would have been expected.
Effect of ipsilateral and contralateral SN

Comparison of recordings made with and without SN show that the SN does have 

an effect on the stimulus. The results are shown in columns 5 to 8 table 7.1. The 

changes observed are of a similar magnitude as the changes described above.
The intensity of the SN does affect the amount of change observed in some cases 

but not all. Changes are greater for higher intensities of ipsilateral SN for cases 

CMLt, RK, MD, and SR. These effects are illustrated in figure 7.3 A and B but 

most obviously in figure 7.5A. The data for subject SR is shown in figure 7.5A. 
This data shows that a SN of SOdB SL has a much greater effect than 70dB SL 

when the SN is presented to the contralateral ear. When presented to the 

ipsilateral ear the effect of SOdB is just detectable above the noise floor while no 

effect is detectable with 70dB SL. This intensity dependent effect is also evident 

following contralateral SN in cases CMRt and CMLt and following ipsilateral SN in 

CMLt as shown in table 7.1.

Four clicks were recorded following SN. These were at 10ms, 40ms, 70ms and 

100ms post SN for most of the subjects. Clicks at intervals of 100ms, 130ms, 

160ms, 190ms post SN were also recorded for subject MD and SR. Additional 

intervals of 700ms, 730ms,760ms and 790ms was recorded for subject SR. The
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short term temporal effects were assessed by comparing the amount of amplitude 

changes occurring between the each of the clicks. No differences could be 

detected between the amplitude changes occurring in clicks one and two or three 

and four. In the light of this finding results to the amplitude changes in the first 

and last clicks are the only one shown in table 7.1. Some differences were 

detected between the amplitude change in the first and last click but not in every 

case. The changes in the first click after ipsilateral SN are larger than those in the 

fourth click in cases CMRt, RK and MD and following contralateral SN in cases 

CMRt, CMLt, MD, and SR(table 7.1) The changes in amplitude that occurred at 

10ms post ipsilateral SN are compared to those that occurred at 700ms post 
ipsilateral SN in figure 7.5B. This shows that amplitude changes are greater at 

10ms post SN than at 700ms thus indicating that there has been some recovery 

with time but the recovery is not at all frequencies.

The temporal and intensity dependent effects were most obvious in cases SR and 
MD but were least obvious among the measurements made from both ears of 

subject CM and subject RK. An obvious difference in the frequency spectra of the 

click response was noticed between these two groups.(figure 6.1) The frequency 

spectra of the clicks recorded from the former two subjects were within 3dB of the 

maximum level between 1 KHz and 2KHz while there was a gradual roll-off at 

higher frequencies. In contrast the lower frequencies were greatly reduced in the 
frequency spectra of clicks recorded in both ears of subject CM. Where there was 

sufficient data available, the lower frequencies of the frequency spectrum seemed 

to change independently of the higher frequencies. Figure 7.3 A,B shows an 

example of this in which large changes have occurred below 2KHz after SN at 

80dB SL but the higher frequencies do not exhibit systematic changes with SN 

intensity. In one case the changes following 80dB ipsilateral SN are evident in 

both the low and high frequency regions and is illustrated in figure 7.5A. Changes 

also occur in the low frequency portion following 80dB contralateral SN(figure 

7.5A).

The changes that occur in the low frequency region at 10ms post ipsilateral SN 

were present in all cases at 100ms post SN but are not present at 700ms post SN. 

This is shown in figure 7.5B.
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Figure 7.5 Effect of SN on frequency spectra (SR)
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The normalized difference power (NDP) of 33Hz bands are plotted as a function 
of frequency. Graph A. shows that changes have occurred following 80dB ISN 
and to a lesser extent following 70dB ISN. There are no changes evident 
following CSN. Graph B. shows that changes have occurred at 10ms and 
700ms following ISN but not following CSN.
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Effects in low and high frequency regions.

The responses of low and high frequency regions to SN intensity and post SN 

interval were analysed in more detail for subject SR. The average percentage 

change that occurred below and above 2kHz following ipsilateral and contralateral 

SN are plotted as a function of SN intensity in figure 7.6. In the low frequency 

region changes are systematically larger with higher intensity SN whether 

presented ipsilaterally or contralaterally. In the high frequency region there 

changes in the control condition and with 70dB SN are similar but the changes are 

larger following 80dB SN.

The average percentage changes that occurred in the high and low frequency 

regions at a range of intervals following ipsilateral SN are shown in figure 7.7. In 

examples for which data was available there was a decline in the percentage 
change in the low frequency region as the interval between SN and the 

presentation of the click increases. This trend was not evident in high frequency 

region
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Figure 7.6 Effects of SN on low and high frequencies.
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The bar graphs show the percentage change that occurs in stimulus waveforms 
at 10ms after SN offset at a range of SN intensities. The control is recorded 
entirely without SN. (Similar changes occurred with 60dB SN). Changes that 
occur following ISN below and above 2kHz are shown in A and B respectively 
and changes that occur following CSN are shown in C and D. The results are for 
subject SR.
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Figure 7.7 Recovery- of low and high frequencies following SN
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The bar graphs show the percentage change that occurs in stimulus waveforms 
at a range of interval after SN. The results are for subject SR.
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Amplitude and phase changes

Differences in stimulus waveform caused by the various manipulations were 

ascertained by subtracting the stimulus waveform recorded following SN from a 

stimulus waveform that had been recorded without SN. With this procedure both 

amplitude and phase changes are included. In most recordings it was difficult to 

detect any absolute amplitude or phase changes because they were very small 

and could not be distinguished from fluctuations that occurred throughout the test 

time and are reflected by differences between clicks recorded without SN. 

However the changes observed in subject SR following 80dB ipsilateral SN were 

particularly large. In this case amplitude and phase changes could be detected 

above the noise. The frequency spectrum of the raw data is presented in 33kHz 

bands. Amplitude changes were assessed by measuring the difference between 
amplitudes, for each of these bands, between stimuli recorded with and without 

SN. The results for the effect of SN of 80dB SL showed an amplitude increase at 
a range of frequencies below 2kHz, peaking at 1.5kHz. Within the higher 

frequency region there was an amplitude reduction peaking at 3.6kHz.(Figure 7.8) 
The raw data also provides the phase angle for each of the 33kHz bands. Phase 

changes can therefore also be assessed by comparing the phase angles with and 
without SN. For the same data for which the amplitude changes were assessed 

(SR with SN of 80dB SL) phase changes were found to be not so clear cut. At 

frequencies below 2kHz however the majority of the phase shift was in the 

opposite direction to that above 2kHz.. (Figure 7.8)
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Figure 7.8 Amplitude and phase changes.
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The effect of 60dB ISN and CSN on spectra of stimulus waveforms measured in 
the meatus of subject SR. A shows the effects o f amplitude and B shows the 
effects on phase. Blue lines shown the effects following ISN while green lines 
show those following CNS. The red lines show the differences that occurred in 
the control condition. Low frequencies are not shown because there was too 
much background noise below 1kHz.
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Effects of negative pressure

The same technique for assessing phase and amplitude changes in the frequency 
spectrum described in the paragraph above was used to assess the effects of 

pressure on the tympanic membrane. Systematic changes occurred with 

increasing negative pressure on the stimulus waveform recorded in the ear canal. 

Figure 7.9 illustrates these changes. Negative pressure did not influence clicks in 

a 1cc cavity indicating that the observed changes are not due to the effects of 

pressure on the microphone. In the ear canal, the low and high frequencies were 

affected by negative pressure but not in the same way. At the lowest frequencies, 

negative pressure caused an increase in amplitude. The increase was greater 

with greater pressures. At higher frequencies there was a decrease in amplitude. 

Again the decrease was greater with greater pressures. There was little amplitude 
change between 1.5kHz and 3kHz.

Phase changes occurred in a more systematic way with the amount of pressure. 

Phase angles were shifted more by the greater negative pressure than by lower 

pressure levels. Phase shifts were evident across the whole frequency range. 
Although these amplitude and phase changes are small, they are considerably 

larger than those observed following SN. The spectral shapes of the two effect, 
SN and pressure also differ. Pressure seems to exert most effect on amplitude at 

1kHz and between 3.5kHz and 4kHz, while the effects of 80dB SN peak at 1 5kHz 

and 3.5kHz. Negative pressure causes substantial phase changes particularly in 

the low frequencies. Higher frequencies are also affected when the pressure is 

further decreased. SN has most effect on phase at around 3kHz, but very little 

effect in the lower frequencies.
Frequencies lower than 1 kHz could not be assessed because noise in the signal 

at those frequencies was too high. This was particularly the case in the male 

subjects in whom the lower frequencies of the stimulus waveform were particularly 

weak.
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Figure 7.9 Effects o f pressure.

A. Amplitude changes

1500 2000 2500 3000

frequency Hz

4000

B. Phase changes
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1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

frequency Hz

3500 4000

The effects of reducing pressure in the meatus on spectra of stimulus waveform 
in subject SR. Amplitude differences (A) with a positive sign indicate an 
amplitude increase . Phase differences (B) with a positive sign indicate a phase 
lag. Results of the effects of negative pressure of 50, 100, and 200mmH20 are 
shown.
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Discussion
The objective of the study described in this chapter was to examine changes in 
middle ear acoustics due to SN. These may then compared to the changes that 

are observed in TEOAEs. The purpose of the comparison is to ascertain whether 

the changes observed in TEOAEs could be accounted for by the changes in 

middle ear acoustics.
Two types of changes in ear canal acoustics were identified. The most obvious 

were large gradual changes that were independent of SN intensity but tended to 

affect only the higher frequencies of the stimulus spectrum. These changes were 

cancelled out by the summing of alternate recording made over a period of tens of 

minutes, and the extent to which they were cancelled out depended on the 

number of recordings summed and hence the length of time over which the 

recordings were made. They were not observed in a cavity but were observed in 

an ear canal in the absence of SN. It is proposed therefore that these changes 
reflect gradual alterations in middle ear impedance. The gradual alteration may 

actually be a consequence of the experimental setup in that they may only occur 

when the ear canal is occluded with a probe.

Probe movement during the test could explain the observed slow changes. The 
only means of monitoring probe position was to use the same technique as 

described in this study for monitoring slow changes. If the observed changes are 
due to probe movement then the probe must slip during the first few minutes of the 

test and then come to a rest towards the end of the test. This is an interpretation 
of the tendency for these changes to be large at the beginning of the test session 

and become progressively smaller with time. This trend however was also 

observed in the control in which the probe was removed and immediately 

replaced at several stages during the test time. This means that the slow changes 

are most likely to be due to gradual changes in middle ear impedance although 

the contribution of probe slip cannot be ruled out.

Gradual changes such as these were not observed in the TEOAEs. It is likely that 

any effects that these changes had on emerging TEOAEs were cancelled out by 

the summing procedure.
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The second type of changes that were observed were sensitive to the intensity 

and laterality of the SN. The largest changes were following the highest intensity 

of ipsilateral SN. These changes influenced mainly the lower frequency region of 

the click spectrum but at higher intensities of SN the higher frequency region was 

also involved. Changes in the higher frequency region tended to be overwhelmed 

by the gradual changes. Some degree of recovery towards pre-stimulus levels by 

700ms post SN was also noted.

Changes in the stimulus waveform differ from those observed in TEOAEs in 
several ways. These are listed below commencing with the most significant.

a) SN of low levels (60dB SL) suppresses TEOAE amplitudes but such low levels 

do not suppress the stimulus waveform. Alterations in amplitude are detectable in 

the stimulus waveforms only at higher levels (80dB SN) of SN.

b) The study described in chapter 6 showed that effects of ipsilateral and 

contralateral SN on TEOAEs were fairly similar from 30ms post SN and onwards. 
The effects of ipsilateral SN was much stronger than contralateral SN on stimulus 

waveforms.
c) SN caused TEOAE changes mainly in the lower frequencies up to and including 

3kHz. In contrast changes in stimulus waveform were mostprominentabove 

3kHz.
d) Finally, the recovery of TEOAE changes were found to be complete in under 

200ms following SN. In contrast, the alterations seen in the stimulus waveforms 

recovered more slowly over 1000ms. This final dissimilarity between the effects of 

SN on TEOAEs and the stimulus waveform could be attributed to differences in 

the test. That the effect of SN at a level of 60dB SL was used in the TEOAE study 

while SN at a level of 70dB was used to measure recovery following SN in the 

stimulus waveform study. Recovery might be expected to be slower after a more 

intense SN. The dissimilarities a) and b) cannot be attributed to such differences 

in the test stimuli.
The low frequency changes observed in stimulus waveforms measured in the ear 

canal have characteristics in common with the effects of middle ear muscles. 

Stapedial reflex activity exerts a greater effect on middle ear muscles when 

evoked ipsilaterally compared to contralaterally (Borg 1982). Additionally recovery 

from the reflex is in the region of 1000ms (Overholt and Jerger 1995). This would
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suggest the changes in the stimulus waveform were due to the effects of middle 

ear muscles.

The effects of negative pressure where considerably larger than those observed 

following SN however there were similarities in the pattern of changes with 

frequency.

One similarity was that, in both cases, the manipulations had different effects on 

the high frequencies than the low frequencies. The high frequency region 

demonstrated slow changes during the test time but was not sensitive to SN level. 

The high frequency region was also sensitive to the level of negative pressure. 

Changes in the high frequency region could not be detected when the negative 

pressure level was low but changes got larger as the pressure level became more 

negative. This result indicates that the high frequency region of the stimulus 

waveform is sensitive to perturbations in middle ear impedance. The changes in 

the high frequencies in the SN study may therefore be interpreted as perturbations 
in middle ear impedance that occur in the first few minutes of the test but are not 

affected by the level of the SN.
The lower frequency region of the stimulus waveform is affected by the level of SN 

but does not exhibit the slow changes described for the high frequency region.

The lower frequency region is also sensitive to slight changes in middle ear 

pressure but a maximum is reached and larger pressure changes have no further 

effect. This suggests that the lower frequency region is sensitive to small 

perturbations in middle ear impedance but there is a limit to the range of its 
sensitivity. The small, SN level sensitive, changes in the low frequency region of 

the stimulus waveform could be interpreted as perturbations in the middle ear 

impedance.

Conclusion
The results of this study show that the stimulus waveform may be used to detect 

small changes in middle ear impedance. The aim of this study was to examinje 

changes in middle ear impedance, j occurring during moderate acoustic stimulation, 

that may have an effect on TEOAEs. Two types of changes were identified.

These were changes in the high frequency region and changes in the low 

frequency region of the stimulus waveform.
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The high frequency changes were interpreted as slow changes in middle ear 

impedance that were due to the effect of a probe occluding the ear canal or 

possibly due to probe slippage during the test. These changes were quite 

substantial particularly at the beginning of the test.

The low frequency changes were interpreted as perturbations in middle ear 

impedance that were caused by high intensity SN.

Perturbations in middle ear impedance will have an effect on TEOAEs. The higher 

frequency effects are the most substantial and would certainly effect TEOAE 

amplitudes over time. The results also show however that the technique of 

alternating recording with and without SN and summing the results gathered over 

several minutes is effective in minimising the impact of this effect. The results 

reported in chapter 6 were in TEOAEs recorded with such an alternating 

technique. The changes in that study cannot therefore be accounted for by slow 

changes in middle ear impedance.

The low frequency effect could also effect TEOAEs, however it was only detected 

when the SN was 80dB SL and when the sound was presented ipsilaterally. The 

effects of SN on TEOAEs described in chapter 6 occur when SN is presented 

either contralaterally or ipsilaterally. In addition the SN levels are 20 dB lower in 
the TEOAE study. It is reasonable to conclude therefore that the levels of SN 

stimuli used in chapter 6 are too low to evoke middle ear impedance changes that 
could in turn effect TEOAE amplitudes.
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C h a p t e r  8

FINAL COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

General observations.
The results of the study described in chapters 4 and 5 show that cochlear 
mechanical activity is reduced by acoustic stimulation presented to the 

contralateral ear. The results in chapter 6 show that acoustic stimulation 

presented to the ipsilateral ear also causes a reduction in cochlear mechanical 

activity as reflected by suppression of TEOAE amplitude. TEOAE suppression in 

the ear contralateral to the acoustic stimulation and TEOAE suppression in the 

ear ipsilateral to the acoustic stimulation is understood to be due to the activity of 
the medial olivocochlear efferent system. The possibility that the effect could be 

due to intra-cranial transmission of the acoustic signal was ruled out in chapter 4 
and the argument that these changes could be attributable to middle ear muscle 

activity was countered in chapter 7.
In the light of the extent of MOO efferent innervation of OHC and the importance of 

OHC in cochlear travelling wave amplification a number of issues pertinent to the 

functional range of MOC efferents are addressed in this study.

Issues addressed in this study.
The methodological problem that the noise used as a stimulus for MOC efferents 

might evoke middle ear activity which could contaminate the results, was 

examined.
Although there is substantial anatomical evidence for an ipsilateral efferent loop 

this has not been adequately demonstrated functionally at the level of cochlear 

mechanics. Ipsilaterally and contralaterally evoked efferent effects are compared 

in this study.
Time constants for the recovery of cochlear mechanics following efferent 

stimulation were measured. These are important for comparisons with 

physiological time constants.
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Differences in the susceptibility of TEOAEs to efferent suppression under different 

TEOAE evoking stimulus parameters was explored. This was done to ascertain 

the effect of cochlear state on its susceptibility to MOC activity.

Differences in susceptibility between subjects ranging in age from newborn to 

adult were explored in order to ascertain if intrinsic/characteristics of the cochlea 

that may influence susceptibility to MOC activity.

Summary of findings.
1. Middle ear activity.

OAEs have proved to be very sensitive to small changes in middle ear impedance 

(Avan et al. 1996). The possibility exists that the suppressor noise (SN) used to 

evoked efferent activity may also evoke such middle ear changes via stapedius 

muscle activity. This possibility cannot be entirely ruled out in experiments on 

intact humans. Small changes in phase and amplitude of the ear canal stimulus 

waveform were identified in the study described in chapter 7. The results 
indicated that middle ear impedance perturbations were occurring. They could 

not account however, for the TEOAE suppression described in chapter 6. Most 
significantly, middle ear changes could only be detected when SN was presented 

at intensities at least 20dB higher than those to evoke the TEOAE suppression. 
This evidence strongly counters the argument that the TEOAE suppression 

caused by moderate levels of acoustic stimulation used in this study could have 
been caused by middle ear muscle activity.
2. An ipsilateral effect

In chapter 6, evidence that there is an ipsilateral efferent effect on cochlear 

mechanics is presented. The ipsilateral effect has a similar amplitude and 

recovery pattern to the contralateral efferent effect. The similarities between the 

contralateral and ipsilateral effects are used to support the argument that the 

ipsilateral effect is due to MOC activity. It was the slight differences between the 

two effects that were used to ascertain whether one effect was stronger than the 

other. The differences proved to be insignificant and therefore it was concluded 

that the ipsilateral and contralateral MOC efferent effects on cochlear mechanics 

are symmetrical.
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3. Effects of TEOAE evoking stimuli on efferent evoked suppression.

The results in chapter 5 show that TEOAE suppressibility, expressed as NDP 

which is independent of TEOAE size, decreases systematically with increasing 

TEOAE evoking stimulus level. Differences in suppressibility between individual 

ears were also observed. It was concluded that these differences were due to 

differences in intrinsic characteristics of the TEOAE generators. Manifestations of 

the intrinsic TEOAE generator characteristics were TEOAE size and the 

susceptibility of the TEOAE to saturation by the evoking stimulus. Large TEOAEs 

tended to exhibit shallow I/O functions but were most susceptible to MOC efferent 

suppression.

Discussion of ipsilaterally and contralaterally evoked 

changes.
The difference in relative strengths observed between the ipsilaterally evoked 

efferent effect and the contralaterally evoked efferent effect could be interpreted as 
due to differences in the numbers of efferent neurones excited by sound 

contralateral and ipsilateral to the test ear. Studies on animals have shown that 
there are approximately twice as many neurones in which activity is elicited by 

ipsilateral sounds than there are by contralateral sound (Liberman and Brown 
1986). Although the exact ratio of contralaterally : ipsilaterally sensitive MOC 

neurones is unknown in humans, there is evidence from humans, that crossed 

MOC projections are more numerous than uncrossed projections (Adams 1986). 

Crossed MOC neurones are activated mainly by stimuli mediated by the crossed 
ascending pathway. The predominant stimulus for efferent neurones to one ear 

therefore is from afferents from the same ear. An ipsilateral stimulus would be 

expected to evoke a stronger efferent effect than a contralateral stimulus.

In the experiments described in chapter 6 the ipsilateral ear receives more 

stimulation than the contralateral ear. The total stimulus presented to the 

ipsilateral ear was longer than that presented to the contralateral ear because it 

included both the SN and the TEOAE evoking stimuli. However, the intensity of 

the TEOAE evoking stimulus was very low and the results showed that there not 

detectable difference between the amount of efferent effect elicited by 244ms of 

SN and 488ms of SN. It seems unlikely therefore that the differences between the
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amounts of suppression following ipsilateral and contralateral SN can be explained 

by differences in the strengths of the stimuli.
It is more reasonable to conclude therefore that ipsilateral SN exerts a greater 

efferent effect than contralateral SN because there is more MOC activity evoked in 

an ipsilateral loop than via a contralateral pathway.

Discussion. Effects of TEOAE evoking stimuli on 

suppression
The suppressive effects of medial efferent nerve stimulation on IHCs and acoustic 

nerve responses were recognised long before a mechanism involving OHCs was 

proposed. (Mountain 1980, Siegel and Kim 1982) It seems logical in the light of 

current understanding of cochlear mechanics and the involvement of OHC, that 

reductions in acoustic nerve and INC activity are the result of a reduction in the 

activity of the OHC mechanics which provide the cochlear amplifier. The results of 
this study (chapters 4 and 6) not only show that TEOAE intensity is suppressed by 

efferent activity, but also show that the amount of suppression decreases 
systematically with increasing TEOAE evoking stimulus level and this is in 

agreement with the findings in humans by others.(eg (Moulin et al. 1993)). This 
relationship between response and stimulus is also observed within acoustic nerve 

responses. (Desmedt 1962, Fex 1962, Fex 1965, Wiederhold and Kiang 1970). 
Since TEOAE reflect the activity of the OHC, it may be concluded that emerging 

OAEs directly monitor OHC activity. Also changes in OAE activity caused by 
MOC efferent activity is equivalent to the effect that those changes have on the 

transduction of acoustic signals to the sensory IHCs.

The results of chapters 4 and 5 also show that susceptibility of TEOAEs to 

suppression varies between individual ears. It was concluded that these 

differences were due to intrinsic differences in the TEOAE generating mechanism. 

Differences in the suppression that were correlated with OAE characteristics have 

been observed by others (Khalfa and Collet 1996) who have shown that TEOAEs 

recorded from ears which also exhibited SOAEs were found to be more 

suppressible by contralateral noise than those without SOAEs. TEOAE recorded 

from ears with SOAEs also tended to be largerthanthose without SOAEs. The 

presence of SOAEs may one intrinsic characteristic that explains the differences in
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susceptibility between large TEOAEs and smaller TEOAE that were observed in 

this study.

Differences in the sizes of OAEs would suggest that some ears are more active 

than others because OAEs reflect OHC mechanical activity. If it is accepted that 

the MOC efferent activity only affects the active contributions of OHC mechanics it 

seems reasonable that large OAEs should be more vulnerable to suppression 

than small OAEs.

It has been suggested that the differences in susceptibility of cochlear mechanical 

processes has important implications for the differences in sensitivity of ears 

(McFadden 1993). This suggestion is based on the well know fact that women 

have more sensitive hearing than men and left ears are more sensitive than right 

ears. Women tend to have larger, more suppressible OAEs than men. In 

addition, left ears have larger and more suppressible OAEs than right ears (Khalfa 

and Collet 1996). This has led to the conjecture that female and left ears are 

more sensitive and more suppressible because they are less suppressed by tonic 

efferent activity. The levels of tonic efferent activity cannot however be measured 

directly. Rather, Khalfa et al and McFadden, inferred the level of efferent activity 

from the size of the OAE. Their assumption is made in the absence of any direct 

evidence that tonic efferent activity varies between individual ears. There is 

evidence however, that a complete absence of efferent activity can improve 

hearing sensitivity (Scharf et al 1994).

Role of efferent activity
There have been numerous proposals for a specific role for the MOC efferent 

system. These have included listening in noise, sharpening of tuning and 

protection from excessive noise as reviewed by Sahley et al (Sahley et al. 1997). 

In each case the specific functions have been tested under differing levels of 

efferent excitation or comparing the function before and after ablation of MOC 

efferent neurones. Some tests were psychophysical and others physiological. 

Generally the results are equivocal.

A general role may be a more plausible suggestion for the role of MOC efferent 

neurones. Mott proposed that efferent activity prevents over oscillation of OHCs 

(Mott et al 1989). This would provide the cochlear amplifier with a gain control. At
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low levels of acoustic stimulation the OHC activity is not suppressed while it is 

increasingly suppressed by efferent activity as the levels of MOC efferent 

stimulation rise. Moreover, ears which are more mechanically active would 

require control over a wider dynamic range that those that are less mechanically 

active. Large OAEs that are more suppressible by MOC activity are a reflection of 

this.

Each of the specific roles for MOC efferent activity sited above would benefit from 

a gain control if it helps optimise the cochlear amplifier over its operational range. 

Listening in noise, sharp tuning and protection from excessive noise are all 

attributes desirable in a sensitive hearing system. Optimisation or adaptation at all 

levels of the hearing system all contribute to maintaining these attributes.

Removal of the MOC efferent activity therefore would not entirely wipe out one 

attribute but will render it less efficient over a certain operational range.

A more appropriate question than that of the role of MOC efferents is therefore, 
what is the evolutionary pressure that has led to the proliferation of efferent 

neurones innervating OHCs?
Although efferent innervation is as old as hair cells themselves, there have been 

some modifications on the primitive pattern among terrestrial species of 

vertebrates. Proliferation of auditory efferent supplies in terrestrial vertebrates, is 

correlated with the development of specialised hair cell populations. In mammals 

there are two types of hair cells that not only differ in shape but in the type of 

innervation. The OHC comprise 80% of the total hair cell count, are heavily 
innervated by efferent neurones but receive only 5%-10% of afferent neurones. In 

contrast the IHC are heavily innervated by afferent neurones. The OHC are 

specialised for cochlear amplification. Mammals, birds and reptiles have all 

evolved specialised populations of hair cells for cochlear amplification quite 

independently. The universality of this phenomenon suggests that cochlear 

amplification is as old as land vertebrates. The selective pressure to evolve such 

systems would have been listening for biologically significant air borne signals in a 

noisy environment.

The development of specialised hair cells with extensive efferent innervation is 

part of the development of sensitive hearing. This has led to speculation by Manley 

and KoppI (Manley and Kopp11998) that division of labour between the hair cell
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types gave rise to an increase in the sophistication of efferent control particularly 

of the cochlear amplifier. The gain control provided by a negative feedback loop 

between the IHC and OHCs thus provides a means of optimising an otherwise 

fragile and metabolically extravagant mechanism.
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